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FORWARD

This report summarizes the work performed by General Electric Company,
Evendale, Ohio under Air Force Contract F33(615)-67-C-1163 on the develop-
c ent of a system of ammonia propellant, resistance-heated microthrusters
for station keeping and station changing duties for a satellite. The
period of effort extended from October 1966 to April 1968.

The contractor's number for this report is GESP-184. It was submitted
to the Air Force for review and approval on January 24, 1969. The author
is W. N. Neiman.

The primary portion of the program was monitored for the Air Force by
Mr. A. T. Molisse (APIE-2) of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratoryx
Mr. Jack Geis (APIE-2) of the same group monitored the program in JLi
concluding phase.

Principal contributors to the program were Dr. M. L. Bromberg,
Mes.'7s. B. A. Free, J. Holowach, J. I. Kamin, B. C. Merten, C. C. Schnell,
W. R. Young, and W. F. Zimmerman, all of General Electric Company, Evendale,

9 Ohio.

Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force Approval of
the report findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange
and stimulation of ideas.

PHILIP E. STOVER
Act'g Chief, Propulsion & Power Branch

Aerospace Power Division
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ABSTRACT

This report is a summary of the work performed under Air Force
Contract F 33615-67-C-1163 in the design, fabrication, and test of
resistance jet microthruster systems for East-West station keeping and
station changing duties on the Dodge-lI Satellite. The thrusters were
electrically heated and ammonia gas was used as fuel. For the station
keeping function, thrust values of 3, 6, and 9 micropounds were supplied.
For station keeping, 100 micropounds of thrust were provided, with a
catalyst being used to assist in decomposition of the ammonia.

Included in this work was the design and fabrication of a torsion-
wire device that was used for measuring thrust in the required low range.

Parabolic flights of KC-135 aircraft carrying plastic models of the
microthruster system's fuel tank proved its suitability for delivering
gas to the propulsion system under zero-g conditions. These experiments,
showing equilibrium positions of the propellant, were recorded in slow
motion on a 900 foot reel of color film.

Electrical designs were completed for a power and signal conditioner
to convert satellite electrical power into the forms required by the
microthruster system. A portion of this conditioner contained circuitry
to condition the various instrumentation signals into a form acceptable
to the vehicle telemetry system for earth transmission.

This document is subject to special export controls and each trans-
mittal to foreign governments or foreign nationals may be made only with
prior approval of AFAPL (APIE-2).
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The performance of work under this contract was directed toward
the delivery to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (AFAPL) of one complete
prototype resistance jet microthruster system (Figure 1), two complete

A •flight-type resistance jet microthruster systems (Figure 1) and one
partially complete flight-type resistance jet microthruster system
(Figure 2). All of these systems made use of ammonia propellant,
resistance heatvd microthrusters designed to perform station keeping
and station changing duties for the Dodge-M satellite.

Three primary tasks were involved in this work. One was the
preparation of the flight system thrusters. Included in this was the
design, fabrication and checkout of a microthrust measuring system,
the design, fabrication and test of preliminary evaluation thrusters,
and finally the design, evaluation, and test of the flight thrusters.
Another primary task was concerned with the ammonia propellant storage
and feed system. This involved the design of the fuel tank and the
selection of the components to control and regulate the flow of gas
to the thrusters. Parabolic flights of KC-135 aircraft carrying
transparent fuel tanks were expected to confirm experimentally the
predicted equilibrium position of the liquid under zero-g conditions.
The third task consisted of the design and buildup of both prototype
and flight-type power and signal conditioners. Such conditioners
were to provide power for certain of the electrical components of the
system upon command. They were also to provide for operation of
certain of the instrumentation and indication devices built into the
system.

Associated tasks involved the integration of the systems with
the satellite (requiring liaison with The Johns Hopkins University,
Applied Physics Laboratory), launch support, and data reduction
during flight.

Before any of the systems could be delivered, certain changes
occurred in the proposed DOD satellite (Dodge-M) upon which it was to
fly. This situation required reassessment of the design and performance
requirements by WPAFB personnel. After a period of time, the satellite
was redesignated as Dodge-II, and a revised Work Statement (dated 7
Feb 68 and described further in Section VIII of this Report) was pro-
pared by the Air Force. Then a stop work order was issued. When lifted,
the contractual effort was redirected to provide for shipment of all
residual hardware items to WPAFB, to prepare an Installation and
Operating Manual for the blicrothrust Measuring System, and to prepare
this Summary Report. This Report is a compilation of the progress to
date and is based upon the content of previous reports that have been
submitted during the tenure of this contract.

Appendix XVII of this Report contains a list of formal drawings
prepar.-d under this Program and is indicative of the design elfort
involved.
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Special Testing), Schematic Diagram.
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SECTION II

THE MICROTHRUST MEASURING SYSTEM

This task is concerned with the des'.gn, fabrication,and operation
of a system to be used for measuring thrust in the 1 to 2000 micropound
range as well as determination of thrust vectors.

1. ORIGINAL CONCEPT

It was initially planned that the system would consisL of a
torsion wire suspended table, the rotational motion of which would be
nulled by application of a restoring force generated by an electro-
magnet. The current in the magnet was to be a measure of the force
exerted by the thruster. It was intended that the table would float
in a container of mercury, reducing the weight supported by the tension
wire. This would permit the use of a small diameter wire, thereby
increasing the zensitivity of the system. By virtue of the small
clearances and the high surface tension of the mercury, the lateral
motion of the table would also be restrained. Electrical power to the
table was to be achieved by the use of electrodes fastened to the
table, dipping into cups of mercury. Control of the thrust function
was to be maintained by means of a photodiode switching arrangement.
This would also eliminate lead drag on the table.

The calibrating procedure was to derive a calibration curve,
plotted from the current flowing in the restoring force electromagnet
winding and the micropou d force indicated by the force applied to a
force transducer. Such a calibration was to be made physically separate
from the thrust system. A displacement transducer mounted in line with
the electromagnet on the thrust system was to provide for the determina-
tion of the null position. Thus when the microthruster force moved the
thrust table off the null point, the measurement of the current in the
electromagnet winding to bring the table back to its null position
provided fcr a determination of the thrust in micropounds.

As an indication of the sensitivity that may be achieved using
this type of equipment, consider a 12 inch diameter table with a total
effective weight of 5 pounds. Using a piano wire torsion element with
an allowable yield of 300,000 psi, the diameter required to support
the 5 pounds is 4.6 mils. If a 5 mil wi'.e 20 inches long is selected,
the rotation in degrees caused by a Lwisting movement T of 6 micro-
pound-inches (1 micropound at its periphery of the table) is

0 = (57.3)*(T) (1)
(G) ) * 1 radian = 57.3 degrees

Where 1 is the wire length of 20 inches, G is the siear modulus which,
for piano wire, is approximately 12 x 106 psi, and J is the polar
movement of inertia which, for a 5 mil diimeter shaft, is 6.25xlO-llin4 .
The rotation is then approximately 4-1/2 degrees corresponding to
approximately 1/2 inch linear displacement at the 6 inch radius. Linear

5



displacement transducers are readily available having outputs of

100 mv/mil. Since a 100 my signal can easily be resolved, the null
position can be identified to within 0.1% of the one inch displacement.
Therefore, a high degree of accuracy can be derived for this thrust
measurement. With this resolution, the system could also be capable
of evaluating thrust vectors with good precision. In practice, it was
to be accomplished by placing a thruster so that it pointed in a
radial direction. Any non-axial thrust veczor would be manifested as
a tangential vector. The vector would be completely resolved by
determining the tangential vector at two angular positions of the
thruster about its axis.

2. THE SYSTEM AS DESIGNED

Figures 3. :, 5, and 6 show the system as designed. This design
incorporates, except for the photodiode switching arrangement to
operate the thruster valves, all the significant features of the
original concept.

3. INITIAL CALIBRATION CF THE SYSTEM

Initial efforts to calibrate the system revealed several unexpected
problem areas:

"* The surface tension of the mercury resulted in an unacceptable
amount of drag on the thrust table. Therefore, the mercury cups
and electrodes that provided the electrical connections between
the table and the fixed portion of the system were eliminated, and
thin coiled leads were substituted. The mercury bath that partially
supported the weight of the thrust table was replaced by a pivot.
This was to act as a guide, restricting the lateral motion of the
table. Ultimately this pivot, too, was eliminated because of the
frittion it introduced.

"* It was found that the degree of freedom of the thrust table was
impeded by the small clearances between the displacement and the
restoring force solenoid cores. An improvement was observed when
the clearances were increased.

"* Tugging of the earth's magnetic field upon the thrust table was
eliminated by discarding certain clamps that had been made of
magnetic steel and replacing them with ones made of non-magnetic
stainless steel.

"" 'he vibration effects of the vacuum tank pumping system were
eliminated by suspending the thrust table from a frame which was
in turn hung from the interior of the vacuum tank. A damper
magnet was used to reduce further v oscillatory motion.

Despite all the improvements described in the above paragraphs,
it was still iound difficult to calibrate the system with consistent and
repeatable results. It was decided, then, to eliminate the position
transducers and the restoring force electromagnet, and to use a trans-
ducer to measure force exerted by the thrust table as it rotated

6
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as the result of action of a thruster.

4. INITIAL USE OF THE SYSTEM

After it was determined that the calibration of the system was no
longer required and that direct measurement of force with a force
transducer was possible, the arrangement of the system appeared as
shown in Figure 7, 8, and 9. Note that the pivot on the thrust table
is free of contact with its mating part, the restoring force electro-
magnet has been removed, and the displacement transducers have been
dismantled. Thus it was not until the measuring system had been
simplified to the degree shown in the schematic diagram, Figure 10,
that accurate and repeatable results were obtained. The pressure
switch appearing in the schematic was intended to close the regulated
fill valve if the pressure in the NH3 vapor expansion taiik approached
the 50 psi limit. A damper magnet was used to restrict any vibratory
motion of the thrust table.

At this point in time, the thrust measuring system consisted of a
flat circular table 12 inches in diameter suspended horizontally by a
wire attached at the center. The thruster was mounted near the outer
rim so that it imparted its thrust tangentially, tending to rotate the
taLle about the wire axis. A bracket extended from the table below the
thruster and rested against a force transducer. The thrust was read
directly on this transducer.

Propellant storage and supply components including a pressure
transducer were mounted on the table. Instrumentation and power leads
were thin, coiled wires strung between the table and the support
member holding the wire.

The entire apparatus was built inside an aluminum framework which
was suspended by a chain in the vacuum chamber. Eddy current dampeners
were used to stabilize the system.

Using di.splacement transducers, with the force transducer on a
drive mechanism to apply a force, the thrust rig was found to have an
angular displacement of approximately one mil per micropound force at
the thruster mounting radius. The force transducer core displaces one
mil per 220 micropounds.

Therefore, thrust measurements could be taken directly on the
force transducer without nulling the system since a thrust of 220
micropounds would rotate the rig only one mil. This one mil movement
would cause a restoring force in the rig of 1 micropound, resulting in
an error of 0.45%, a negligible amount.

Operation of any one of the solenoid valves resulted in an inter-
action of its solenoid field with the dampening magnet fields and to a
lesser degree with the earth's magnetic field. The disturbances intro-
duced took 10 or 20 seconds to dampen out. Consequently, thrust
measurements were taken as follows for the small thrusters (3 and 6
micropound) designed to operate at 3.4 psi. The force transducer was
pre-loaded 1y driving it against the table foot. The expansion tank

11
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Figure 8. Microthrust Measuring System, Alternate Front View, During
Initial use.
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Figure 9. Microthrust Measuring System as Installed in Vacuum Tank
During Initial Use.
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Figure 10. Pneumatic Senematic Diagram, Initial Use of Microthrust
Measuring System.
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was filled to about 8 psi NH3. The dump valve was opened and closed

to assure that no pressure was on the orifice. The pressure transducer
zero was checked at this point and re-set if necessary. The thruster
valve was then opened long enough to allow the thruster pressure to
reach about 8 psi, and then closed. The thruster pressure decayed
through the orifice, and by the time it reached 3.4 psi (the desired
pressure), the vibrations caused by actuating the valve had been
dampened out and a clear thrust trace was obtained.

For the 200 micropound thruster measurements, the thruster valve
was removed. The expansion tank was filled to approximately 20 psi
and the pressure of the entire volume was allowed to decay through the
thruster nozzle, again giving time for the vibrations to dampen out
before the desired pressure is reached. Figure 11 shows a 170
micropound thrust trace. The pressure reading on the chart is only an
indicator and is not calibrated. Pressure was read by observing a
calibrated digital voltmeter on the pressure transducer output and
marking the chart at the appropriate time.

5. CONTINUED USE OF THE SYSTEM

Continued use of the system resulted in several refinements. A
pressure regulator and a second pressure transducer were mounted on
the thrust table and arranged so that thrust and mass flow rate measure-
ments could be taken simultaneously. This eliminated the need to
depend upon a previously-obtained mass flow rate vs. temperature curve
in determining specific impulse of a thruster. The thruster test time
was thereby cut in half. The calibration of the force transducer was
also made a matter of record.

6. THE SYSTEM IN FINAL USE AT GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

The microthrust measuring system during its last use at General
Electric appeared as shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14. It is described
as follows:

o Description of the System

The microthrust measurin4 system consists of an assembly which,
when properly installed and instrumented, provides for the measure-
ment of the ihrust of a suitably-mounted thruster over the ranges
tabulated beloy with an accuracy of + 1% of full range accuracy:*

Zero to 25 micropounds
"if of 125 "
" " 250

"500
"-" " 2000

It consists of a magnetically-damped thrust table suspended by a wire

* With the Vacuum System Pumps operating at the General Electric Co.

installation.
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from the top of an aluminum angle suspension frame (also magnetically-
damped). This frame, in turn, is suspended by a chain within the
interior of a vacuum chamber.

Schematically, the system appears as shown in Figure 15. The
fill valve and dump valve are 28 volt DC normally-closed solenoid
valves. Both the high pressure and low pressure differential pressure,
are variable reluctance transducers. The high pressure unit is
designed to indicate pressures up to 50 psid, the low pressure unit
indicates pressures up to 25 psid. For readout, however, each requires
a carrier demodulator. This unit, operating off 115V, 60 cps provides
5 K cps excitation to a bridge which includes two inductance ratio arms
of the transducer. This bridge output is converted to DC. Readout may
be obtained using any DC recorder. Neither the carrier demodulators
nor the recorder is supplied as a part of the system. The force trans-
ducer (rated at + I gram force maximum) operates directly into a
carrier preamplifier and then into a recorder (Figure 16). Neither
the carrier preamplifier nor the recorder is supplied as a part of the
system.

It may be observed in Figures 12, 13, and 14 that the thruster to
be tested is mounted near the outer rim of the 12 inch diameter thrust
table. Thrust is imparted tangentially, tending to rotate the table
about the vertical wire axis. The force transducer movable core, as
indicated in Figure 15, contacts the thruster package along its center
line, indicating thrust directly. Note that the propellant storage
and supply components are also mounted on the table. The instrumenta-
tion and power leads are thin, coiled, insulated wires strung between
the table and the suspension frame that holds the supporting wire.

The force transducer itself may be used to determine the sensi-
tivity of the system. If the micrometer drive is turned through some
distance, such as l mils, a corresponding force reading will be
obtained. The thrust system sensitivity in terms of mils* deflection/
micropound force is simply 10/force reading and has been determined to
be approximately 1 mil/micropound. This sensitivity evaluation may be
performed with the vacuum tank open.

* Thrust Measurements

The first step in making thrust measurements was the calibration
of the force transducer. With the transducer connected into the read-
out equipment as indicated in Figure 16, an electrical balance was
iirst performed. A "known load" calibration was then conducted to
determine the transducer linearity and then whenever desired, if it is
believed that some change in characteristic may have occurred. This
had to do with the application of a known load and adjirating the
readout controls for a convenient deflection. The firsc step in this
calibration consisted of mounting the transducer vertically so that
weights could be suspended from the transducer core. In this position
S.he weight of the core (approximately 525 micropounds) appeared on the

* Linear deflection ac the 6 inch radius point.
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Figure 15. Pneumatic Schematic Diagram, Final Use of
Microthrust Measuring System at GE.
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All 150 Series Readout Equipment

Carrier Power
Model FTA-1-1 Adapter* Preamplifier Supply

oForce Mdel Model
Transducer 150-1100 AS 150-400

SA part of the transducer
assembly, permanently connected
to it by an electrical cable.
Adapter plugs into preamplifier.

Strip-Chart Readout
Model 158-100C

Figure 16. Schematic Diagram Force Transducer Readout,
Microthrust Measuring System.
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read-out chart. Calibration simply consisted of hanging weights on
tne transducer core and observing the force indicated on the readout
chart. As an example of this work, data from calibrating the force
transducer over the ranges of zero to 25 micropounds and zero to 250
micropounds appear on Table I. These data appear in curve form in
Figure 17. Examination of these data show that the maximum recorded
error on the 0 to 50 micropound scale was 1.77 of full scale (0.7
micropounds at 8.6 micropounds). This could be readily reduced 0.74%
by averaging these readings, recalibrating the electronic readout
equipment between readings. On the zero to 250 micropound scale, the
maximum error was 3.34 of full scale (8.2 micropounds at 209 micro-
pounds). This could also be reduced to less than 1% by averaging, as
described above.

With the fuel tank filled with ammonia and all power and instru-
mentation checked out, attention was then directed towards the mounting
of the thruster.

The thruster mounting bracket presently in position on the
thrust table was designed to support a particular thruster known as
the Preliminary Evaluation Thruster (an electrically heated. ammonia
fueled, resistance jet thruster). When properly in talled, the
alignment mark on the bracket matched the radius mark on the thrust
table. Bolting the thruster flange to the bracket automatically
aligned the thruster axis with a tangent to the table. The force
transducer had been mounted so that its axis is tangent to a circle
through the mounting bracket center with its core contacting the
center of the thruster (Figure 18).

It should be noted that the operation of any solenoid valve on
the thrust table results in an interaction of its solenoid magnetic
field with the damping magnet fields and to a lesser degree, with the
earth's magnetic field. The disturbances introduced may take 10 to
20 seconds to dampen out. Consequently, thrust measurements were taken
as follows:

Thrust Readings Less than 50 Micropounds:

For thrust readings less than 50 micropounds, the Microthrust
Measuring System shown in Figure 15 was changed by the addition of a
solenoid valve (the "thruster valve") in the line between the N113
vapor expansion tank and the high pressure pressure transducer. The

force transducer was pre-loaded by driving it against the thruster to
a value in excess of the micropounds to be measured. With the thruster
va]ve open, the fill valve was then pulsed until the high pressure
transducer readout indicated a pressure somewhat in excess of 30 psia
within the NH3 vapor expansion tank. With the thruster valve closed,
the dump valve was opened momentarily to make certain that no gas
under pressure was being supplied to the thruster. The low pressure
pressure transducer zero was checked at this point and roset if
necessary. The thruster valve was then opened long enough to allow
the thruster pressure to reach a pressure in excess of its normal
operating pressure and then closed. The pressure decayed through the
orifice and by the time it reached the desired operating pressure of
the thruster, the vibrations caused by actuating the thruster valve

24



TABLE I

FORCE TRANSDUCER
CALIBRATION DATA

MICROTHRUST MEASURING SYSTEM

Calibration Force Readout Error Error
Weight Reading Span (Reading) (Reading) Error

Date ( lb) ("lb) (A7lb) (4 lb) %FS.

9-19-67 15.3 14.6 0-50 -0.7 4.6 1.4

30.4 30.5 " +0.1 0.3 0.2

43.8 43.5 " -0.3 0.7 0.6

67.1 66 0-250 -1.1 1.7 0.4

205.5 210 " +4.5 2.2 1.8

9-28-67 8.60 8.1 0-50 -0.5 5.8 1.0

8.60 8.7 " +0.1 1.2 0.2
8o60 7.9 -0.7 8.1 1.4

18.74 18.4 " -0.34 1.8 0.7

25.13 25 " -0.13 0.5 0.3

42.33 42 0-250 -0.33 0.8 0.1

75.28 76 " +0.82 1.1 0.3

109.60 112 " +2.4 2.2 1.0

148.80 153 +4.20 2.8 1.7

30.42 31 +0.58 1.9 0.2

43.87 43 -0.58 2.0 0.3

66.14 67 +0.86 1.3 0.3

67.02 70 +2.98 4.4 1.2

208.8 217 +8.2 3.9 3.3
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had been dampened out and a clear thrust trace obtained. The thrust at
this operating pressure point was determined by examining the readout
chart. The dump valve was then operated to discharge the remaining
ammonia gas from the lines. All zeroes were checked and the test
repeated.

An example of such a thrust measurement appears in Figure 19.
This shows a 3.2 micropound thrust trace. The pressure reading
appearing on the chart was only an indication and was not calibrated.
Pressure was generally read by observing a calibrated digital volt
meter on the (low pressure) pressure transducer output and marking the
chart at the appropriate time. The linearity of the thrust trace had
already been determined from the Force Transducer Calibration previously
performed. With the vacuum chamber pressure down to a desired value,
the pressure transducer zeroes were checked out qpd reset if necessary.

Thrust Readings of 50 Micropounds and Up:

With the Microthrust Measuring System set up as shown in Figure 15,
the force transducer was pre-loaded by driving it against the thruster
to a value in excess of the micropounds to be measured. With the
vacuum chamber pressure down to a desired value, the pressure trans-
ducer zeroes were checked out and reset if necessary.

The fill valve was then pulsed until the high pressure transducer
readout indicated a pressure somewhat in excess of 30 psia within
the NH3 vapor expansion tank. The pressure of the entire volume was
allowed to decay through the thruster nozzle, giving time for the
vibration caused by the fill valve to dampen out before the desired
operating pressure of the thruster was reached. The thrust at this
operating pressure point was determined by examining the readout chart.
The dump valve was then operated to discharge the remaining ammonia
gas from the lines. All zeroes were checked and the test repeated.

An example of such a thrust measurement appears in Figure 11.
This shows a 170 micropound thrust trace. The pressure reading
appearing on the chart is only an indication and is not calibrated.
Pressure is generally read by observing a calibrated digital voltmeter
on the (low pressure) pressure transducer output and marking the chart
at the appropriate time.

The linearity of the thrust trace has already been determined
from the Force Transducer Calibration previously performed. With the
vacuum chamber pressure down to a desired value, the pressure trans-
ducer zeroes were checked out and reset if necessary.

* Vector Tests

The thrustar bracket was rotated 900 so that the thruster nozzle
or orifice pointed outward from the thrust table axis. Alignment marks
are provided for this on the thruster mounting bracket and the thrust
table. The rotational orientation of the thruster on its own axis
should be noted. The transducer was then preloaded to approximately
20 micropounds with the transducer core contacting the side of the thruster,
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using the care previously described in making thrust measurements.
The thruster was then operated as previously described. The only
thrust detected was that of a horizontal vector perpendicular to the
thruster axis. With the thruster rotated 90' on its axis, the thrust
measurement was repeated. Again, the rotational orientation of the
thruster was noted. Using the results from each of these thrust
measurements, the resultant thrust vector that is perpendicular to the
thruster axis was calculated. The nozzle misalignment angle could
also be determined from these data. Using this angle, the thickness
of a shim could be calculated which, when inserted between the flange
and mounting bracket, would correct the misalignment. With the shim
in position, the vector tests should be repeated to verify the
correction.

7. SUNIMARY

As expla ned on the preceding pages, continued use of the
licrothrust Measuring System resulted in simplification and refinement
to such a degree that its performance was repeatable and its results
accurate. For such a sensitive device, however, repeated checking and
recalibration is recommended. For this system, an Installation and
Operating Manual*has been prepared and is intended to be used as a
guide for its use.

Reference No. 7
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SECTION III

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION THRUSTERS

The object of designing and fabricating the preliminary evaluation
thrusters was that they would serve as a means of procuring thruster
performance data that would be directly applicable to the design of the
flight thrusters. The flight thrusters were required to produce a
thrust of 3, 6, or 9 micýopounds (station keeping application) with a
specific impulse of 140 seconds, ninimum, as well as a thrust of 200
micropounds (station changing application) with a specific impulse of
200 seconds, minimum.

1. DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND BUILDUP

The design (Figure 20) of these thrusters was such as to permit
the testing of the largest number of orifices and nozzles with the least
number of thruster bodies, heat shielding packages, and heaters. The
plan was that the orifice and nozzle plates could bc readily fastened
one at a time to a thruster body by welding and then cut olf when the
evaluation was completed, being replaced with another for the next test.
It was intended that three thrusters would be built up for test, one
with a catalyst bed and two without.

To arrive at the required orifice/nozzle dimensions (Figures 21
and 22) and the operating pressures for the necessary thrust levels,
numerous computer solutions were obtained. The results of this effort
indicated that for the station keeping thrust level, the orifice diam-
eter should be very nearly one mil; whereas, the station changing
thruster would require a nozzle with a throat diameter of about 4 mi],.
It was also expected that the required chamber pressures for the
operation of the station keeping and station changing thrusters should
be of the order of 1 atmosphere. Accordingly, a total of 10 orifices
and 4 nozzles were procured and prepared for test.

An exploded view of the thruster appears in Figure 23. An orilice
plate is shown in Figure 24. The completely assembled thruster is
shonm in Figures 7 and 8.

2. PERFOMIANCE TESTING OF ORIFICES AND NOZZLES

e Orifice Testing

Orifices finally selected for 3 and 6 micropounds thrust at 3.4
psia ammonia pressure were sharp-edged and varied between 1.0 and 1.5
mils in diameter. A second set of orifices of 3.9 nil diameter were
also selected to provide for 200 micropounds thrust at a pressure of
13.2 psia of ammonia. Some of these latter were straight, sharp-edged
orifices similar to the smaller ones and the remainder were convergent-
divergent nozzles.

As a preliminary check, the orifices were sized using a wet test
meter and helium at constant flow rate. The pressures used were 50 and
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100 psi to assure sonic flow during the tests.

The effective areas determined by this method were slightly smaller
than the machined diameter as seen in Table II. However, initial thrust
values obtained with orifices No. 2 and No. 7 were considerably less
than expected, indicating an even smaller effective area than previously
measured.

An apparatus was set up whereby the ammonia mass flow rate through
the orifices could be measured under vacuum at actual operating pressure.
Data from these tests showed that the effective areas were indeed
smaller at the lower pressure (3.4 psi) and corresponded quite closely
with thrust values obtained. Later data with the larger orifices at
15.2 psi, however, showed no significant change from the original measure-
ments with helium. This effect at the lower pressures is attributed to
a build-up of the boundary layer within the orifice.

A summary of all the data appears in Table II. Detailed char-
acteristics of orifices-No. 7 and No. 9 are shown in Figures 25, 26,
27, and 28.

Because of the low thrust obtained with the small orifices,
several were rebored to 2.0 and 2.5 mils. Data from tests on these,
along with data previously obtained, bracket the 3 to 6 micropound
range as shown in Figures 29 and 30. These data provided for the
final selection of the orifice sizes.

a Nozzle Testing

Testing was continued on nozzles Number 11 and 13 as described
in Table II. Their performance was evaluated over an ammonia gas
temperature range extending from room ambient to 20600 F. Thrust values
obtained with nozzle Number 11 (3.90 mil throat diameter, 7.24 mil exit
diimeter) were essentially the same for nozzle Number 13 (3.90 mil
throat diameter, 7.81 mil exit diameter) over that temperature range
with a chamber pressure of 14.8 psia. These characteristics are shown
in Figure 31, Thrust vs. Temperature. Mass flow rates for nozzle
Number 11 and nozzle Number 13 were also essentially the same (Figure
32) when measured over an ammonia gas temperature range extending from
room ambient to 2060OF with a chamber pressure of 14.8 psia.

It may be pointed out that the mass flow rates in Figure 32 at
70OF did not agree with those published in Table II. Mass flow rate
was measured by allowing the pressure of a known volume of gas to decay
through the orifice or nozzle under test at a constant pressure using
a pre-set pressure regulator. A 15% decrease in mass flow rate was
observed after substituting a 14.8 psia regulator for the previously
used 15.2 psia regulator. This change in chamber pressure should have
resulted in only a 2.6% decrease in mass flow rate. The discrepancy
was attributed to either a leak in the system during the earlier tests,
or a leaky fill valve to the "known volume" during the later tests. A
check of the valve proved it to be leak tight and functioning properly.
Therefore, the later data is assumed to be correct, particularly
because all checks showed the system to be functioning properly. The
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curve of specific hipulse vs. Temperature,(Figure 33) for nozzles
Number 11 .and 13 repk sents data procured with the leak-tight system.

All the performance tests on nozzles thus far have been performed
withbut a catalyst bed in place. Therefore an evaluation of the
convergent-divergent 200 micropound thruzm nozzle No. 14 (physically
identical to nozzle No. 13 with a 3.90 mil ýhrot diameter and a 7.9
mil exit diameter) with the decomposition catalyst. in place was per-
formed. A curve of Mass Flow Rate vs. Temperature appears in Figure 34.
Thrust vs. Temperature is shown in Figure 35. A plot of Specific
Impulse vs. Temperature for bothithe catalyzed and uncatalyzed thrust -r
appears in Figure 36. Examinationf'f these data indicate that the
nozzle was not yet properly sized fo'r\200 micropound thrust. Accordingly,
arrangements were made to procure three adoitional nozzles for testing
with the intention of more closely bracketing the 200 micropound thrust
level:

Throat Diameter Exit Diameter
Additional Mils Mils
Nozzles + 0.000025 Mil + 0.000025 Mil

First 0.0044 0.0082
Second 0.0046 0.0084
"Third 0.0048 0.0086

Further examination of the data shows that at temperatures other
than 2000OF the catalyst did improve the specific impulse to a degree
that warranted its inclusion in the fabrication of the 200 micropound
portion of the flight thruster. Specifically, at 1500 0F, the specific
impulse was increased from 110 seconds to 128 seconds, a 16 percent
improvement.

At this point in time, discussions with the Applied Physics Lab-
oratory personnel of the Johns Hopkins University and the Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base personnel resulted in a decision to operate
the thrusters at 150U0 F rather than 2000OF to reduce the electrical
power consumption in the thrusters. Also, a re-evaluation in the
thrust requirements by APL resulted in a suggestion by them that the
200 micropound thrust value be reduced to 100 micropounds. It appeared
agreeable to all concerned that the values of 3, 6 and 100 micropounds
be nominal values. The 3 micropound thrust value could be anywhere be-
tween 2 and 5 micropounds; the 6 micropound between 5 and 10 micro-
pounds; the 100 micropound value between 75 and 120 micropounds. It
was expected that the thrust of each thruster would be known and each
microthruster system would contain thrust-matched thrusters. It was
expected that the variation in thrust from system to system would be
nominal.

Because the required operating temperature of the thruster was
reduced from 2000OF to 15000 F, subsequent tests on nozzle performance
were conducted at temperatures only up to 15000 F. At the same time a
thrust value of 100 micropounds at a specific impulse of 100 seconds,
minimum was imposed at this 1500OF operating temperature. Thus tests
on the 4.6 mil and 4.8 mil diameter nozzles were conducted over a
temperature range of 70OF to 1500OF and thrust was examined up to 100
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micropounds. Thrust data from these tests, along with data previously
obtained on nozzle Number 14, were sufficicit for determining the size
cf the nozzle that would produce 100 micropounds Pt 1500OF and 1ý.7
psia chamber pressure. This is shown in Figure 3.' when the squares of
the nozzle throat diameters are plotted vs. the thrust obtained at
1500^F with 14.7 psia NH3. Since the thrust is directly proportional
to the area or diameter squared, a straight line can be drawn through
the three experimentally determined points and extrapolated to the 100
micropound level. The intersection at D2 = 10.8 indicates that nozzle
throat diameter should be 3.3 mils.

3. SIiM..ARY OF RESULTS

Thus the dimensions of the orifices and nozzles were determined
to match the performance requirements of the flight thrusters. The
results are summarized in Table III. Finalized dimensions are as
follows: the 3 micropound orifice should have a diameter of O.0u177
-L 0.00025 inches; the 6 micropound orifice should have a diameter of
0.00177 _ 0.000025 inches; the throat diameter of the 100 micropound
nozzle should bk 0.0035 + 0.000025 inches and the exit diameter should
be 0.00713 - •.000025 inches. It was intended that Figures 21 and 22
would be revised to show these dimensions.

4. DISCUSSION OF ACCURACY OF RESULTS

Although at one time some uncertainity existed concerning the
accuracy of mass flow rate measurements as well as the thrust values
of the orifice work presented in curve form on Figures 29 and 30,
subsequent experience with the use of the Microthrust Measuring System
and improved knowledge of mass flow rate measurements indicated that
the orifice performance data presented in Table Ill are realistic and
the orifice dimensions described above in "Summary of Results are
acceptable.

The dimensions of the 100 micropound nozzle was determined by
extrapolating performance data from otier nozzles operating at the 1)5,
180, and 135 micropound level. Because such an extrapolation (curve "A",
Figure 38) showed a substantial thrust value at nozzle diameter zero,
some doubt existed as to its accuracy at the 100 micropound point.

Referring again to Figure 38 and assuming that the Thrust vs.
Diameter 2 is a linear relationship through zero, at least two ol the data
poinlts must be somewhat in error. A straight line (curve "B") from the
19b micropound data point to zero would represent the extreme error .and it
could piobabably be assumed that the true value lies som2where between
("A") ar I (CB"). Therefore, the 3.3 mil diameter (D2 = [0.89) no1zzle
could be expected to produce a thrust o- between 93 and 102 micropoun'Is.
However, one wculd expect, due to increasing effect ol the boundary
layer, that the line would decrease in slope as the diameter approaciles
zero Ps indicated by some previously-obtained low thrust date (Figure 39).
The extent ol this effect is uncertain, but is probably small. Taking
all ie above assumptions into consideration, it appears that the nozzle
size could readily by selected for 100 micropound + 107. Such has boet,
doent and it is expected that the thrust obtained with th!e nozzles as
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TABLE III

DATA SUMMARY FOR ORIFICES AND NOZZLE

f 1500°F NH 3  70'P NH 3

Throat Mass Mass
Machined Flow Specific Flow Specific
DiLameter Thrust Rate Impii1se Thrust Rate Impulse

(Micro- (Micro-
(Mils) , pounds) (ib/sec) (sic) pounds) (ib/sec) (sec)

• --- H8
1.77 3.0 3.0 x 10- 100 4.8 8.0 x 1i0- 60

2.38 6.0 6.0 x 10-8  100 9.4 16.0 x 10-8 60

10-6*6
3.30 100 0.87 x 10 115* 125 2.1 x 10- 60

* With Catalyst (Estimated)
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dimensioned will be well within the plus 20%, minus 25% (120 to 75
mzicropwuz.!) tolerances on the 100 micropound value. Therefore, the
dimension of the nozzle appearing above in "Summary of Results" are
acceptable.

5. DISCUSSION OF TESTING PROCEDURES

Throughout the testing of the Preliminary Evaluation Thrusters,

use was made of the Microthrust Measuring System. It was during

this portion of the program that experience with the System resulted
in significant improvements to the System. Periodically, it was
considered necessary to review and check the methods for determining
flow rate of gas through the orifices and nozzles and the resultant
thrust, particularly if values of specific impulse were of values
other than anticipated. Since the thrust measurements were taken
with a calibrated force transducer mounted directly behind the thruster,
there is little doubt of their accuracy. Therefore, the object of the
test described below, was to verify the accuracy of the mass flow rate
measurements.

0 Mass Flow Rate Measurements

The method by which mass flow rate was determined with the micro-
thrust system was to release the pressure of a known volume of ammonia
gas through the nozzle under test at a constant flow rate by means of
a pressure regulator upstream of the nozzle (Figure 15). By observing
the change in pressure (A P), the time elapsed (, jt) and the known
volume temperature (T), the mass flow rate (M) was calculated for
ammonia by the relationship:

AP (2.41X 10- 560 lbS= V E 14.7 T( 0 R) sec

For the volume used of 48.25 in3 at room temperature this reduced to:

SA-P (8.29 X 10-5) lb
A t sec

As a quick check of this method, the thruster was replaced with a pre-
calibrated needle valve. This valve had been previously calibrated for
effective orifice diameter with ammonia gas at 22.2 psia inlet pressure.
Figure 40 presents this calibration curve. Assuming the effective
area to be the same at 15.2 psia, the valve was opened 0.7 turns to the
equivalent of a 4.8 mil effective diameter orifice. This was done for
aAP of 10 psi as was done with the thrusters. For the 4.8 mil nozzle
the time required was 198 seconds. For the valve the time required
was 195 seconds. The expected mass flow rate through a 4.8 mil
effective diameter orifice at 15.2 psi would be:

SDenbity of NH3 at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.
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0.248 lb X P X 56o X A
sec. in X 14.7 To

P = 15.2 psia0

T = 535OR

A = 18.09 X 10-6 in2 area* -6
il = 4.778 X 10-6 lb/sec

The mass flow rate as determined by the P/t method is:

; (8.29 X 10-5) lb/sec

P = 10 psi
t = 195 sec

;1 = 4.25 X 10-6

which is 11% less than expected fur a 4.8 mil diameter orifice.

Since this was a discrepancy in the wrong direction it was assumed
that the needle valve calibration was incorrect or that the calibration
did not hold at the lower pressure. In any event, since this rapid
check failed to produce satisfactory results it became apparent that a
truly positive and accurate method must be used from which the results
could be compared with the original data. To attain this end, a completely
independent means of mass flow measurement was devised whereby the flow
could be directly measured with a rotometer type flowmeter. A variable
area flowmeter was chosen which had a 1/16" diameter stainless steel
ball float. The meter was first checked with the set-up shown in
Figure 41 to determine where the thruster nozzle flow rates read on the
meter scale. With the thruster in vacuum, the flow rate was increased
until the pressure gauge on the nozzle inlet read 15.2 psia and the
meter reading recorded. The 4.8, 4.6, and 4.4 mil nozzles were checked
and the calibrated needle valve was checked over the entire meter scale
(0-17 units). The data from these tests are presented in Table IV.

The next step was to accurately calibrate the meter with ammonia
gas. To accomplish this, the arrangement shown in Figures 42 and 43
was built up whereby the total volume of ammonia passing through the
meter could be collected and weighed.

The 4" diameter stainless steel sphere was first evacuated and
weighed to within 0.0001 gram and returned to the setup. With V1 still
closed and V2 opened to vacuum V3 and V4 were adjusted for a particular
meter reading with 15.2 psia on the meter outlet. Then, quickly, V2
was closed, V1 opened, and the sphere immersed in liquid nitrogen tn
keep the pressure low. The meter outlet pressure was maintained at 15.2
psia at a particular flow rate for approximately 10 minutes. The sphere
was then removed, brought to room temperatureand weighed to determine
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Figure 41. Thrustor No~zIe Calibration with Flow Meter, Schematic Diagram.
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TABLE I V

NOZZLE- AND NEEDLE VALVE FLOO CALIBRcAT~ION DATA

Tes~t -Piece Flow Meter Reading

4.8 m dia, nozzle 5.38

4.6 wil dia. nozzle 4.90

4.4 mi dia. nozzle 4.45

Needle Valve.
No. turns open

0.7 5.40

0-.3 1.20

0.4 2.45

'0.3 3.55

0,6 4.25

0.7 5.40

O.8 7.15

0.9 3.40

1.0 10.15

1.1 U1.50

1.2 13.10

1.4 16.30

0.7 5.30
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the total amr:onia mass flow and, of course, with the flow time known,
the mass flow rate could be readily calculated. A series of seven
runs was made vith this setup at various meter readings to cover the
range of the no;,zz'e flow rates. One point, 5.5, was run a second time
to check for repeatability and data was within 0.7% of the previous
run. The data from this series of tests is presented in Table V and
the calibration curve of Scale Reading vs. Mass Flow Rate is shown in
Figure 44. Using this curve and the data from Table IV, the mass flow
rate of the nozzlet could be determined.

The 4.8 mil diameter nozzle for example, produced a flow meter
reading of 5.38 which corresponds to 4.35 X 10-6 lb/sec. The flow
rate observed by the AP method as mentioned earlier in this discussion

-6 t
was 4.25 X 10 ib/e, or 2.5% lower. This indicated that the -APA t
method if mass flow mgaburement did not introduce an error anywhere
near tht 20ý,c that wat suspected. The conclusion was that the mass
flow rates used to calculate Isp for the 4.6 and 4.8 mil diameter
nozzles as reported were correct to within a few percent.

It is interesting to note here that, after the above tests were
completed, an even simpler and more direct method of mass Ilow measure-
ment was conceived. The 4" sphere would be charged with liqiiid ammonia
and weighed. It wotzId then be connected to the thruster through the
15.2 psia regulator in vacuum and allowed to run for a given time and
re-weighed. This method could be used to accurately size the flight
nozzles and orifices when received, and then the flowmeter could be
compared at room temperature and used for further measurements at
elevated temperatures. These measurements would be available for
comparison with those made by the P method while making thrust

At
measurements. This would make it possible to detect quickly any
malfunction of the thruster, such as a partially plugged nozzle or
even a leak in the system, should one develop.

0 Typical Test Procedure, 100 Micropound Nozzle

Had it been decided to procure a 100 micropound thrust nozzle of
the dimf.nsions described under "Summary of Results" and iii a configura-
tion to be used with the Preliminary Evaluation Thrusters, performance
tests would have been conducted as described below:

Mass flow rate measurements would first be made. An arrangement
as shown in Figure 45 would be utilized. With liquid ammonia in the
sphere and V1 closed, V2 and V3 are opened to evAcuaLe the regulator (R),
pressure transducer (P), and thruster (T). V3 is then closed. VI is
opened for a certain amount of time (t) allowing gas to flow through
the nozzle and then closed. By accurately weighing the sphere before
and after the test the total mass flow from the sphere can be determined,
and, of course, the mass flow rate by dividing by (t). The amount ol
ammonia lost in the volume between the nozzle and V1 can be determined
by first running a test with t as short as possible. Any error remaining
with this method can be minimized by making t relatively long tn subsequent
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TABLE V

FWOW METER CALIBRATION DATA

Weight,
Flow Meter t final W_3  6"
Reading (sec) Grams Xl0 lb X 10 lb/sec

5.50 639 337.6385 2.860 4.476

2.50 1249 337.2040 1.904 1.524

3.P5 550 337.0626 1.593 2.896

7.15 464 337.6240 2.828 6.095

11.95 430 338.3735 4.477 10.412

5.50 899 338.1552 3.997 4.446

9.15 488 338.1058 3.888 7.967
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Figure 45. Mass Flow Rate Measurements, Schematic Diagram.
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S tests4.

A new method of calibrating the thrust measuring system as a whole
has been devised but not as yet tested. By suspending a weight (w)
(see Figure 46) by a thread of length (L) and moving the thruster
against it for a distance (x) with the force transducer in a micrometer
drive mount, the actual force on the thruster can be calculated and
rompared to the transducer output. The restoring force on the weight
would be for small values of x, W_. All three of these quantities can

L
be readily and accurately determined.

* Performance Tests on the 100 Micropound Nozzle, Detailed Procedure

A preliminary evaluation nozzle procured would have a 3.3 mil
throat diameter. Upon receipt, the nozzle would be sized (mass flow
rate checked) at room temperature using the new procedure described
above. It would then be welded with catalyst into a preliminary
evaluation thruster body presently on nand and re-sized. Assuming no
change, the nozzle would be mass flow rate checked at elevated tempera-
tures of at least 1500°F and 2000OF and then back to 15000 F. Assuming
these data to be acceptable, the thruster would then be mounted in the
Microthrust Measuring System, the system calibrated for thrust, and the
thruster then evaluated (thrust and mass flow rate) at selected thruster
temperatures. Should the values of M vs. temperature differ from the
initial ones, the initial readings would be repeated and the results,
if consistent with the first, would be used to modify the pressure
drop method normally used with the Microthrust Measuring System. Once
this nozzle was thoroughly evaluated, it should then be possible to
select a nozzle size within a few micropnunds of 100 and very accurately
predict its performance.
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SECTION IV

FLIGHT THRUSTERS

1. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

For its station keeping application each thruster was required to
produce 3, 6, or 9 micropounds of thrust with a minimum impulse of 140
seconds. For station changing, the thrust level required was 200 micro-
pounds minimum with a specific impulse of not less than 200 seconds.

* The allowable electrical power for the thruster was 20 watts. To achieve
this performance, it was planned to operate the thruster at 2000OF and
the original design provided for this. However, later, the specific
impulse for the 3, 6, or 9 micropounds was reduced to 60 seconds, the
200 micropound thrust level was reduced to 100 micropounds (with specific
impulse at 100 seconds minimum), and the power imput reduced to 15 watts
maximum.

2. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The conceptual design of the thruster required the consideration of
a number of interdependent factors and spanned a considerable period
of time. It consisted of generation and assessment of ideas leading to
a final design. These included the selection of the heater material,
size and configuration of the heater capsule, and materials for the
thruster body with allowance for the insertion of three nozzles (3, 6,
and 200 micropounds thrust). In addition, consideration had to be
given to the compatibility between selected material and the ammonia
propellant, to the requirement of the gas flow passage, the nozzle
contours, containment of a catalyst, configuration of the radiation
shielding, and cold gas operation.

One of the most important aspects considered in the conceptual
design sub-task lay in the fact that a common heater could be used in
producing the required thri!st levels of 3, 6, and 200 (later changed to
100) micropounds. It waLs expected that this plan would result in a
reduction of weight .and power requirements and would permit more effective
packaging of the thrustor in relation to the satellite's center of mass.
The sketch shown in Figure 47 illustrates how the three nozzles were
to be packaged around a common heater within the thruster body.

A mechanical means for the compensation for the thrust vector effects
upon the perturbation of the satellite was also an initial conceptual
design consideration. The thrust vectors were to be sensed and measured
using the Microthrust Measuring System as described in Section II, above.
When the thrust vectors were established, mechanical means of offsetting
them were to be devised so that they could be incorporated into the
thruster mount on the satellite.

3. GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Definition of the machining and fabrication methods were planned as
well as the configuration of the plates in which were to be located the
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3 and the 6 micropound thrust orifices and the 200 micropound nozzle.
A foil was selected for the heat shielding package. It was planned
that the thrusters were to be made of a nickel alloy throughout. All
joints were to be welded with the exception of the propellant supply
tubes which were to be brazed to the rear mounting flaige.

The thruster design required the attachment of small, thin-wall
propellant tubes to relatively massive thruster supporting structures.
Up until the present time, such attachment had been achieved with tungsten
inert gas welding and electron beam welding. Such processes have not
always resulted in leak tight assemblies, particularly where the joint
area is inaccessible or necessarily miniature in size. Therefore, only
such joints in the thruster that are readily accessible were designated
as welded joints. A second method of joining parts (wherein the joints
are more difficult to reach with these conventional welding methods) is
furnace brazing. Such a method of joining has been designed into the
fabrication of certain other portions of the flight thruster. To prove
the feasibility of such design techniques, a brazing assembly study was
initiated, partially supported by the program funding. A description
of the study and the results achieved thus far are described in Appendix
I entitled "Thruster Brazed Assembly Studies". Ultimate withdrawal of
support of this study resulted in the work described in the appendix
being an interim report. Results up to that point, however, did indicate
the feasibility of the flight thruster brazed joints.

4. FINAL DESIGN

The final design of the completely-assembled thruster is shown in
Figures 48 and 49. It consists of an electrically-heated body enclosed
with a metallic foil heat shield. The body contains three separate,
segmental thrust chambers completely sealed from each other. The orifice
plates are made up in three segments and are designed to be welded onto
shallow ribs on one end of the thruster body. Before this shallow-rib
design could be firmed up, some samples were machined and dummy segments
were actually welded into position. Because it was expected that the
dimensions of the orifices and the nozzle would be dependent upon the
completion of the Preliminary Evaluation Thruster task described above
in Section III, the drawing describing the shape and size of the segments
was completed very early in the program, the orifice and nozzle dimen-
sions being added at a later date. Within the 100 micropound thrust cavity,
the catalyst is contained in a screen capsule. Because the intent of the
capsule is to avoid any migration of small particles towards the nozzle
opening, the screen is of 25 micron size. This feature required that
the fit of the capsule into the cavity be very close, requiring very
stringent mechanical tolerances. The capsule also provided for easy
handling of the catalyst.

Careful consideration was also given to the design of the heater.
Its fit into the thruster uody had to be close enough to result in an
acceptable temperature gradient, yet generous enough to permit its
withdrawal if necessary. The electrical design of such a heater is
described in Appendix II. Temperature of the thruster bndy was originally
planned to be sensed %,y locating two separate thermocouples within the
body. It was later decided to imbed a single thermocouple within the
heater itself. Electrical connections to the heater and thcrmocoupil-,
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were provided for by locating an electrical connector receptacle on the

thruster assembly. Because the reliable connection of these leads to I
the connector pins required definition, a short "joining" investigation
was conducted, as reported in Appendix III. The results obtained were
incorporated into the design.

Periodically, design reviews were held and both the manufacturing
and quality control group representatives proffered pertinent recom- .
mendations.

With the completion of the design, a model of the thruster was
prepared and is shown in Figure 50. This cutaway view shows how
ammonia gas may be introduced into each of the separate chambers of the
thruster body through separate tube connections, as well as the details
of the heat shielding.

5. THRUSTER BUILDUP

It was planned to build up 9 thrusters to meet contractual
requirements. Accordingly, requisitions were placed for the procurement
of all the necessary components. Those with the largest delivery
times were, of course, ordered first. Each incoming shipment of
machined parts were subjected to inspection by Quality Control personnel.
Because it was expected that the definition of dimensions of the thruster
orifices and nozzle would appear towards the end of the scheduled program,
machining work on the segmental plates was initiated, but a hold placed
on the orifice/nozzle shaping.

An examination of the overall schedule showed that it would be
possible to build up one pilot model thruster (except for orifice and
nozzle plates) in advance. It was deemed prudent to plan to subject
this unit to electrical power consumption tests at its rated operating
temperature prior to its flight performance evaluation tests.

. A Problem in Welding Propellant Tubing to Thruster Bodies

The thruster body and its three propellant tubes are shown in
Figure 51. The tubes were electron beam welded but leakage was indicated
at a location which was well-defined. Initially it was believed that
the leakage resulted from a minute crack in the thruster body but further
checkirg pin-pointed a small weld-damage opening in one of the tubes.
When set up for a repair welding operation, during this rework it %as
damaged Leyond repair by an involuntary malfunction ol the electron beam
welding equipment. This damaged body is shown in Figure 52. The cause
of the fault was determined to be an eq ent fault and steps were
imm~..diately taken to correct it. The r..... ,ing 8 thruster bodit, were
examined for cracks and then cleaned in preparation for welding und
brazing.

An effort to weld the three type 316 stainless steel thruster tubes
of a second unit again resulted in failure. One of the tubes was
melted away and the body partially damaged. This was caused by an
unexpected deflection of the electron beam by a shoulder area located
between the tubes. Consequently, it was decided to remove the shoulder
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areas from all 8 thruster bodies. Tbe results of weleiing the first
three modified bodies were an unqualified success. In addition, the
previously damaged body (the second one) was salvageJ and made service-
able. Leak testing proved that all 3 thruster bodi'.es were leak-Light.
Welding efforts were continued with the remaining thruster bodies.
Those already welded (Figure 53) were scheduled for further assembly by
having the thruster tubes brazed to the thruster flange/heat shield
housing combination. It did, however, become apparent that welding of
the propellant tubes of the subsequent units would be a rather tedious
and somewhat unsatisfactory method of joining, since the close proximity
of the tubes tended to deflect the electron beam. The removal of the
"shoulders" from the thruster body greatly improved the situation but
the welding results were not consistently of leak-tight quality. It
became apparent the weld zone was so thin that the joints had to go
through additional brazing cycles in order to seal leaks. This was the
method used with the third unit in which the leak p.'oblem was rectified
by brazing with gold-nickel alloy. Because the brazing worked out so
well, it was decided to use this process, after all, for joining the
tubes to the body rather than electron beam welding. This was con-
sidered to be a major breakthrough because all the subsequent joints
were successfully made.

- Buildup of Heat Shield Packages

The heat ihield packages, Figure 54, were built up of die punched
parts, an innovation in heat shield processing. It became readily
apparent that this resulted in a more uniform quality assembly as well
as contributing to a saving in labor cost. A photograph showing how
the heat shield fits over the thruster body is shown in Figure 55.

* Continued Buildup of the Thrusters

As the welding and brazing problems were solve1, the buildup of
the thrusters continued. In record form, the activ. ties were described
as below:

Assembly No. Description of Activities

1 a. Three (3) tubes were EB welded to the thruster body
and assembly was leak tight pet SPPS Spec. 03-0013-OOB.

b. Six (6) tube joints were brazed to thruster flange
with Au-18Ni at 1800OF for 3 minutes, and all were
leak tight. However, a leak developed at one ol the
EB weld joints.

c. Leak at weid repaired by brazing with Au-18Ni and total
assembly wps leak tight.

d. Heat shield housing brazed with Au-l8Ni.

2 a. Three (3) tubes EB welded to thruster body and
assembly was helium leak tight.
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S~Figure 53. Flight Thruster Body with all Three Propellant Tubes Welded
S~in Position.
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Figure 54. Heat Shield Package for Flight Thruster.
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Figure 55. Assembly, Heat Shield and Flight Thruster Body.
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b. Assembly exposed to simulated (Au-Ni) braze cycle
(1800 0 F for 3 minutes). All weld joints remained
helium leak tight.

c. Six (6) tube joints were brazed to thruster flange
with Au-18Ni. Assembly was leak tight.

d. Heat shield housing brazed with Au-18Ni.

3 a. Three (3) tubes EB welded to thruster body and
assembly was helium leak tight.

b. Assembly exposed to simulated (Au-18Ni) braze cycle -

18000 F/3 minutes. All three joints leaked.

c. Leaks at joints were repaired by brazing with Au-18Ni.
Three braze cycles were necessary because of additional
crack formation. Assembly leak tight after third
cycle.

d. Six (6) propellant tubes were brazed to thruster flange
with Au-18Ni. Temperature at repaired weld joints
reached 1590°F during this braze cycle. Assembly was
helium leak tight after this braze cycle.

e. Heat shield housing brazed with Au-18Ni.

4 a. One (1) tube to thruster body was EB welded, no leak
check performed.

b. Remaining two (2) tubes to thruster body were brazed
with Pd-38Co alloy at 2280°F/2 minutes. A ring of
braze alloy was also applied at the EB weld joint.
Assembly was helium leak tight.

c. Propellant tube brazing (Au-18Ni) to thruster flange
will be completed by 3-10-68.

d. Heat shield housing brazing will be completed by
3-15-68.

5, 6, a. Tubes to thruster bodies were brazed with Pd-38Co
7, 8J, alloy. All four (4) assemblies were helium leak tight.

b. Propellant tube brazing (Au-18Ni) to thruster flange
will be completed by 3-10-68.

c. Heat shield housings for all four (4) assemblies to
be completed by 3-15-68.

NOTES

Assembly S/N #3 was considered to be the pilot model because of the
excessive cracking at the repaired EB weld joints.
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NOTES, cont'd

Assemblies SIN #3 and S/N #4 were radiographically inspected to
check flow through of braze material and resultant integrity of assemblies.

All brazing conducted in vacuum per GE-SPPS Spec. 03-0039-00A.

Views of Pilot Model Thruster Body appear on Figure 56 and 57.

Views of Pilot Model Thruster partially assembled, appear on
Figures 58 and 59.

* Thermocouple Problems

Twenty thermocouples that were initially ordered were rejected
because of poor workmanship. The breakage at the point at which the
thermocouple lead wires are joined to the thermocouple junction wires
may be seen in Figure 60. It is doubtful that the glass-bead method,
used at the junction point would be satisfactory for the eventual
assembly into the flight package. The junction point, shown magnified in
Figure 61, had a tendency to break during shipping and handling. Conse-
quently, the vendor was requested to devise a fabrication method which
will eliminate this problem.

Being uncertain that the vendor would devise a suc,:essful fix and
deliver them on time, a duplicate order was placed with another vendor.
These were found to be completely acceptable. As the buildup of the
thrusters progressed, however, it became apparent that the better
place for a thermocouple was within the thruster heater itself. Accord-
ingly, these separate thermocouples were laid aside and not used.

* The Thruster Heater

Because the heater was an integral part of the thruster, and because
its procurement generally resulted in late delivery, an order was placed
in June 1967 for heaters suitable for use in the 2000OF flight thrusters.
Because it had not been determined at that time whether a heater element
of recrystallization-resistant platinum wire or of an alloy consisting of
50150o molybdenium - 50% rhenium was better for long continuous use as well
as intermittent use, some of each were ordered. Also because an analysis
of Power and Signal Conditioner losses was not complete, it was not known
at that time whether lower power losses would result from use of a 12.5
to 13 volt heater, or a 24 volt heater. Accordingly, a minimum quantity
of 8 each of these heaters were requisitioned and were as described below:

13 volt, DC 20 watt, recrystallization-resistant platinum heater
element wire, per GE Drawing 47C143254P1.

24 volt, DC 20 watt, Mo-50Re heater element wire, per GE Drawing
47C143255.

12.5 volt, DC 20 watt, Mo-5ORe heater element wire, per GE Drawing
47C143256
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Figure 56. Pilot Model Thruster Body, Showing Catalyst Cartridge Chambers.
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Figure 57. Pilot hbdel Thruster, Showing Brazed Fuel Tubes.
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Figure 58. Partial Assembly, Thruster, PiLoc Model.
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Figurb S9. Partial Assembly, Thruster, Pilot Model, Showing Thermocouple
Insertion.
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Figure 61. Flight Thrusýter Thermocouple Showing Broken Junction.
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The supposition that delivery would be long was confirmed by these

delivery dates:

Partial delivery 8/1/67

Partial delivery 8/15/67

Remainder of heaters delivered 10/20/67

Expecting that the thrusters would be built on schedule and that
their testing could be delayed by a lack of heaters, a quantity of six,
13 volt DC, 20 watt heaters built up of platinum - 107 rhenium element
wire and with an internal chrcnel-alumel thermocouple junction imbedded
within its core were borrowed in June 1967 from another program. These
were machined down to the dimensions of the DODGE-M heaters, inspected,
tested, and placed in storage for possible use. Figure 62 shows their
final form.

It is important to note the amount of effort that was applied to
the heater task before heaters could be actually ordered. The following
specifications were prepared to control quality of the heater:

Specification Number Title

01-0076-00-A Heater wire, Recrystallization - Resistant
Platinum

01-0077-00-A Boron Nitride Powder

01-0078-00-A Swageable Magnesia Electrical Heater Cores

01-0079-00-A Heater Wire, Mo-5ORe

01-0202-00-A Special Processing Requirements, Swaged Electrical
Heaters

While these specifications were being prepared, designs were being
made of each of the three heaters to be ordered. As an example, actual
calculations for the 24 volt DC Moly-5ORe heater appears in Appendix II.
A procurement drawing finally had to be made up. The heater as received
had yet to be machined to its final dimensions. However, before
machining, it was subjected to an extensive testing schedule. The pro-
cedure is reproduced as Appendix IV. Typical inspection results are
showm on Appendix V.

Before some doubt was expressed by key personnel concerning the
true characteristics of the satellite electrical power that would be
made available to the Microthruster System and whether or not the thruster
would operate at 20000 F, a heater design had already been selected.
Studies showed that the lowest power losses in the Power & Signal Condi-
tioner would result if the higher voltage heater was used. Also,
laboratory testing proved that the Mo-5ORe heater was superior to the
others. Therefore the heater planned for flight use was the 24 volt
DC Mo-5ORe heater.
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However, it was planned that as soon as the characteristics of the
final electrical power available to the Microthruster System could be
made known, a new heater would be designed so that a minimum power loss
would occur in the heater circuit of the power and signal conditioner.
Also, because the thruster was to be operated at 1500OF rather than 20000F,
readily-available Nichrome wire could be used as its element, thereby
improving delivery.

6. FINAL STATUS OF THE THRUSTERS

The thruster buildup was carried through the point described above
in "Continued Buildup of the Thrusters"I. Tests were conducted in a
vacuum facility on the pilot model thruster with a 3 mil thick disc of
Nichrome foil in place of the orifice/nozzle plate. The results showed
that to maintain the thruster body at 15000 F, the electrical power
required was 12.3 watts. This was well within the 15 watts allowable.
It was planned to rerun the test to secure a complete thermal profile
of the assembly. This was never realized. The weight of this assembly
was 1 pound, 10 ounces.

A
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SECTION V

TANKAGE

1. GENERAL SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

The problem consisted of (a) designing a fuel tank for ammonia
which would separate liquid and vapor in such a manner that vapor only
is presented to the exit orifice under zero or very low gravity condi-
tions, and (b) confirming the effectiveness of the design by motion
pictures under low gravity conditions, simulating the fuel tanks with
clear plastic models.

The design problem was simplified by several factors. First of
all, the proposed application was very close to true zero gravity, so
that the forces involved were almost wholly adhesion-cohesion forces.
This meant that only the direction and not the magnitude of the forces
had to be considered. Second, the maximum propellant flow rate was
so low that cooling effects at the liquid surface were negligible.
Finally, there existed a considerable body of theoretical and experi-
mental information on the subject from previous studies.

The general approach to the problem was to design the tank geom-
etry by applying existing theoretical relationships which have been well
confirmed experimentally. The initial interface and the interface pre-
vailing after partial depletion of the fuel had to be considered. The
method of experimental confirmation was photography of the liquid behavior
in simulated clear plastic fuel tanks during low gravity KC-135 flights.
Only those aspects of behavior which occured in a few seconds could be
confirmed experimentally. Behavior requiring longer periods of zero-g
than the KC-135 flights can supply, such as evaporation-condensation
phenomena, heat-transfer, slow tank draining, and slow translation between
configurations of nearly equal energy, can only be treated theoretically.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Extensive treatments of the theory of liquid-vapor interface at low
gravity have been made elsewhere, and will not be repeated here. A few
relationships will suffice to allow the selection of a simple fuel tank
geometry for a wetting liquid under conditions of very low acceleration
and heat transfer.

0 Stability of Bubbles vs. Size

In a general way it can be shown that the relative stability of
bubbles and drops of various sizes favor the coalescence into larger
sizes. For the simple case of spherical bubbles of uniform size, the
number N and diameter D are related to the fixed volume V by

v =LND3  (1)
96
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The interfacial area is given by

S"~7(NDS
A - (2)4

which is, of course, proportional to the surface energy. Substitution
of D from (1) into (2) gives

2 1/3 1/3 .
A 6 (3)

16

so that the surface area and energy are minimized as N approaches 1 for
any non zero volume. Although coalescence may be hindered or delayed
by surface charge, surface film tension, or kinetics, converse state-
ments of the above relationship are generally true. That is, larger
spherical bubbles do not spontaneously break up into smaller ones, nor
does a larger spherical bubble collapse while a smaller one grows under
isobaric and isothermal conditions.

As regards the present tank design problem, the general principle
may be established that large vapor bubbles, wherever formed, do not
spontaneously collapse, but must be collapsed when desired by adverse
pressure due to an unbalanced temperature or surface energy effect. A
second general principle can be established thata spherical vapor bubble
of any size in any real liquid will stick to the wall in preference to
floating free. This can be shown by comparing the liquid-vapor inter-
face area (hence surface energy) for any given volume of vapor. The
wall bound bubble will always have a smaller liquid-vapor interface.

e Interface Equilibria for Concentric Tubes

Consider two connected, axisymmetric thin-walled tubes of radii
_ * rI and r2, closed at the bottom end at one gravity. If the tube dia-

meters are of the order of several centimeters, the liquid level will
be approximately a plane surface as shown in the sketch on the left in
Figure 63, since the Bond number (ratio of acceleration forces to
surface tension) is so high. Transition to zero gravity of such a
system results in a new balance of forces depending on surface tension
only. The upward pressures in the inner and outer tubes are given by

P1 = 2 r1 q 02 (4) 2
r1

ITr1 r 1

S2 = (r 2 +r 1  2 J- (5)
(r2 2 (r 2- r) I

7f (r22 - r 2 )

and the pressures are equal only if r 2 is exactly twice rI. If r 2 is
greater than twice rl, then the upward pressure in the inner tube Pl will
exceed P2, and thu liquid will rise in thp inner tube and fall in the
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High Gravity Zero Gravity
L-r2--

a. r 2 =2r1

!__• ---- __ _-

b. r 2 > 2r 1

c. r2<2r1

_--1

E13-7-1.E

Figure 63. Zero Gravity Interface In Concentric
Tube Geometry.
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outer tube. If r 2 is less than twice rl, the reverse will occur. Also,
since there is no hydrostatic head at zero g, and since the radii are

constant, this process will continue until one of the tubes is either
completely empty or completely full. The interface geometry expected
at zero-g for the three cases is shown on the right in Figure 63.

Now consider a similar case, where the tubes (cylinders) are replaced
by axisymmetric cones, as shown in Figure 64. Equations (4) and (5)
can now be modified to include the change in radius with height as
follows: The upward pressures in the inner and outer cones are given by:

P = 27fh tan ie r 2( (6)0 ________h8 tan •0

If h9
2 tan

2 10

P P = 21(r2 + r)A- = r_ _ (7)

2(r 2 + r3 ) 2h0 tan T h tan ji

2

now, however, since the radii change with height, the flow between
cones will not necessarily continue until one of the cones is either
full or empty, as in the case of cylinders, but only until the changing
pressures are equal. This is the case of interest, where P8 = P.. and

h tan i0 (8)

h492 tan 0

Figure 65 illustrates the three different types of interface geometry

possible for partially filled concentric cones, according to (8). In
case a., tan Je is exactly twice tan 10, and h and hi as defined in

Figure 64are equal. In case b., the height of the liquid in the central
cone will rise, and in case c., it will fall. Similar reasoning can
be applied to a series of concentric cones,

One important distinction is that the central segment is a cone,
whereas all others are like circular crevasses converging to a point.
As long as the cone bases remain open, the behavior is as predicted by
equations 6, 7, and 8. But when the cones are enclosed in, say, a
spherical tank, the behavior becomes more complex.

* Equilibrium Interface for Axiqymmetric Cones in Spherical Tanks

Consider the design shown in Figure 66, of two concentric cones
in a spherical tank. The geometry is complicated over that of the
concentric cones shown in Figure 64 by the introduction of angles made
at the juncture of the core bases with the spherical walls, a, d
The equilibrium position will, of course, include a portion of the liquid
hanging up in these crevasses, since they are similar to the angle 0,
except for size. If we neglect the curvature of the outer sphere for the
short distance involved, the equilibrium distribution of liquid in the
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Figure 65. Zero Gravity Interface in Concentric
Cone Geometry
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various crevasses can be simply derived. At the apex of the inner cone
the pressure was given by (6), and around the angle formed by the
tase with the sphere

S= 27C (r 4 + r 5 ) = __" (9)

27- r4 + r 5 2 h tan h h,ýtan

2

and at equilibrium

h = tan ½ 0 (10)
:L~zh h 2 tan .

so that if,,,, is kept slightly larger than 9, 0 being of the order of
40-60", h J will be of the order of 1/5 the magnitude of h .

Equations (7) and (9) are identical in form, and hol( for all
crevasses similar to-s, and 0, that is 1 , r , and,- . Equation (6)
determines the pressure of the liquid in the apex of .the cone only.
Thus, at equilibirum the pressure P9, PB, Po , etc. must be equal, so
that

2 = 1 1 = 1 ,etc. (11)

h tan ý9 h tan h 41jh,tan JJ , h tan 1 ?

Similar equations would result if the curvature of the sphere were not
neglected, except that h •,/I , , , wouid be slightly larger due
to the channel being slightly narrower than expected from the assumption
of plane surfaces. According to this equation, if all surfaces in the
tank design shown in Figure 66 are assumed to be coated with a film of
the liquid, the lowest energy condition, when appreciable voids are
present in all sections, is one in which the heights of liquid in each
crevasse are inversely proportional to the tangent of the half angle of
the crevasse. In the case of the central cone, this will be true
whenever the vapor volume is large enough to form a spherical bubble
tangent to the sphere and the cone walls. In the outer segments, a
spherical vapor bubble is, of course, a lower energy configuration than
a toroid. At high fill levels, any voids in the outer segments will be
spherical bubbles up to the size where they are tangent to both the
spherical shell and the coniLal walls. At lower fill levels, a surface
energy balance will b3 attained between an oblate partial toroid and
multiple spherical bubbles, until the void is so largc as to make a
toroid necessary. At this point, a symmetrical oblate torus will be
formed as shown in Figure 66.

In summary, we have three simple factors governing the ±iquid-
vapor interface equilibriui at zero gravity; first, the tendency for
large vapor voids to grý-w -At the expense of smaller ones; second, the
tendency for bubbles to attach to the wall; and third, the behavior
governed f-7 equation (11) and the qualitative discussion succeeding it.
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3. TRtANSITION FROM HIGH GRAVITY TO ZERO GRAVITY FOR VARIOUS CONDITIONS

Consider the design shown in Figure 66, but fi.lled at one gravity
nearly to the base of the inner cone as shown at left in Figure 67a.
On transition to zero gravity, the toroidal bubble att6 is unstable,
since its collapse to a spherical bubble and the growth of the large
bubble in the central cone gives a smaller surface energy in each
segment. For this case the predicted equilibrium interface is as follows.
If the total vapor volume is small enough to be contained in a single
spherical bubble in the central cone, the result in Figure 67a will
occur. If this volume is exceeded somewhat, result 67b will occur, a
balance between elongation of the central bubble and maintenance of a
small spherical bubble in the middle segment. If the fill level is
approximately as shown in 67c then bubbles in both segments will be
oblate.

When the fill level is at or slightly below the base of the second
cone at one gravity, then equation (11) should hold for both inner
segments at zero gravity while the outer segment remains filled as shown
in Figure 67a. When the fill level at one gravity is somewhat lower, as
in Figure 67b, then oblate bubbles in the central and middle segments
will be in equilibrium with a spherical bubbil centered in the outer
segment. At very low fill levels, as in Figure 67c, equation (11)
will hold for all segments.

. The Effect of Previous Gravity

The predicted equilibrium shown in Figures 67 and 68 are based on
the assumption that the tanks are mounted so that the apices of the cones
point down at one gravity. If the tanks are otherwise mounted, or if
an appreciable off-axis acceleration is experienced just prior to
transition to zero gravity, entirely different equilibria are predicted.

If we define the apices of the cones as the south gravity direction,
then the effect of north gravity (mounting the tanks with apices up or
reverse thrust) is as shown in Figure 69. In this configuration the
inner two segments are narrow with respect to the outer segment at
levels a and b, and they grow narrower faster as the liquid height
is increased. Hence the predicted interfaces are those in which the
inner segments are entirely filled. At level c the outer segment is
the nnrrcw channel, and will fill up somewhat while the levels in the
inner segments drop. The low surface energy for large spherical,
wall-bound bubbles will drive the equilibrium toward the illustrated
geometry, not too much different from Figure 68.

The effect of east or west gravity is shown in Figure 70. At
high fill levels, such that the central cone is filled at one gravity,
there will be no tendency toward formation and growth of a small bubble
in the central cone, at the expense of the already existing voids in
the outer segments. At lower fill levels, the common equilibrium
position of Figures 68 and 69 will be attained.
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S• The Effect of Drainage History

Consider the configuration shown in Figure 67a filled to a reason-
ably high level during boost into orbit. Upon transition to zero
gravity, a spherical vapor bubble in the central cone is the predicted
interface. If the fuel is evaporated and used isothermally, there will
never be enough driving force to initiate small, high surface energy
bubbles in the outer segments until the entire central cone is empty.
When the cone is empty, a small bubble will next be formed, probably at
the most acute angle available, 0, and this bubble will grow as the fuel
evaporates further. As soon as this bubble formation occurs, a completely
empty inner cone is no longer stable, and the central cone will be
refilled until an equilibrium is established between the void spaces
in the inner and middle segments. Then both segments will be emptied
completely before bubble formation in the outer segment, followed by
partial refilling of the two inner segments, in equilibrium with the
growing bubble in the outer segment. In other words, the energy
barrier to nucleation is large enough to keep filled segments completely
filled while partially empty segments are completely emptied.

If this drainage sequence is interrupted by a period of accelera-
tion, two entirely different configurations can result at the same
fill level. For instance., if south gravity is experienced momentarily
when the central cone is almost empty, the sequency shown in Figure 71
is predicted. Thus the equilibrium configuration during tank drainage
cannot be shown during brief periods of zero-gravity merely by starting
with a lower fill level.

* The Effect of Fuel Sloshing

_More or less violent sloshing is expected during boost, spin
removal, and major orbit correction. The effect of sloshing will be to
produce many small vapor bubbles. Should the transition to zero-g
occur immediately after violent mixing, the equilibrium condition will
be metastable, with many vapor bubbles trapped almost in random fashion
in local energy minima. Transition of such states shown in Figures 67
and 68 may occur during a long period of true zero-g, but this cannot
be demonstrated during KC-135 flights.

4. GENERAL TANK DESIGN CRITERIA

From the above treatment it appeared that a design consisting of
a series of concentric cones in a spherical tank would serve the purpose.
It is desired that a vapor bubble he positioned at the center of the
cone base at zero gravity. To accomplish this, the tangent of the cone
half angle JQ should be greater than twice that of the other apex angles
between adjacent cones, in order to insure that the height in the central
cone will be less than the height in the outer segments. In addition,
the angle ,,should be kept large to avoid excessive liquid hangup in
this area. The number of conical baffles should be chosen so as to
minimize weight while providing enough surface forces to hold the liquid-
vapor interface in the desired position against minor disturbing forces.

Off axis thrust and sloshing should be avoided as much as possible.
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In order to counteract any tendency toward undesired metastable con-
figurations which result 'rom necessary off-axis forces, the propellant
outlet and the upper end of the central cone should be coated with a
non-wetting material, such as teflon. Finally, some source of heat
should be considered, such as the use of high emissivity coatings on
the surface near the outlet, or even a small heater on the outlet.

5. FINAL TANK DESIGN SELECTION

The final mechanical design of the tank was based upon information
procured from 3 sources:

The General Tank Design criteria described in the
preceeding paragraph.

An investigation to determine the most suitable material,
as described in Appendix VI.

An analysis of strength, volume capacity, weight, and
heat transfer, as described in Appendix VII.

The tank consisted of two 0.046 inch thick aluminum hemispheres
which, when put together, formed a sphere 11 inches in diameter. A
one-quarter inch aluminum fill tube was then welded into position on
each hemisphere. Within the.hemisphere designated as the "top", an
assembly of four concentric cones of thin aluminum screening was fastened
by welding. This assembly was oriented so that the base of each cone
was directed towards the fill tube of that "top" hemisphere. The final
weld was that to the girth, joining the two hemispheres. This is as
shown on Figure 72.

As the tanks were being fabricated, the results of the KC-135
flights (as described in a following paragraph of this Section) were
observed very closely. If indications had appeared that more surface
tension forces were reqired to improve the liquid-vapor separation,
plans were made to either add 3 additional cones to the existing nest
of cones or to replace the existing screen cones with ones made of
perforated metal. Both of these alternates were carried up to the
point of procuring quotations from the vendor for reworking the parts
that had been fabricated up to that point in time into one or the other
of these alternate configurations. Fortunately, the flights indicated
in sufficient time that the original mechanical design was suitable, so
no further action was taken on the two alternates.

A total of five tanks were ordered from a selected vendor, the
first being a qualification model (Figure 73). Production of the
remaining four tanks (only two were actually delivered prior to
stoppage of this work) was delayed until this model successfully passed
vibration and g loading tests, which it did. These tests were con-
ducted w1th 18.7 pounds of water occupying 85% of the tank's volume
and pressurized with 150 psig of nitrogen gas. It was supported in its
test fixture by a clamp and tension strap assembly that were a very
close approach to what was visualized as flight design hardware
(Figures 74 and 75). X-rays (Figure 76) made at the conclusion of
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these tests showed no change in shape of the interior tank structure
and no breakage at any weld. A detailed description of this test
appears in the tank manufacturer's report. (Reference 1)

1. A final test on this qualification model tank consisted
of subjecting it to an internal pressure of 440 psig (twice its maxi-
mum internal pressure rating) for a period of 10 minutes. Measure-
ments of the outside diameter at several points before and after the
pressure test showed no significant change in shape.

6. KC-135 TESTS

In order to test the capability of the propellant tank to perform
as desired at zero gravity, the plastic models shown in Figure. 77 were
built and flown many times on KC-135 low gravity parabolic flights,
while color motion pictures were taken of the action of the contained
liquid. *The spheres were mounted in the flight capsule shown in
Figure 78. Figure 79 is a schematic of the arrangement within the
capsule.

Many of the flights were turbulent, and the films taken during
these flights are of no value. The combined footage of all the good
flights was collected and edited into a single reel of about 900 feet
of 16 mm film. Three copies of this film are kept on file, two at the
Aeropropulsion Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, and
one at Nuclear Systems Programs, General Electric Company, Evendale,
Ohio.

In general, the photography confirms the theoretical treatment
given in an earlier section of this report, and the configurations
shown in Figures 67 through 71 were attained.

The effect of sloshing and off axis accelerations can only be fully
appreciated by viewing the actual motion of the liquid. Once a stable
interface is established, whether it be the most stable or only a
metastable one, it is not changed by mild disturbances over the short
periods observed.

Violent sloshing or relatively high acceleration (> 10 -2g) com-
pletely overpowers any of the interfaces observed, and the new equ lib-
rium when zero gravity is reattained can be completely dissimilar.

7. CONCLUSION

In the absence of off axis thrust and sloshing, transition to zero
gravity results in the predicted and desired liquid-vapor interface,
and these configurations are stable against small disturbances.

Larger off-axis forces at any time can result in undesirable
metastable equilibria, And the transition from the metastable configura-
tion to that of lowep, energy may be very slow, depending on the height
of the energy barrier.
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The geomezry of the tank design was verified, but some driving force
in addition to the surface energy must be used to establish the desired
interlace whenever significant off ;-in) forces are encountered.
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Figure 79. Inside the Flight Test Capsule
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SECTION VI

AMMONIA GAS FLOW CONTROL

1. SCOPE

A schematic diagram showing the flow control and ii.strument ation
components required for one propulsion system appears in Figure 1.

Upon definition of the system, the components were identified by
written specifications. These documents described the design require-
ments, the performance requirements, the cleanliness requirements and
the quality assurance requirements for the explosive valves, filters,
pressure regulators, pressure transducers, and solenoid valves. The
quality assurance requirement portion of the specification for each
was actually a group of requirements, consisting of acceptance tests,
review of the vendor's in-process quality control plan, and formulation
of an acceptance test procedure. Suppliers of these components were
selected on the basis of having produced similar units that were quali-
fied for aerospace use as well as their manufacturing capability, delivery
reputation, and total costs. Finally, each selected item was defineo
by a G.E. drawing showing its size and shape as well as other pertinent
physical characteristics of the component. Photographs of certain of
these components appear in Figures 80 through 83. The quantities required
for each propulsion system and the quantities procured are shown in
Table VI.

As each component was received, it was subjected to a strict
incoming inspection process. If acceptance test results were a part o4,
the shipment, the data would be checked for conformance to the procur.-
ment requirements.

2. SOLENOID VALVE AND PRESSURE REGULATOR QUALIFICATION TESTING

The particularly demanding requirements of performance for the
solenoid valve and the pressure regulator posed a challenging procure-
ment problem. Based upon the best information available at the tiw3,
designs and 4 supplier were selected. For performance reassurance, a
representative solenoid valve (as well as a miniature version of that
valve) and a representative pressure regulator were procured well in
advance of delivery of the flight units and subjected to stringent
qualification tests. The test procedures are described in Appendices
VIII and IX. The conducc of the tests and the results are described in
Appendices X and XI and Reference 2.

The results of the valve testing showed that both valves, success-
fully passed the qualification tests. However, in the final selection,
the standard size valve was chosen for flight hardware because it was
more manufacturable.

The only difficulty experienced with the advance model of the
pressure regulator had to do with a dampening mechanism, one designed
to reduce "flutter" at high flow rates of gas. When this dampening
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Figure 81. Gas Pressure Regu1&?tor.
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Figure 82. Pressure Transducer.
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TABLE VI

QUANTITIES REQUIRED AND PROCURED
FLOW CONTROL AND FLOW INSTRUMENTATION COMPONENTS

.__kiantt it _ _

G.E Required
• ~Per

Item Part e
No. FlightNo. Flgt!Procured

._:• System

Tank Pressure Transducer 47C141413P2 1 3

Explosive Valve 47C141415P1 3 14

Station Keeping System Pressure Regulator 47C141387P1 2 7

Station Changing System Pressure Regulator 47C141387P2 1 4

Station Keeping System Pressure Transducer 47C141413P1
3 7

Station Changing System Pressure Transducer 47C141413P1

Pressure Switch 47B115388P1 6 15

Solenoid Valve 47BI15407PI 12 42

Filter 47C141416P1 6 22
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mechanism was removeL from the regulator, its performance - particularly
the regulated pres-sure and internal leakage during no-flow (lockup)
conditions - became acceptable. The dampening mechanism was not built
into the flight regulators delivered on this Program.

3. SPECIAL TESTS ON SOLENOID VALVES

Special tests were conducted on two of the flight solenoid valves,
subjecting them to certain "severe-case" conditions. These consisted
of exposure to liquid ammonia and to cycling with ammonia gas. The
criterion for performance was determined to be a check for internal
leakage. A final test was an investigation of the capability of the
valves to close tightly after having been open for an extended period
of time.

Although it was not intended that the valves were to be exposed to
liquid ammonia (and the procurement specification defined the medium
which the valve was intended to pass an "anhydrous gaseous ammonia")
when built into the Microthruster System, they were set up in such a
way that liquid ammonia was applied to their inlet end. This was checked
by opening the valves and allowing the liquid ammonia to pass through
and escape from the outlet end. internal leak tests on the seat were
made before the test and again after being subjected to the liquid ammonia
for 40 hours. The results are shown on Table VII. At the pressure the
valves were most likely to see (15 psia) there was no indication of any
change in leak rate. However, when subjected to the very severe test
pressure of 200 psia, one valve did start to leak, but not at a severe
rate.

The same two valves were then arranged as indicated in Figure 84 to
subject them to a cycling test with gaseous ammonia. This test configura-
tion was unique in that it provided a check on whether or not the valves
actually opened when their coils were energized. The electrical schematic
diagram, Figure 851 shows that an electrically-operated counter was
energized when the valve coils were energized. A pressure switch in the
downstream line of each valve was actuated by the gas being released
through that valve. Each pressure switch operated its own independent
electrical counter. Thus a check - by comparing the counter readings -
could be made whether or not the valves really opened when energized.
It was worthy of noting that at the end of 51,933 cycles of operation,
all the counters read the same. Leakage through the valves was checked
after approximately each 10,000 cycles of operation for a total ol
approximately 50,000 cycles. The results are shown in Table VIII. It
is interesting to note that at the end of the test and at the pressure
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TABLE VII

INTERNAL LEAKAGE TEST ON SOLENOID VALVES
(LIQUID AMMONIA, AT ROOM AMBIENT)

VALVE S/N 1 VALVE S/N 40

Leak Rate, Leak Rate,
Std CC/Sec Std CC/Sec

VALVE Inlet Air at Inlet Air at
CONDITION Pressure Indicated ?ressure Indicated

PSIA Inlet Pres. PSIA Inlet Pres.

Vendor guarantees that, when 215 0.37 x 10 6  215 0.37 x 10-6

shipped to GE, leak rate will
not exceed:

-9
Actual leak rate when valve 5 1.79 x 10-8 5 1.76 x 10 9
was shipped by manufacturer: 15 2.21 x 10-8 15 1.98 x 10

200 1.2 x 10- 200 0.59 x 10-

Leak rate when put on test at 30 No Indication* 30 No Indicatinti
GE: 215 3.4 x 10-7 215 5.0 x 10- 7

Leak rate after 40 hours' 30 No Indication* 30 No Indicat 1ou0
exposure to room ambient 75 - 75 1.0 x I0
liquid ammonia: 215 3.4 x 10 215 -

1. Leak rates measured by manufacturer with Veeco Model MS-9 (actual max. benr1tivity

1.87 x 10-9 Std. cc/sec air)

2. Leak rates measured by G. E. with GE Mass Spectrometer Model MoO (max. sensitiv1ty
5.0 x 10-10 std. cc/sec air)

3. All tests conducted with valves exposed to atmospheric pressure.

4. All leak rates measured with one milliamp DC passing through valve coil..

5. To convert leak rates to Std. cc/sec helium, divide Std. cc/sec air value by 0.371.

6. Valves tested were: DODGE-2 Flight Quality

Less than 5 x 10-10 std. cc/sec air
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TABLE ViI

INTEPMAI, LEAKAGE TEST, SOLENOID, VALVES

(CYCleD WITH AM&ONIAA GAS)

S 4  •/ VALVE S/N 40

, Leak Rate; Leak Rate,
Std CC/Sec Std CC/Sec

Inler, Air at Inlet Air at
VALVE Pressure Indicated Pressure Indicated

OONDITION PSIA Inlet Pres. PSIA Inlet Pres.

Leak rate after 40 hours 30 No Indication* 30 No Indicationt
exposure to room ambient 75 - - - 75 1.0 x .0- 6

liquid ammonia (just prior 215 3.4 x 10 215
to cycling test)

After 11,000 cycles -of 15 No Indication* 15 No Indication*
operation 215 1.1 x 10- 7  2 1 1.5 x 10-7

After 231800 c~cles of 15 2.0 x 10- 8 15 1.7 x ]0-6
operation 200 - 200 1.0 x 10

215 1.8 x 10 215

After 32,700 cycles of 15 1 5.2 x IC 15 6.0 x 10-.9
opt'ran -, 11 - 115 1.1 x I07

165 - 165 2.5 x 10-7

200 5.6 x 10-7 200 3.4 x 10-7

After 43,400 cycles of 15 6.1 x -0 6 15 8.4 x 10 9

operation 160 1.0 x 10 160 -
200 - 200 3.3 x 10

After 51,900 cycles nX 15 7.8 x 10 9 15 4.4 x 10-9
opcration 65 6.2 x 10- 65 -

95 1.8 x 10- 6  95 -

115 3.9 x 10-6 11-

-6
195 q.5 X 10-6 195 -7

200 8.4 x 10 200 1.7 x 10 7

1. Leak rate.s ma:.ured by G. E. with GE Mass Spectrometer Model M60 (Max. sensitivity
5.0 x 10-r) .>Ld cc/Sec Air)

2. All tests conducted with valves exposed to atmospheric pressure.

3. All leak rates measured with one Mbilliamp DC passing through ValvL Coil.

4. Tn ccnvert Leak Rates to Std. cc/Sec Helium, divide Std. cc/Sec air value by 0.374.

5. Valves tested were: DCMDE-2 Flight Quality,

6. Valve Cycling Rate: One second open, six seconds closed)

* Less than 5 x 10"I0 Std cc/Sec Air
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(15 psia) that the valves were most likely to see, the leak rate of each
was much less than the leak rate of the valves as received from the
vendor (Table VII). However, when subjected to a very severe test pressure
of 200 PSIA, one valve indicated a leak rate of approximately one decade
worse than the design value of 1.0 x 10-6 Std cc/sec helium and the other
showed an improved leak rate.

It was apparent from these limited tests of a very small group of
samples that it is unlikely that liquid ammonia when applied to the
Neoprene seat of the valve for limited intervals of time will cause
catastrophic leaks through the valve. It was also apparent that when
assembled into the Microthruster System, operating the valve with gaseous
ammonia would not materially increase its leak rate.

The last of this group of special tests consisted of energizing
them for one week while installed in a chamber evacuated to 5 X lO- 6 min hg
and passing ammonia gas. Leak rates were measured before the valves
were opened and then again after they closed. The results are shown on
Table IX. The conclusions drawn in the above paragraph still hold true.
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TABLE IX

INTERNAL LEAKAGE TEST, SOLENOID VALVES

Long-Timo Open Test

in Vacuum Chamber at 5 x 10-6 mmhg

Valve SIN 1 Valve S/N 40

Leak Rate, Leak Rate,
Std cc/Sec SLd (-c/Sec

Inlet Air at Inlet Air at,
Valve Pressure Indicated Pressure Indicated

Condition PSIA Inlet Pres. PSIA Yniet Pres.

Prior to being energized 15 7.8 x 10- 15 1.4 1i i0-9
657

65 6.2 x 10 65 -

95 1.8 x 10o 11 -

115 3.9 x l. 115-
195 6.5 x 106 195 -84x0-67
200 8.4 x 10 200 1.7 x 10-

9~ -9
After 1 week open 15 3,4 -x IC 15 3.9 x 107

6,Z 8 ; . 0_7  40 1.4 x 10 _7

2.2 -7 80 1.4 x 10 7
6.4 x 10_7 120 2.5 x 10-6
9,3 x 10_6 160 2.2 x l0 6*
2.4 x 10 200 8.4 x 1

1.. Lcak rates measured by G. E. with GE Mass Spectrometer Model M,-60 (Max.
sensitivity 5.0 x 10-10 Std cc/Sec Air).

2. All leak e'ates measured with one milliamp DC passing through Valve Coil.

3. To convert Leak Rates to Std. cc/,9ec Helium, divide Std. cc/Sec air value by
0.37-1.

4. Valves tested were: DODGE-2 Flight Quality.

"Maximum measurable leak with M-60.

133 (Page 134 is Blank)
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SECTION VII

POWER AND SIGNAL CONDITIONER

1. GFMERAL DESCRIPTION

The power and signal conditioner was to convert the electrical
power available on the satellite into the forms required by the resistance
jet microthruster system. In addition, electronic circuitry was neces-
sary to condition the various instrumentation signals into a forn.
acceptable by the vehicle telemetry system for ground transmission. All
circuits were to be constructed from components suitable for space
operation. Verification of the capability of the power and signal
conditioning package to sustain the launch into orbit was to be made
by subjecting the prototype unit to flight qualification tests equivalent
to those conducted on the thruster systems. Both of the final units
were to be acceptance tested before delivery was made. The design and
development of this electronics package was based upon the following
nominal constraints:

a. Total Input Power - <32 watts at nominal input voltage

b. Total Weight - <5 lbs.

.3
c. Total Volume - <150 in

d. Power Conversion Efficiency - > 75% at nominal input voltage
while supplying power to one thruster heater, 2 pairs of
solenoid valves, and associated instrumentation.

These requirements were based upon an input power of the form and
frequency specified in Figure 86. Input voltage was to be either 28
volts, or 40 volts peak to peak, with a variation of +20% to -10%. The
Johns Hopkins University "Propulsion System Specification" (Ref. 3)
was used as a design guide for power and signal characteristics.

* Power System Restraints

The power and signal conditioner was required to protect the power
system from all overload failures which could develop within this
device.

The satellite power system was to have the following characteristics:

+20%
a-c voltage: 40V -10% peak-to-peak

frequency: 976.41 c.p.s.

frequency stability: 1:10 1/day

a-c wave shape of all inverters: Per Figure 86
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In addition to the above, the power and signal conditioner was
required to transform, rectify, and filter the a-c power where neces-
sary to operate solenoids, relays, and other required components.

It should also be noted that both sides of the a-c input line to
the thrusters had to be isolated from ground potential.

0 Command and Telemetry System Requirements

Command System

The satellite command system normally provided DPDT, magnetic
latching relays which were rated at 2 amperes per contact.

Telemetry

The telemetry analog-to-digital converter operated over an input
voltage range of + 0.250 volts with a resolution of 1 part in 256.
Signal voltages greater than this were to be attenuated by the satellite
circuitry. Voltages less than this would result in less than full
scale readings. In no case was the system to provide TM input voltage
the magnitude of which exceeded 0.30 volts after attenuation. The
source impedance was not to exceed 5,000 ohms. Tell-tale (flag) signals
were to be less than 0.5 volts for a "1" state and 0.4 milliamps at
j-5 volts or more for a "0" state.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE OPERATION OF EACH CIRCUIT

0 Thruster Heater Circuit

The thruster heaters, rated 20 watts, are supplied by a current-
limited control which provides approximately 11 to 14 volts at the heater
terminals. The circuit in Figure 87 consists of a step-down transformer,
"power switching relay (located in the command module) a full-wave rec-
tifier, and adjustable current reference. Several voltage taps are
available in the secondary winding to match the heater voltage best.
This secondary AC voltage is rectifLed by a full wave rectifier circuit.
Each diode used has about 0.7 volt drop (Unitrode UT 8110). The
rectified voltage is then applied to a current regulator.

The mathematical model of constant current regulator is shown on
Figure 88. 'he current through the heater is measured by the voltage
drop across the serxes resistor R. This voltage is compared to the
reference voltage obtained from the Zener diode. The error signal
causes a current through the base of the transistor, which regulates
the voltage drop across the transistor and hence the voltage applied to
the heater.

The operation of the basic circuit is described by the equations
below:

VR = Z - BE

I = IB + IC I = I IC
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IC = IBhFE

IC = IRhFE - IChFE

IC = IRhFE but IR Z Vz - VBE
1 + hFE R

IC = (Vz - VBE )hFE since hFE

S(1 + hFE) R

IC = VZ - VBE
R

The actual heater operating circuit is somewhat different than the
mathematical model, and it was shown in Figure 87. Instead of the single
transistor (in mathematical model) a super-alpha connection is used for
higher gain, and the reference voltage is established in a manner which
provides some adjustment. The two diodes used in the reference voltage
circuit provide temperature stabilization.

0 Solenoid Valve

Valve characteristics: Pull in voltage 18 VDC maximum
Dropout voltage 6 VD0 maximum
Power at 28 volts 1 watt

The circuit which is used to operate the solenoid valves is a
voltage-doubler, as shown in Figure 89.

C2 is selected such that the time constant of the valve resistance
and C2 is long enough, and that the voltage remains sufficiently high
until the valve is actuated. The valve of Cl determines the steady
state current for the valve.

While the switch SW is open the capacitor C2 charges up to about
twice the value of the input voltage Vacin. At the time of closing
SW the capacitor C2 is supplying most of the energy for opening the
valve. As the voltage drops across C2 due to the valve resistance, C2
is trying to supply energy for both C2 and the solenoid valve. However,
its value is such that it limits the current to a value which corresponds
to a valve voltage somewhat higher than the dropout voltage.

The actual circuit for operating two solenoid valves is given in
Figure 90.

To increase reliability it will be noted that the rectifier diodes
are used in "quads". Also, there are two series capacitors to improve
reliability against shorts in the capacitors. The two series diodes
across each solenoid valve are "flywheel" diodes.
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* Telltale Signal Indicator

The function of this circuit is to indicate whether the contacts
of the pressure switch are open or closed. A zero volt output indi-
cates a closed contact and a five volt output indicates an open contact.
The circuit for three pressure switches is shown in Figure 91. The
value of R is selected such that the telemetry system can draw 0.4 ma
at 5 volts. A conservative choice of resistor valve is 10 K ohms with
an output DC voltage from the rectifiers of 10 volts.

* Temperature Amplifiers

The purpose of this circuit is to convert the low level thermo-
couple signal into a signal of + 0.25 volt for telemetry.

Operation: Input AC is rectified and then fed through voltage
regulators. One 5-volt regulator powers the thermocouple reference
junctions, the other regulator powers the operational amplifiers. Each
thruster heater is equipped with a sheathed chromel-alumel thermocouple
junction for measuring thrustur temperature. This thermocouple signal
is fed into a T/C reference junction which provides a compensated signal
referred to a knowm temperature and also makes the transition to copper
leads. The output of the compensated chromel-alumel thermocouple, at
the thruster temperat,.re level, is 0 to 50 millivolts. The compensated
thermocouple signal then is fed into an amplifier whose output is -2.5
to 2.5 volts at a power level which is suitable for telemetry input
(Figure 92).

* Short Circuit Protection

The details of this circuit have not been fully investigated.
However, two proposals were considered for short circuit protection:

a. Since all of the circuit provides some type of short circuit
protection, therefore for the whole power conditioner it is
not necessary to have a very sophisticated protective circuit
and a small resistor could be used, acting as a fuse. Heater
circuit, solenoid valve circuit, pressure switch circuit, and
the temperature amplifier circuit all have built-in short
circuit protections against shorts occurring in the load which
they supply. In the heater circuit if the heater shorts then
all of the voltage would appear across the transistor In the
solenoid valve circuit and the telltale circuit resistors
protect against short circuits in the load. Temperature
amplifier circuit uses an operational amplifier which has
built-in short circuit "otection.

b. A small resistor in series with the power conditioner f.an be
used to provide a signal for actuating a relay which would
work as a circuit breaker. Reset of the relay would be done
by a command signal.

01 course, more sophisticated protective circuits such as magnetic
amplifier current sensing, or Hall effect sensor circitits have also been
briefly considered.
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0 Proposed Component List

POWER & SIGNAL CONDITIONER
PARTS LIST FOR FLIGHT TYPE

Diagram
Figure 93
Reference Quantity Part Description

GENERAL T 1 Power Supply Transformer 1000Hz
(SP 80950 SPECIAL) Polyphase

Instrument Co.

HEATER D 1 Unitrode Diode UT 8110 (100V, 12A)

CIRCUIT D 8 Unitrode Diode UT 262 (200V, 2A)
2

ZDl 2 Zener Diode IN 3016 (6.8V)

Q1 2 Transistor 2N1725

Q2 2 Transistor 2N2351A

R 2 Resistor .25, .5 or .75 ohm (5 watts)

R2  2 Resistor 1 K ohm (1/4 watt)

R3 2 Resistor 1.5 or 3 K ohms (1/4 watt)

R 4 2 Resistor and ohm (1/4 watt)

SOLENOID D3  8 Unitrode Bridge Rectifier 673-2
VALED4 12 Unitrode Diode 262 (200V, 2A)

C 1  8 Capacitor Non-polarized .068 A'jf,
75V (Aerovox Hi Q; MC 80V 683 AK)

C8 Capacitor, Tantalum 40 Jff, 75V
C2  (General Electric 6K105 AA2) std

Part #R2023

PRESSURE SW D5  1 Unitrode Bridge Rectifier 673-2
SIGNAL R5  6 Resistor K ohms (1/4 watt)

T/C SIGNAL D6  1 Unitrode Bridge Rectifier 673-2
CONDITIONER P.S. 1 1 5V Regulated Power Supply (Bourns)

Model 3965

P.S. 2 1 + 15V Regulated Power Supply (Burr-.
Brown) Model 15/25

T/C REF 4 T/C/ Referenal Janction (Consoli-
dated Ohmic Devices) Model JR 361

OP AMP 4 Chopper Stabilized Operational

Amplifier (Analog Devices) Model 203
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Quantity Part Description

ALTERNATE FOR 4 Telemetry Amplifier Model 5201,
T/C CONDITIONER Bourns

1 5V Regulated Power Supply (Bourns)
Model 3965

3. BREADBOARD BUILDUP AND TEST RESULTS

A breadboard was built and was used to test the operation of each
of the circuits. It is shown in Figure 94 and 95. The power supply
was simulated by a squ;.re wave generator and a 60 watt high fidelity
audio amplifier. The output of this power supply was connected to the
primary of a transformer which accommodates the 2G or 40 volt levels.
Separate secondary windings provide the heater and other outputs for the
valves, pressure telltale, and temperature indicating circuit.

Two toroidal transformers were purchr.sed for the power conditioner.
The difference between them is that they have different secondary
voltages for the heater circuit. Drawings for the transformers, including
specifications, are shown in Figures 96 and 97.

S Heater Circuit

The curves in Figures 98 and 99 show the performance characteristics
of the heater -•rcuit for two types (resistances) of heaters. Table X
indicates the peiformance drift as a function of component temperature.

The basic operating point for the curves of Figure 98 (high resis-
tance) was established at 20 volts and I ampere. At this point the
heater power is 20 watts and the heater circuit operates at about 79%
efficiency. The current corresponding to the cold heater resistance is
1.08 amperes or only 8% higher than the normal operating current. When
the trqnsformer input voltage was raised by 207, the output voltage
increased by 10%, thus increasing the heater power by 20% from 20 to
24 watts. On the other hand, when the input voltage was lowered by 10%,
the heater voltage decreasei b. 107, and the corresponding heater power
decreased by 20%.

The operating point on the curves of Figure 99 (low resistance) was
set at 10 volts and 2 amperes. At this point the heater power is 20
watts but the heater circuit operates at 57% efficiency. The current
corresponding to the cold heater resistance is 2.12 amperes i.e. 6%
higher than the normal operating current. For a 20% increase in the
input voltage, the heater voltage increased by 6%, thus increasing the
ht*ater power by 12% from 20 to 22.4 watts. When the input voltage was
lowered by 107, the heater voltage otcreased by 7% corresponding to a
141 decrease in heater power.

A second operating point (refer to Figure 99) was established at
11.4 volts and 1.9 amperes corresponding to a heater power of 21.6
watts. At th.s operating point, the heater circuit operates at 64%
efficiencv, seven percent bett~r than the first operational point.
However, the 20% input voltage rise increases the heater power by
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Figure 94. Power and Signal Conditioner in "Breadboard" Con.Liguration for Use in
Testing and Analyzing all Circuits, with Transformer Lower Center of Assembly.
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48V 29V 58V

38V

19V 
Sec.

--19V

29V

40V 28-

28V56V sec. 2

28V

35V

28V

LSec. 3

Input: Square Wave
976 Hz

Sec. 1 - Power drain through full wave rectification into resistive load 27 watts.
Transformer should be able to deliver 27 watts at any one of the voltage
ratings (38V, 48V, or 58V)

Sec. 2 - Power drain through full wave rectification 4 watts.

Sec. 3 - Power drain through full wave rectification (Large capacitor is being
charged, large leakage reactance is desirable) Normal power drain .7 watt.

Construction: Open frame, fully impregnated, capable of passing MIL-T-27B Grade 5,
Class R, altitude unlimited. Minimum weight required.

Efficiency: >95%

Figure 96. Power Supply Traneformer. Scheumatic Diagram and Performance Specifications.
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Construction: Open frame, fully impregnated, capable of passing MIL-T-27B Grade 5,

Class R, altitude unlimited. Minimum weight required.

Efficiency: >95%

Figure 97. Power Supply Transformer II. With Different Secondary I Voltage.
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TABLE X

PERFORMANCE DRIFT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

98 0 F 150OF 175 0 F 200OF
Input to the Voltage (Volts) 23.6 23.5 23.5 23.5

transformer Current (Amperes) 1.10 1.10 1.11 1.12

Output to the Voltage (Volts) 20.2 20.2 20.4 20.5
heater Current (Amperes) 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.03
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205,,, and the 107, input voltage drop increases the heater power by
20%. The first operating point provides better line regulation
whereas the second operating point setting results in better efficiency.

While adjustable resistances were used to simulate the heaters, it
should be noted that the high resistance range of values corresponds
to the moly-50 rhenium heater. The low resistance range corresponds
to the recrystallization resistant platinum heater.

6 Temperature Amplifiers

The circuit shown in Figure 100 was set up to check out the

temperature amplifier. The temperature reference junction is not shown
since it had not been purchased. Instead of a thermocouple, a known
thermocouple signal (a certain millivolt signal) was fed into the
amplifier. A room temperature test showed that the output was a linear
function of the input. The gain was adjusted such that the output sig-
nal was + 2.5 volts for the operating range of the heater. Telemetry
circuits would be used to produce a ten to one attenuation. Temperature
versus output voltage is shown in Figure 101.

At this stage of development two circuits were considered for the
temperature amplifiers. The circuit shown in Figure 100 had an analog
operational amplifier which is physically large (1.3 in. x 1.0 in. x
2.8 in.) and does require a well-regulated power supply. Another cir-
cuit which was considered used a Burr-Brown amplifier and does not
require a regulated voltage. This amplifier is smaller (.5 in. x 1 in. x
1 in.) but it costs at least twice as much as the previous one and does
not require a small regulated power supply at the output to shift the
level of the voltage for the telemetry.

0 Solenoid Valve Circuit

The solenoid valve circuit was breadboarded as it is shown in
Figure 90.

Tests on two flight valves showed that the valves had been designed
very conservatively. One operating condition was established by supplying
a voltage above the maximum pull in voltage (28 volts) and letting it
drop to a voltage which is somewhat higher than the maximum dropout
voltage (about 7 volts). A test series was run under these conditions.
The steady state voltage across two valves in series was 14 volts and the
corresponding current was 9 ma. This corresponds to a valve power ol
less than .2 watt. To protect the Cl capacitors, a resistance o1 3 ohms/
volt will be put in series with these capacitors.

This solenoid valve circuit draws from the transformer current in
the form of spikes. The 9 ma rms current, from oscilloscope pictures
shown in Figure 102 has peak currents of about .4 ampere. When this
current is added together with the heater current, the spikt,-. ares

_V hardly noticeable. In figure 102 the no load picture shiow" thv lo IIL,
square wave input to the power conditioner. Second pictuo •-howN thy
input current to the power conditioner when the heuatr d 1 . :1
amperes. The third oscilloscope picture shows the input ,urrt*t ti, the
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Figure 102. Waveforms.
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power conditioner when the heater draws 1.65 amperes and also draws
current for operating the solenoid valve. The oscilliscope pictures
were taken across a small resistor (.1 ohm) which was placed in series
with the power conditioner.

4. PACKAGING

An enclosure was made for the engineering prototype power conditioner.
The dimensions of the box are shown in Figure 103. A photograph of the
actual box is shown in Figure 104. The box was made of aluminum and the
joints were TIG welded together. The overall shape was determined by
requirements and space in the satellite, where the power conditioner
will be mounted in a "book case" arrangement. Maximum volume for the
prototype box was below the specified 150 cu. in. Mounting to the
supports (which are also the "heat sinks") would be through the projec-
tions, front and back. Connectiors to the wiring harness would be
through connectors. Those on frc.it are for connections that are removed
during check-out. Thos. in back (not easily accessible after mounting)
are for connections that are "permanently" made at installation.

5. SUITCASE TESTER

It wos a requirement of the project that means be developed for
conveniently checking the Power and Signal Conditioner, in the factory,
at the satellite assembly location, and at the launch pad. A piece of
test equipment was therofore proposed which would have the necessary
wide range of test capability and be built into a "suitcase" (approxi-
mately 15 in. x 18 in. x 6 in.) for easy transportation.

Table XI indicates the test capability which was proposed for the
tester. It lists the components which will be included in the system,
and then the connecting procedures and testing sequence for bench (at
manufacturer) assembled system and launch pad. At the launch pad the
tes' was planned as a "go, no-go" type of sequence for simplicity and
minimum disturbance to the final connections in the vehicle. An
auxiiary cable connector would be mounted for umbilical attachment to
the tester for speed in making the test.

Figure 105 is a sketch for the preliminary layout of the suitcase
tester. Connectors for input and output cables are in the lower right
h~nd corner. Switches are used to select the circuits under test and
simulate the ioads and certain power conditioner circuits. Miniature
instruments, rather than lights, are used to indicate the results of
each test.

6. SUMMARY

All work on the Power and Signal Conditioner aaid the "suitcase"
tester was stopped due to lack of definition of the characteristics of
the electrical power to be made available to the Microtnruster System.
The foregoing tasks were completed up to the points indicated. The
Power and Signal Conditioner was carried through to breadboard form.
No components were procured for the flight units. The "suitcase"
Lester was just carried to the planning stage.
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TABLE XI

TEST CAPABILITY OF "SUITCASE" TESTER

1. Tester Will Include

A. Input power (1000 cps) connections and control.

B. Resistances to simulate heater at minimum and maximum temperature.

C. 3 relays comparable to valve loads.

D. Main selector switch.

E. Second selector switches for valves and pressure switch-;.

F. Indicating lights.

G. DC ammeter (for heater current).

H. DC voltmeter (multi-range).

I. Connectors and cables.

2. For Launch Pad or System Testing

A. Tester cable Dutput to special connector on P&S Conditioner
(or to flight plug and connector on vehicle which is connected
to P&SC). Note: Probably use different "test cable" for lab
and pad testiag.

B. Tester connection to 1000 cps power supply.

C. Testing sequence is as follows:

1. Simulate command module contacts. Check East heater and
West heater power circuits briefly, or use external
resistor to simulate heater.

2. Measure resistance of each heater circuit ... 3 ohms approx.

3. Check output of T/C operation amplifiers to telemetry -
should be - .25 volts at room temperature. Note: This
will bE; measured by system telemetry.

4. Apply gas to valve/piping system (dry N2 gas applied to
lines at flight check-out). Operate each valve and check
for pressure switch tell-tale signal. Also operate any
combination of 2 valves on East or West and cheek for
tell-tale signals. Signals to be checked by telemetry
system.

5. Consider any other "passive" monitoring desirable.
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Table XI (Cont'6)

3. For Complete Bench Check-Out of Power and Signal Conditioner

A. Cable connections made to all inputs and outputs of P&SC
(except pad or "system check-out connection).

B. Connect to 1000 cps power supply (not built into tester).

C. Testing Sequence is as follows:

1. Check input voltage

2. Select 'Heater East" - Read current and voltage with
minimum and maximum resistance.

3. Select "Heater West" - Read current and voltage with
minimum and maximum resistance,

4. Select "Valves East" - Use 2nd switch to select 3, 6, or
200 micropound and any 2 combinations. (Light on relays
simulating valves, indicate operation,)

5. Select"Valves West" - Repeat sequency shown in 4.

6. Select "Pressure Switches" - A 2nd switch will simulate
tell-tales of the 6 switches and output shown as indicating
lights.

7. Select "T/C Response" - A 2nd switch will apply voltage
comparable to T/C outputs fur room temperature and for
200 0 F. Output values read on meter (range of - .25 to
+.25 volts).
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SECTION VIII

SYSTEM INTEGRATION

1. LIAISON

Continuous contact with personnel at the Applied Physics Laboratory
(APL) of The Johns Hopkins University was a contractual requirement.
The Work Statement "Exhibit A" dated September 12, 1966 (Appendix XII)
required that the General Electric Company provide interface information
to APL in the areas of weight, volume, power, thermal conditions, and
the like.

Initial rcsults of these efforts appeared in the "Resistance Jet
System Interface Document", dated November 25, 1966 (Appendix XIII).
This document described the technical requirements and agreements between
General Electric Company and APL regarding the resistance jet microthruster
system mechanical and electrical interface with the Dodge-M satellite.
Some portions were made obsolete by the issuance by the Air Force of the
revised Work Statement "Exhibit A-i", dated April 21, 1967 (Appendix XIV ).
Had the proposed additionally revised Work Statement "Exhibit A-2",
dated February 7, 1968 (Appendix XV) been made effective, the document
would have been subject to still further changes.

Design reviews were held periodically with APL and WPAFB personnel
so that tne microthruster system would be completely acceptable for
installation and use on the satellite. Progress was reported monthly
(Reference 4) to WPAFB.

As a guide for the preparation of flight hardware, APL personnel
made available their 9 page "Space Division Standard Manufacturing
Practices", drawing number 7205-9915 (Reference 5). The pertinent
requirements of this document were considered when General Electric
Company prepared the "Quality Control Manual, Resistance Jet Thruster
Systems, Dodge-M", (Reference 6).

2. PROPELLANT TANK SUPPORT AND FLOW CONTROL COMPONENT SUBASSFIBLY

Initially, it was planned to mount the flow control and flow
instrumentation components in "viewband" packages (as shown in Figure
106) remote from the fuel tank. Discussions with APL personnel, how-
ever, indicated that installation of the microthruster sy em on the
satellite would be simpler if all the viewband packages w .'e built
onto one "platform", along with the fuel tank. This concept is shown
in Figure 107. Further discussions, however, with both APL and WPAFB
personnel ultimately resulted in the packaging concept shown in
Figure 108. This design was finalized using 1/4 inch tubing to inter-
connect the components. In an effort to conserve weight, the design
was subsequently altered to use 1/8 inch tubing. Completed designs
are shown in Figures 109, 110, and 111. Partially finished assemblies
appear in Figures 112 and 113. A considerable amount of effort was put
into this design so that it would be a flight worthy assembly. For
example, as far as practicable, tubing connections were brazed rather
than made with flared tube fittings, reducing the possibility of leaks.
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Welding was used for joining the basic framed aluminum structure which
supported the propellant tank and the sub-assembly plates for the flow
control components. It was planned to subject the initial unit to
vibration and g-loading tests, using an ammonia tank containing a
suitable amount of water.

3. ENERGY MAGEMENT

Because of deep interest expressed by personnel at APL and WPAFB
concerning the performance of the Resistance Jet Microthruster System
when the thruster was operated at temperatures lower than its nominal
20000 F, the data appearing on Tables XII and XIII were prepared. They
appear in curve form on Figures 114 and 115. Recognizing that although
two thrusters are built into one microthruster system, only one is heated
at any one time. Thus the total system power includes that to operate
only one heated thruster. These data were presented both to APL and
WPAFB personnel in separate meetings. The predicted power consumption
for a single thruster at various heater operating temperatures is shown
on Figure 116.

4. WEIGHTS AND VOLUIES

As the designs progressed, weight and volume became primary considera-
tions. A final design aim (Work Statement Appendix XV ) became 3600
tubic inches for the assembly of the tank and flow control components.
A single thruster was to be limited to a cylindrical volume of 60
cubic inches. The power and signal conditioner was to be limited to a
rectangular volume of 150 cubic inches. For the complete fueled flight
package, the weight limit was to be 39 pounds (including 5 pounds of
ammonia). A number of design reviews were held and weights and volumes
studied. Some changes were made and confidence was expressed that the
goals could be met.

5. A•MONIA TANK FILL SYSTEM

A system was devised for transfer ing suitable quality ammonia from
a specially prepared and cleaned storage tank, through cleaned transfer
lines of suitable diameter and material and into the cleaned ammonia
fuel tank. This was to be accomplished after the fuel tank had been
evacuated and then back flushed several times with suitable quality
ammonia gas. Filters were to be in all lines to assure that the
original fuel tank cleanliness level was maintained.

Transfer was to be accomplished simply by a gravity feed process,
the storage tank being maintained at a higher elevation than the fuel
tank as shown in Figure 117. For transfer of a specific weight of
ammonia, the fuel tank could be supported on a scale with flexible
lever attached.

Such a system would be used for filling the ammonia tank while the
vehicle was in position on its launch pad. A key component was the
fill valves located on the skin of the vehicle. This valve, Figure 118
is a leaktight, positive shut-off type. Prior to being selected for
incorporation into the system, samples were placed on test, being
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TABLE XII

3 AND 6 MICROPOUND

THRUST2R SY3TEM CHARACTERISTICS

290 lb-sec

Temp. System Specific Propellant
Power Impulse Weight

OF Watts Sec Lbs.

2000 32 125 2.3

1500 20 100 2.9

ROOM 0 60 - 70 4.0

17

iA

.•.1
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TABLE XIII

200 MICROPOUND

"THRUSTER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

800 lb-sec

Temp System Specific Propellant
Power Impulse Weight

OF Watts Sec Lbs

2000 32 170 4.7

1500 20 130 6.2

1000 6 105 8.1

ROOM 0 75 10.6
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Figure 118. Propellant Tank Ammonia Fill Valve, Positive Shut-off Type.
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constantly exposed to liquid ammonia. The valve was periodically
opened and closed (closing with a predetermined torque value) and
periodically checking them with a mass spectrometer leak detector.
After a period of four months, no leak could be detected.

6. MICROTHRUSTER SYSTEM TEST SCHEDULE

A description of the tests to which the Microthruster System would
be submitted was prepared and issued February 17, 1967. This was later
(September 25, 1968) rewritten to reflect more recent concepts of
component and system testing and appears as Appendix XVI of this report.
It was planned that this Schedule would be revised as required.
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SECTION IX

ISSUED DRAWINGS

The design scope of the Program may be indicated to some extent by
a listing of issued drawings (Appendix XVII). It must be appreciated
that periodically during the design effort that resulted in such
drawings, reviews were held to make certain that the finished products
would be suitable for their intended use. Flight quality hardware
designs were always examined for minimum weight and suitability for their
use.
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SEcTioN x

SUMARY

A Participation in the Dodge-M/Dodge-Ii program has resulted in the

build up of a system that is usable for measuring thrust of suitably-
mounted thrusters in the low nicropound ranges. Results are ropeatabi.
and calibration is straightforward. The Preliminary Evaluation Thrust -cs
served their purpose by providing suitable data on orifices and nozzles,
properly sizing them for use in the flight tnrusters. The flight
thrusters, themselves, were fabricated up to the point of affixing
the orifice and nozzle plates. Tests on one unit showed that the electrical
power consumption level would be within specified limits. The ammonia
fuel tank design was completed and three units were fabricated. Qualifica-
tion tests on the first of these proved its structural integrity. Plastic
models of this tank flown on KC-135 aircraft proved that, in the absence
of severe off-axis forces, ammonia gas would be made available to the
thruster system. The flow control and flow instrumentation components
were selected for flight quality. Tests were performed on certain of
these to confirm their complete suitability. The designed assembly of
che fuel tank and flow control components resulted in a package well
adapted for installation in the satellite. The power and signal condi-
tioner design was carried through to a breadboard stage. It was well
directed towards successfully powering and providing for control of the
microthruster system. An ammonia tank fill system was devised that
provided for easy fueling and refueling of the ammonia tank. A test
plan was prepared for qualifying one system for flight use, including
a life test of 2000 hours. Plans were also prepared for acceptance
testing the flight systems. Weight, volume, power, and operational
requirements were well on their way to being realized at the conclusion
of the program.
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Thruster Braze Assembly Studies

Attachments of propellant feed tubes and orifice plates to resistance
jet assemblies are presenfly achieved through the use of tungsten inert

j gas (TIG) ard electron beam welding techniques. The effective miniaturi-
zation of these thruster assemblies makes fabrication of the indicated
joints by welding difficult because of poor accessibili~ty and the necessary
size of the weld joint. An alternate method for achieving the necessary
propellant supply connections is furnace brazing, using a braze filler
material which is metallurgically compatible with the basic materials of
construction such as Hastelloy-X and Inconel 600 at operating temperatures
of 2000WF throughout the anticipated 10,000 hour life of the assemblies;
i.e.. the braze should not corrode, embrittle, or otherwise adversely
effect the reliability of the joint during its operating life.

A study was therefore initiated to determine the feasibility of fabri-
cating appropriate sections of the thruster assemblies by brazing techniques,
realizing that the brazed joints must have long-time metallurgical stability
and an ability to contain the propellant at 2000 0 F. Palladium-base bra'ing
alloys were selected for this investigation because of (1) their appropr.-
ately high melting points, (2) their previously established ability tv
produice ductile as-brazed assemblies with nickel-base alloy components,
and (3) their potential catalyzing effects on the decomposition of theI ammonia propellant. The particular alloys selected were Pd-38Co and Pd-40Ni.

Initial brazing trials and postbraze thermal exposures were conducted
in vacuum at 2000'F on samples prepared with the Pd-Co alloy; subsequent
sample preparation and testing with the nickel-bearin; alloy will be con-
ducted depending on the resnits obtained from bhese initial tests. This
order of approach in the investigation of brazes was chosen since poten-
tially adverse diffusion effects would be more readily arparent in a braze
of a more dissimilar composition from the nickel-base pe'ent metal. Based
!;,on the Hume-Rothery rules for substitutional alloying, more rapid inter-
diffusion rates were anticipated between the cobalt-containing braze alloy
and the nickel-base thruster material than between a high-nickel-content
braze and the nickel-base thruster components. Rates af palladium diffusion
into the Inconel 600 and Hastelloy-X base metals should be equivalent for
both of the selected braze alloys since the concentvations of palladium
in each are essentially the zame. Thus, if io containment problems were
encountered %ith the Pd-Co braze alloy after long-time, high-temperature

exposure, it could be assumed that equivalent or superior results would
be found with the Pd-Ni alloy, Should previous testing of the Pd-Co
samples dictate, this relative diffusion stability will be verified at a

later date by exposing .ppropriately brazed (Pd-Ni) samples to short-
duration thermal cycles and by subsequent microstructural comparisons with
similarly exposed Pd-Co specimens.

A total of twelve simulated thruster brazed joint samples wre pre-
pared using the Pd-Co braze. Six samples were brazed in each of two config-
urations; the Hastelloy-X and Inconel 600 base metals were alternated
within each group to permit selection of more superior alloy for the
eventual application. Two configurations were selected to provide different
lengths of brazed joints and different braze filleting geometries. The
first will affect joint leakage while the second will show the selective
corrosive effects of varying amounts of locally accumulated braze alloy.
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Since it is possible that corrosive braze-base metal reactions may
result in failure of the thin-walled propellant feec tubes either during
brazing or as a result of deterioration by diffusion processes, a different
fabrication method is also being considered. This approach entails the
electron beam welding of thin-walled tube segments to small cylindrical
body sections and subsequent brazing of these sections to a larger asseribly,
thus isol.ting the brazing alloy from the tubes. Two braze samples of this
type were prepared, again using the Pd-38Co braze filler material: Hastelloy-X
was used Ior the main body in one sawple while Inconel 600 -;as used in the
second.

Details of Sample Preparation

Representative braze joints between small-diameter, thin-walled Inionel
600 tubes and bodies of both Hastelloy-X and Inconel 600 were prep.xred
using the Pd-38Co braze alloy. Configurations A and B are show,, in Figure
I-'L. The samples prepared by the combination electron beam welding-brazl.,g
processes are depicted in Figure 1-2 as Configuration C. Table I-I outlines
the scopo of -.ork being performed and summarizes the materials, joint con-
figurations, current test time at 20000 F, and status of heliui •e•ak test
results obtained to date on various joints.

Individual components of the various specimens were cleaned in prep-
aration for brazing or welding by the following sequential processes:

1. Degrease with acetone and ethyl alcohol; dry.
2. Pickle in a solution containing 5076 H20, 25%6 IINO3 257o Il1

(% by volume).
3. Rinse with tap water.
4. Rinse with distilled, deionized water.
5. Flush with ethyl alcohol; dry.

Electron beam welding was performed in the chamber depict~ed in '.'Ygure
1-3: the brazing operations were conducted in the vacuum furnace showI in
Figure 1-4. Brazing alloy was applied to the joints in wire form (0.020-
inch diameter) and held in place, prior to brazing, with Nicrobraz Coment.
All samples were subsequently brazed at 2275-22851F for three minutes in
the above vacuum furnace; the furnace pressure, during the heating and
cooling cycles, was maintained at less than 5 x 10-5 torr. Following the
individual brazing and/or welding cperations, each joint was helium mass
spectrometer leak tested and found to be leak tight.

Results

As stated previously, the maximum a-zicipated operating lire of the
thruster assemYies at 2000*F, is 10,000 hours. Therefore, the testing
schedale for the sample joints was set up to attain that ultimate goal,
and thus determine a measure of the reliability as well as thermaal stability
of the brazing process for fabrication of such assemblies. The actual
testing consisted of exposing the sample joints to a temperature of 2000'F
in a vacuu., environment (5 x 10-5 torr) for times ranging from 200 hours
to i0,000 hours. At appropriate times, the testing will be, or already aas
beer. interrupted for removal of representative samples, those wvill be
stu•ied metallographically to determine microstructural changes. After
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FigureI-I Braze Sample Joints - Configurations "A" aind "B".
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TABLE I-I

SU.MtMARY OF BRAZE SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONSY MATERIALS COMBINATIONS,

POSTBRAZE THERMAL EXPOSURES AND HELIUM LEAK TEST RESULTS

Sample Materials 2  Joint Total Time Leak Test
\umber Tube Main Body Configuration3  at 2000OF Results4

(hours)

I Inco 600 Hast. X A 200 Leak Tight

Inco 600 Hast. X B 200 Leak Tight

3 Inco 600 Inco 600 A 200 Leak Tight

4 Inco 600 Inco 600 B 200 Leak Tight

5 Inco 600 Hast. X A 1000 Leak Tight after
200 hrs. Not Leak Tight
after 1000 hours.

6 Inco 600 Hast. X B 1000 Leak Tight

7 Inco 600 Inco 600 A 1000 Leak Tight

8 Inco 600 Inco 600 B 1000 Leak Tight

9 Inco 600 Hast. X A 1700+ Leak Tight after 1000 Hrs.

10 Inco 600 Hast. X B 1700+ Leak Tight after 1000 Hrs.

!i Inco 600 Inco 600 A 1700+ Leak Tight after 1000 lirs

12 Inco 600 inco 600 B 1700+ Leak Tight after 1000 lIrs.

13 Inco 600 Hast. X C 1700+ Leak Tight after 1000 Hrs.
(Inco 600 insert)
(EB Weld )

14 Inco 600 Inco 600 C 1700+ Leak Tight after 1000 Hrs.
(Inco 600 insert)
(EB Weld )

IAIl •amples brazed in vacuum at 2275-2285OF/3 minutes.

2 Compositions of basic alloys:

Inco 600: Ni - 76.0; Fe - 7.2; Cr- 15.8.
Ha-t. X Ni - 44.5; Fe - 20.0; Cr - 23.0; Mo - 9.0; Co - 2.5; N - 1.0.

Cca.figuration,* A, B, and C are depicted in Figures 1 and 2; braze alloy is Pd-38Co.

1Heliam leak te-ts performed with a General Electric. Type M-60 Mahs Spectrometer,
Icak tight indicates no leakage greater than 5 x 10-10 std cc's/sec ol helium at
tne various joints.
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Figure 1-4. 4500 0 PCold Wall Vacuum Furnace.
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20n hours and 1000 hours of exposure all samples were helium leak tested
as shown in Table 1-!. These results show that all samples were leak
tight after 200 hourz; after 1000 hours all were still leak tight with the
exceptien of Sample z5 (a Configuration A joint consisting of an Inconel
600 tube brazei to a flastelloy-X body). Note that Sample #9 is a duplicate
of Sample -5 and that no leakage was detected in this duplicate sample at
the c.nclusion of the 1000 hour exposure. The results of Sample #5 suggest
that tne above materials and configuration combination, such as Samples #1,
5, 9 'nay not produce reliable joints. Verification of this statement depends
on microstructural examination. The preparation and metallographic evalu-
ation of samples exposed for 200 hours and for 1000 hours have not been
completed yet; hence, further comments regarding joint leakage, thermal
stabilify and materials selection cannot be made at present.

To date, the joints remaining on test have accumulated 1700 hours of
exposure at 20000F. The next scheduled break in testing will occur after
5000 hours; mitallargical studies on samples tested 200 hours and 1000
hours will be completed by then. If results obtained by that time indicate
that the 10,000 hour goal is meaningful, two samples will be returned to
tesc, i.e., electron beam welded and brazed samples #13 and #14. Brazing
with the Pd-40Ni alloy will also be initiated at that time if appropriate.
The welded and brazed samples were selected for the longest time exposure
because it was believed that the combination processing, would provide the
optimum reliability for the intended applications.
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APPENDIX II

ELECTRICAL DESIGN OF A 24V. DC, 2000°F Mo-5ORe HEATER
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De-i gn Rvquirtr'ments

Voltage: 24 volts

Wat•age: 20 watts

Temperature: 2000OF

Wire Core ID: 0.210 inch

Wire Core Length: 1.5 inches

Space Between Turns: 1,5 x wire diameter

Calculation Procedure

1. Determine required wire resistance:

Watts = E1

I = 20 watts = 0.834 amps
24 volts

Watts I 2R

R =R20 watts = 28.8 ohms

(0.834 amperes)
2

2. Calculate hot resistance of various wire sizes wound on

0.210-inch diameter core for length of 1.5 inches with a spacing between
wires equal to 1.5 times wire diameter.

Example for 32 AWG wire (0.00795-inch diameter):

No. of Turns = 1.5 inches core length = 1.5

2.5 x 0.008 inch wire diam. 0.020

= 75 turns.

Wire Length = 0.210-inch core diam. x7tx 75 turns.

.- 49.5 inches length of 32 AWG Mo-305-e wire.

-6
'..,,-3ORe Air'e 're-,,tivity at 2000'F is 20.9 x 10 ohm inihv's.

Recori,,ended Heater Electrica&l Design

24 Volts 33 AWG Mo-50Re Wire, (7.08 tails diam.)
0. 83.1 Ampere.
20 Watts 64 turns, 54 in. active hvatr wire length
2000WF 28.8 ohms total resistance
1.3 inch heater length
0.210 inch heater coil diam.
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APP]MDKX III

INVESTIGATION OF THE FASTENING OF
THlRUSTER HEATER LEADS AND THRUSTER THERMOCOUPLE LEADS

TO THE THRUSTER ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR RECEPTACLE
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Tre Prob lv,:.

Tn(. At.h4hreant of the Mo-50Re heater and Chropiel-Alumvi thermocoupi)-
i-e-,- :r*z. r~e thrustsar to the gold-plated pins of an electrical connector
ir-t :Qt o: -uch a nature as to minimize local high resi.stance at the
•o1,-,. ifigh-resistance joints, if present at these locations, could

produce Lont-ideraole power losses and/or erroneous temperature readings.

...ethod or Approach to Solution

Connections having low resistances may be reliably achieved by
intit.,ate metallurgical bonding of the different materials using either
brazing or so-dering fabrication techniques. Soldering is generally
used to manufacture transition joints of this nature; however, the

500'F maximum anticipated service temperature and operation in a vacuum
en~ironment (,-10-2 torr) precludes its use since soldering alloys
contain elements, such as caJmium and zinc, which have prohibitive
vapor pressures at that temperature. Brazing the heater and thermo-
couple leads to the gold-plated pins would eliminate the problems of
metal vaporization and transfer if the proper braze alloys were selected.
Such an alloy should have the lowest practical melting point (approxi-
mately 1000'F). It should be compatible with the base materials, and it

should be available in forms suitable for application to the joints.
The alloy sele,.ted for evaluation was a BT, Braze, ASTNI BAg-8,
(72_Ag-28Cu) alloy which has a melting point of 1435'F.

Efforts Towards Solution and Solution Obtained

Experiments were conducted with the BT alloy to determined whether
sound joints could be fabricated without producing detrimental effects
in the body of the electrical connector. The following braze process
factors were investigated: (1) braze alloy wettability on the Alo-50Re
and Chromel-Alumel wires, (2) plating of the wires should poor wett-
ability to the bare wires be encountered, (3) methods of heating joints
to braze flow temperature, and (4) possible flu,,,less brazing.

Initial efforts were extended toward pretinning of the bare wires
u% dipping samples into a crucible containing molten braze alloy and a
protective layer of NF Silver Brazing Flux. Bath temperatures, ranging
:ro; 1150•F to 1750•F, and soak times up to Iivc minutes were used in

the-ý tri-lb. Complete lack of wetting was observed regardless ol
prior truatments 6uch as pickling, grit blasting, and mechanical polilhing.

Because of u lack of melting, the method o1 pretinning to prepare
the , f-e- to brazing was abandoned, and the alternate approach of nickel
plating the vndb of the wires was initiated. Samples of the Mo-5ORe,
Chromel. and Alumel wires were nickel plated by both the electroless
and conventiona l electroplating processes. These samples were sub-

seqaently used in the brazing trials.

Tnh conatruttioe' r,ýaterials of the electrical connector prevented
un11i'L, 1*r•'ua:ce aL-ating of the entire electrical connector and its
konnottor pin-. Tiius, a method for locally heating the pin-wire joint.,,
%0 tic) to,'c'v;,raturv was required. It was necvssary to uring the

2G 2
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pin-4ire joint rapidly to brazing temperature and to complete the brazing
in : short period of tim•e. A graphite-tipped, tweezer-type resistance
neater At elected in preference to the use of an oxyacetylene torch
oecau-e better temperature control could be maintained. The nickel-
plated sires were bent into the shape of an eyeloop and inserted !hrough
'nhe h.-les in the gold-plated pins of a sample electrical (.onnector.
For brazing in air, a small quantity of the NIF silver brazing Ilux

--pplied to the respective joints and to the braze alloy wire u.,ed.
The individual joints were then heated to the braze temperatare Dy
gripping them with the tweezers. Input power .o the heater and resulting
joint temperatures were varied by adjustment of an external variable
electrica3 power unit until desired conditions were attained. Satislactory
brazed joints between all three wires (Ni plated-electroless and conven-
tional) and the gold-plated pins were thus fabricated, Temperatures at
the connector body were maintained below 200OF during all :f these
brazing cycles.

Since the presence of flux in the braze joint could serve as a
possible source of contamination during thruster operation, a method to
eliminate the possible entrapmen .)f .lux in the joints during brazing
was also briefly investigated. Electroplated samples of each of the
three wires were brazed to the goic•-piated pins of another sample connector
in a vacuwm-purged inert atmosphere glove box, argon was used as the
backfill gas. The tweezer resistan,'e heater was placed inside the
chamber along with the wires. ,raze alloy, and other required equipmunt.
Temperature was again contrc'!.2d by adjustment :if the Po~erstat located
outside the glove box. Again satisfactory brazing o1 all three wire.s
uas observed, and, since no flux was used, this method of fabrication
appears superior to brazing in air, in which case flux is required.

20
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APPENDIX IV

TEST PROCEDURE
INCOMING INSPECTION OF RESISTANCE JET HEATERS

WITH INCONEL 600 SHEATHS
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PAGE 1 OF 4

PROCSD4JRE NO.

GENERAL 0 ELECTRIC
SPACE POWER & PROPULSION SECTION TP- 0104-00-A

CINCINNATI, OHIO 45215
ISSUE DATE

"TEST PROCEURENovember 9, 1967

PROGRAM I ORIGINAL CONTRACT

RESISTANCE JET HEATER DE•EPIME:NT

TITLE OF TEST

Incon•ing Inspection of Resi.ýtance Jet Heaters
with incon.el 600 Shcaths

PRE.PARED BY: H.A ilas ,r(4 ''~--~~DATE -/-'^,/

APPROVED BY: W. H. '.ownsend DATE _____________ DATE

,APPR<VEDo Y: . L, . Br•,onl•,.g D._A.,,_ • i>,

APPROVED BY: DATE

ISSU~ED BY' ......3JbJ MAIJL ZONE P PHON~ e.Ž
DRAFTING

10

S ,PERSEDES SPECIFiCATiON NO. DATED s
SEE LPPS t1STRuCTIONS

S I .,. ,,SF R £:>03.111
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PAGE 2 OF 4
iiDATE NO.

IIncoming Inspection of Resistance Jet Heaters TP-0T4-0N-A.
%ith Inconel 600 Sheaths -CONTINUED 11-9-67

1 SCOPE

i.i This procedure covers the test requirements for incoming inspection and initial
processing of resistance jet heaters with Inconol 600 sheaths.

2 OTHER APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 None.

3 PROCEDURE

3.1 !centificarion. Permanently mark serial number on heater in two place.. per Spec.
03-0034-00-A, Method 2D.

3.1.1 Around tht periphery at the top of the sheath.

3.1.2 At the bottom of the end plug.

3.2 X-ray. X-ray, two views, 900 to each other. Identify the heaters by putting
the serial numbers on the film.

3.2.1 Count the number of turns of element wire for one heater per lot.

3.2.2 Determine that active heater length meets print requirements.

3.2.3 Determine that heater wire spacing is uniform.

3.2.4 Measure the distance between the closed end plug of the cartridge and last
turn of element wire. Check this dimension with that shown on applicable
procurement drawing.

3.2.5 Check that MgO core is centrally located in the sheath.

3.3 Mechanical Measurements. Measure mechanical dimensions of heater.

3.3.1 Outside diameter in three (3) places (both ends and mid-point) using I"I

micrometer caliper.

3.3.2 Concentricity or bow by p.acing heater on flat surface and inserting shims
at center of heaters.

3.4 Hardness. Four (4) impressioas around the periphery, 900 apart, at the
end plug. (To be performed on only one heater from each lot.)

3.5 Electrical Measurements. Electrical measurements with heater elements at
room temperature.

3 5.1 Record room temperature.
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<DATE NO.

2 Incoming Inspection of Resistance Jet Heaters TP-0104-00-A
2 with Inconel 600 Sheaths - MNTINUED 11-9-67

3.5.2 Using G.R. 1650A Impedance Bridge, measure resistance from very end of

power leads.

A. Make three (3) readings.

B. Adjust the lead holding means per reading.

3.5.3 Repeat 3.5 with thermocouple wire (if so equip,ed).

3.6 Insulation Resistance. Insulation resistanc, at room temperature and 2000 0 F.

3.6.1 Record room temperature.

3.6.2 Using Megger, measure (at 50 v and 500 v DC) the resistance between:

A. One power lead and outside sheath;

B. One thermocouple lead and outside sheath;

C. One thermocouple lead and one element lead;

D. Two power leads.

3.6.3 Place heater in vacuum furnace, pump pressure down to 1 x 10-5 mm Hg or
less. Attach one ground lead to outside sheath. Connect the two power
leads, ground leads, and thermocouple leads (if so equipped) to feedthroughs.

A. Increase furnace temperature from room ambient to 2000OF gradually so
that pressure does not rise above 4 x 10-5 mm Hg. (This generally takes
approximately 1/2 hour.)

B. Hold at 2000OF ±250 F.

3.6.4 Repeat operation 3.6.2. (Do not repeat 500 v measurement.)

3.6.5 Allow to cool down in vacuum to room temperature.

3.7 Thermocouple. Heater internal thermocouple checkout (if -so equipped) at 2000 0 F.
Combine this operation with. operation 3.6.3 when possible.

3.7.1 Tack Pt-10Rh thermocouple junction to closeend of heater. Wrap heater in
one layer of tantalum foil. Place heater in vacuum furnace, pump pressure
down to 1 x 10-5 mm Hg or less. Connect all thermocouples and power leads
to feedthroughs.

A. Increose furnace temperature from room ambient to 2000OF gradually so
that pressure does not rise above 4 x 10-5 mm Hg. (This generally takes
approximately 1/2 hour.)

B. Hold at 2000OF ±250F for 1 hour.

C. Check output of internal thermocouple against that of the external
thermocouple.

D. Allow to cool down in vacuum to room temperoture.

E. Examine sheath for cracks.
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DATE No.
• Incoming Inspection of Resistance Jet Heaters 0104-00-A

with Inconel 600 Sheaths "CNTNUED 1-9-67

3.8 Repeat operations 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 except operations 3.6.3, 3.6.4,
and 3.6.5.

3.9 Binocular inspect all heaters for sheath cracks, power load wires for
defezts, and the thermocouple wires for defects. Measure power lead wires and

diaieccr of thermocouples wires.

3.10 At request of Design Engineer, cut open one beater per lot with high-speed,

miniature grinder for internal inspection.

3.11 Periodically this Test Procedure will be reviewed in view of the continued
gathering of inspection data to determine if some of the operations can be
limited to one-per-lot basis, specifically, operations 3.2.3, 3.6.3, and 3.8.

3.12 Attach copy of log sheet to each heater until actual fabrication into thruster.
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APPENDIX V

RESULTS OF INCOMING INSPECTION TESTS
ON A 24V. DC, 20000 F, Mo-5ORe HEATER
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__PAGE 1 OF 4
LOG SHEET Trz iS-On 4-0-

LOG S ELE 0104-00-A

RESISTANCE JE'I HEACCER DEVEIWPMEN7i

(C) TITLE OF TET ... (0) COkTRACT NO.

Incoming Inspection of Resistance Jet Heaters with J Various - Resistance
Inconel 600 Sheaths Jets

I)L.OCATION OF ygar (1r) TUIT PROCCC:iRE USED

TP-
(0) PART IDENTIFICATION NO. (w' PART 8KhIAL NO.)

119C2621, 119C2634, 47C143254, 47C143255
47C143256, 941D463 .. /'/ , ,

S// Project No.

Value Date Initials

1. Purchase Order No. & Item Number 0??- / -7n -'

2. Date received and P/O Number r- 7____

3. Lot Number

4. S/N Applied ____________2 )
5. Heater Description

a. Drawing Number .2C /..3-.•S< 6•-?-(? •

b. Voltage _______-2___"

c. Wattage .20

d. Sheath Material / ,0,ca-- 0•O

e. Element Wire Material ,41o -6Z /0e

f. Power Leads Material /R__-__5___ ...4

g. Core Material 4T,0

h. Fill Material _/_ N/

i. Thermocouple Material

6. X-rays Made

a. Number of Turns A"? S -/"(2

b. Active Heater Length / 5.y -- '--c5
c. Check Heater Wire Spacing

Uniformity _________ 5~

d. Distance Between Closed 
7/

End Plug & Last Turn of
Element Wire '/

e. Check that Core is Centered , q. /'"

TESTED BY APPROVED BY

'PAT ACCEPTED PART REJECTED

212HATUNM
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.LS-0104-00-A

Page 2 of 4

Value Date Initials

7. Mechanical Measurements Completed

a. Outside Diamever

1. End 7_

2. Mid-Point 0.V3 - -

3. End at___ __C_

b. Concentricity 0..o ,--0''-" • .

c . L e n g t h o f P o w e r L e a d s C / _/___._ _ _ _ _ _-__ _ _ _ _

8. Hardness Measurement R C:;2Y 21 e _____ ___

9. Electrical Measurements Made

a. Room Temperature 2.7 o/:7 -"-c-

b. Heater Resistance
(3 readings) IV/0 ; 2- __.___ -__

c. Thermocouple Resistance
(3 readings) _--_ ____

10. Insulation Resistance Measurements

a. Room Temperature 7" /- •-Z 3- 9

b. At 50 v Resistance Between

1. Power Lead and Outside
Sheath / - - C-

2. Thermocouple Lead and
Outside Sheath "

3. Thermocouple Lead and
Element Lead

4. Two Power Leads -

c. At 500 v Resistance Between

1. Power Lead and Outside
Sheath / - /< 9

2. Thermocouple Lead and
Outside Sheath __

3. Thermocouple Lead and
Element Lead "_ _-_ _

4. Two Power Leads -

d. 2000OF

e. At•j v Resistance Between

1. Power Lead and Outside C
Sheath "k-" ,, _,)
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LS-0104-OO-A

Page 3 of 4

Value Date Initials

2. Thermocouple Lead and Out-
side Sheath

3. Thermocouple Lead and
Element Lead _ _--_-

4. Two Power Leads 3. -

f. At. 500 v Resistance Between

1. Power Lead and Outside
Sheath KC' )<-- 2 ____ -2_

2. Thermocouple Lead and -

Outside Sheath

3. Thermocouple Lead and
Element Lead

4. Two Power Leads __ _

Ii. Thermocouple Checked - -

12. Sheath Crack Examination - - -

.13. Mechanical Measurements Repeated

a. Outside Diameter

1. End ________

2. Mid-Point _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__ _ _ "______

3. End _________

b. Concentricity 0.oo 5 .'%--/

1-4. Hardness Measurement Repeated R C ~ ~ ~
15. Electrical Measurements Repeated a

a. Room Temperature 7 ' ) Z-e' 2

b. Heater Resistance (3 readings) 9'/-" Jc" S.."/ ' ""-

c. Thermocouple, Resistance
(3 readings)

,-,6. Insulation Resistance Measurements
Repeated

a. Room Temperature ~/6~

b. At 50 v Resistance Between

1. Power Lead and Outside

Sheath t, 6/

2. Thermocouple Lead and
Outbide Sheath

3. Thermocouple Lead and
Element Lead

4. Two Power Leads - - -

214
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LS-0104-O0-A

Page 4 of 4
Value Date Initials

c. At 500 v Resistance Between

1. Heather Element Lead and A
Outside Sheath

2. Thermocouple Lead and
Outside Sheath

3. Thermocouple Lead and
Element Lead 

-

4. Two Power Leads

17. Wire Diameter Measurements

a. Power Lead , 0 ______ __._____

b. Thermocouple Wire -
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APPENDIX VI

FUEL TANK DESIGN - MATERIAL
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1. SUL?.:ARY

Tni,. rcport 1 - a formal follow-up to my previous verbal reuomuund1-
tionr i of *5SA-65061 uilloy as the most desirably aluminum alloy for the
tanr Inll-. e1 thu proposed annydrous ammonia storage tank., for tLhe
LODGE-:.: Satellite. Heat-treatable and non-heat-treatable aluminu;, .. iloy•
4.ere conridered. 1 The neat-treatable A3SA-6061 alloy was selected ior
j.-t in a ga.cooas and liquid anhydrous ammonia environment in the tempcrt-
tury range 32V to 120 F. ASA-6061 alloy was chosen because it:

a. Has good mechanical properties in the aged condition.
b. I!- co.Apatible with anhydrous ammonia. 2

c. I., readily TIG welded.
d. Is labricable in=3 th'e desired shapes.
e. Is commercially available in sheets of the desired thickness.

ASA-6061 design properties of interest are given in the attached Data
Sheet. Recommendations for fabrication and purchasing of tanks are
given belou.J

2. FABRICATION REQUIREMENTS

Rvcommended procedure for orming spherical tanks from sheet 3 is
as "ollo'•s :

a. Perform metal spinning or hydroforming of .-heet in the "0"
(-,ft) condition into hemispheres:

b. Solution treat and quench hemispheres:
c. Reuork hemispheres to remove any distortion caused by quench:
d. *,-Id hemispheres:
e. Artificially age hemispheres to T-6 condition:

IThe tuo classes of alloys differ primarily in taut the heal-treatable
alloys "II age harden if properly treated In the fully aged condi-
tion, the heat-treatable alloyb generally have considerably more
strength than the non-heat-treatable ones.

-Care ,,mu-t be taHken to avoid the presence of iron or iron oxide in the
alarinet 4n :.onia •ytem, see Section III of the Data Sheet.

"S-.h:ction ol -t.,rtLng shuet thickness to obtain a dusired iintl Lank
%%.tll thitkness depends on I) the ease of spinning or hydrolorming;
2) the case ol welding the sheet; 3) the case of chemical milling the
.-heet. and 4) the linal wall thickness tolerances required. Assuming
a linal N•all thcsKnes. of approximately 0.25", a starting sheet
thicknetss o approximately 0.063" would probably be satislactory.
Tlihi is.ue -huvild be clarified with vendor or vendors performing the
tnt fabrication.
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I

I: i- oesirable to spin or hydroform thicker sheet than the final
de-ired thickness and to chemically mill all but welded area to final
dcý-ired ••ll thickness. (It is easie!7 to chemically mill before welding.)
The extra material at the weld will provide added strength in this
,Acaiect area. To maintain good dimensional tolerances when chemical
milling, it is recommended that not more than approximately 0.050"
(in depth) of material be removed. Removal of material to this depth
,an be controlled to %ithin approxinately + 0.002"4 by chemical milling.

R. 1. Ekvall I
4 ~Ph% steal M:etallurgy

4Pri\ate communication with R. C. Cowan, North American Aviation,
Columbus Division, Columbus, Ohio (PH: BE 1-1851)
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APPENDIX VII

FUEL TA•NK DESIGN - STRENGTH, CAPACITY, WEIC*4T, AND HEAT TRANSFER
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PROPELLkNT REQUIREMENT

The total propellant requirement for the Dodge-N, system wMs
aeterrined as follows:

a. Station Changing

Thrust Level, F = 200 micropounds
Specific Impulse, Isp = 200 seconds
Duration, T = 0.25 years 0.787 x 107 seconds

Propellant Required = F xT
I sp

= 200 x 10-6 # 0.787 x 107 seconds

200 seconds
Propellant Required = 7.87 lbs

b. Orbit Correction

Required Thrust - 200 #/sec
Specific Impulse, Isp = 200 sec

Propellant Required = 200 # sec
200 sec

Propellant Required = 1.0 lbs.

c. Station Keeping
3 inicropounds

Thrust Levels, F = 6 micropounds6 micropounds

Specific Impulse, IsV = 150 seconds
Duration T = 1 year = 3_.15 x 107 seconds

F TPropellant Reuired = FT

sp

9 x 10-6 lbs x 3.15 x 107 sec
150 see

Propellant Required = 1.89 lbs

d. Total Propellant Required

Station Changing = 7.87
Orbit Correction = 1.00
Station Keeping (2 Units) = 3.78

12.65 # of NH3
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2. VOLUZ:ETRIC REQUIREMENTS OF SUPPLY TANK

-d. The volume of the total amimonia required to perlorm the Atation
.hanging, orbit correition, and station keeping mission requirements is

Total Wt. of NH3  = 12.65 lbs.
LfLeakage Allowance = Zero
Density of NH3 @ z 0 0 F = 36.4 lbs/ft 3

Volume of NH3  = 12.65 lbs
"36.4 lbs/fti

Volume of NH3  = 0.347 ft 3 = 600 in 3

b. The volume of a 11.0 inch sphere is

Volume T 'T D3  = T1 i.03

6 6
.3

Volume = 698 in

c. Ullage

Ullage = Volume of tank - volume of NH3
Ullage - 698-600 = 98 in 3

C, Ullage = 98 = 14%

698

d. The location of the ammonia liquid-vapor interface a, I-G
conditions before launch can be found for a 147 ullage equal to 98 in3

by solving the equation for a spherical segment:

I = 1/3-0 h2 (3 r-h)

where h = distance from liquid-vapor interface to top of
supply tank

r = radius of the storage tank - 5.5 inches
V - ul)age volume 98 in 3

Solving the above equation for h, we obtain a vapor-liquid
interface loaction 2.61 inchies below the vapor outlet.

3. STRESS ANALYSIS

a. Proof Pressure

The maximum internal operating pressure the supply tank will be
subjected to during the normal anticipated service is 211.9 psi (saturated
vapor pressure at 1000F). Based on a pr(:,f pressure 1.5 times the
operating pressure, the required wall thickness for a 11.0 inch diameter
sphere fabricated from 6061-T6 aluminum having a 0.2%/ offset yield
strength of 35,000 psi is:
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= PD (FS)
4 Sy

t = (211.9) (11.0) (1.5)

4I x 35,000

t= 0.0249 inch

b. Burst Pressure

The minimum wall thickness required for a burst pressure 3
times the operating pressure based on an ultimate strength el 42,000
psi for 6060-T6 aluminum alloy is:

t = PD x FS
4 x tC-(Ultimate)

t = (211.9) (11.0) (3.0)
4 x 42,000

S= 0.042 inch

Since the wall thickness calculated to meet the burst pressure require-
ment is higher than the wall thickness required for the proof pressure,
the recommended minimum wall thickness of the sphere is 0.042 inch thick.

c. The welding of 6061 aluminum components in the heat treated
T4 or T6 condition results in reducing the yield and ultimate strength
in the heat affected zone. This is primarily a function of the welding
speed. If the weld is made rapidly enough, the heat effected zone can
be aged to develop a strength almost equal to the strength of fully
heat treated material (6061-T6). However, since some uncertainty does
exist in the ability to obtain 1007 recovery, the wall thickness at the
joint between the two hemispheres was increased to twice the thickness
oe the unaffected wall. This results in a circumferential band 1-inch
wide and 0.084 inch thick.

d. During the filling operation of the tank with ammonia, the tank
may be evacuated with a one atmosphere external pressure. The critical
external pressure that can cause lailure by elastic instability can be
calculated by

P = 2E t 2

22S2/3 (1 -/ 2)

E = Young's modulus of Elasticity

= Poisson's Ratio

t = '%all thickness

r = Radius of sphere
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P = 2 x 10 x 106 x (0.042)2

5.3 2 (1 - .'33 )

P = 708 psi

It is, therefore, safe to evacuate the sphere under a one atmosphere

external pressure.

4. HEAT TRNSFER

The heat requi~ed to vaporize the liquid ammonia during operation
of the thrusters will be transferred from ýhe vehicle enclosure walls
to the tank by thermal radiation and conduction through the tank support
structure. The operating temperature of the tank will be a function
of the temperature of the environment and the rate of vaporization oe
the ammonia. The primary heat transfer requirement is that the tempera-
ture of the tank be maintained for an ammonia saturation pressure sul-
ficiertly high to deliver vapor at the thruster at the design pressure.
A tanK temperature as low as 22 0 F with a saturation pressure of 50 psia
would be sufficient to operate the thrusters at the design thrust.

The heat transfer rate required for the station changing operation
which has a maximum flow rate of 1 x 10-6 lbs/sec is equal to:

q = Wa H

-6
W = Mass flow rate, 1 x 10 lbs/sec

H= heat of vaporization, 508 BTU/hr at 70OF

q = 1 x 10-6 lbs/sec at 508 BTU/hr

q = 5.08 x 10"4 BTU/sec

= 1.83 BTU/hr.

The rate of heat transfer to the 11-inch diameter tank in a 70OF
environment is shown in Figure VII-I. At the design flow rate of I x 10
lbs hr.. a temperature difference of 17"F between the tank and the
environment will be required to maintain an equilibrium thermal balance
of 1.S BTU'hr. The tank temperature will operate at 52 0 F with a
saturation vapor pressure of 92 psia.

3. ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF PROPELLANT TANK

Tank

Shell 1.64

Center Bank 0.08
Cones (Screen) 0.43

Cones Support 0.06
Vapor Tube .01

Tcflon Disk .05
Total 2.27 lbs
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Propellant

Station Changinj 7.87

Orbit Correction 1.00
Station Keeping 3.78

Total 12.65

Total uelght of Tank and Propellant 14.92 lbs.

2
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APPENDIX VIII

QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE
FOR

SOLENOID VALVES

(DESIGNED TO G.E. SPECIFICATION 04-0017-00-A)

I
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QUALIFICATION TEST PROGRAM FOR SOLENOID VALVES

AT SPPS/EVENDALE

1.0 DEFINITION

A series of tests listed and described below comprising a QualificatLon
Test Program for solenoid valves procured for the project. This Lest programi
applies to solenoid valves specified by the engineer in charge of this
program.

2.0 LIST OF TESTS IN ORDER OF PERFORMANCE

2.1 High Potential Test, per Paragraph 4.1.

2.2 Physical Examination Test, per Paragraph 4.2.

For convenience, the following group of tests is referred to as
"Functional Tests."

2.3 Pzoof Pressure Test, per Paragraph 4.3.

2.4 Static Leakage Test, per Paragraph 4.4.

2.5 Pressure Drop and Gas Flow Test, per Paragraph 4.5.

2.6 Response Test Time, per Paragraph 4.9

2.7 Pull-in Voltage Test, per Paraliraph 4.6.

2.8 Drop-out Voltage Test, per Paragraph 4.7.

2.9 Coil Resistance Test, per Paragraph 4.8. fl
2.10 Insulation Resistance Test, per Paragraph 4.10.

2.11 Power Consumption Test, per Paragraph 4.11.

2.12 Temperature Rise Test, per Paragraph 4.12.

For convenience, the following group of tests is referred to as
"Environmental Tests."

2.13 High Temperature Test, per Paragraph 4.13.

2.14 Low Temperature Test, per Paragraph 4.14.

2.15 Post-Temperature Functional Test, repeat "Functional Tests" 2.3 through 2.12.

2.16 Si.nusoidal Vibration Test, per Paragraph 4.16.
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2.17 Randoim Vibration Test, per Paragraph 4.17.

2.18 Acceleration Test, per Paragraph 4.18.

2.19 Post-Vibration and Acceleration Functional Test, repeat "Functional
Tests" 2.3 through 2.11.

2.20 Life Cycle Test, per Paragraph 4.15.

2.21 Cracking Pressure Test, per Paragraph 4.19.

2.22 Burst Pressure Test, per Paragraph 4.20.

3.0 TESt FACILITIES, CONDITIONS AND REPORTS

The facilities used in conducting the required tests shall provide

the following:

3.1 Test Conditions

Unless otherwise specified, functional tests shall provide the
follo~ing conditions:

(a) Temperature 750F + 1OF.

(b) Relative humidity: 90% or less.
(c) Barometric pressure: 28 to 32 inches of Hg.

3.2 Measurements and Tolerances:

All measurements shall be made with instruments whose accuracy has

been verified and which are calibrated periodically. Maximum allowable
tolerances on measuring instruments shall be:

(a) Temperature: + 3*F
(b) Pressure (above 1 psia): + 57

3.3 Chamber Volume:

The solenoid valve being tested plus associated Lest equipment shall
not exceed 50W of the internal volume of the test chamber.

3.4 Temperature Definition

-l
For temperature tests at pressures greater than 10 torr, the

temperature referred to is ambient air temperature. In these tests, the
heat sources shall be such that radiant heat is not direcýed on the solenoid
valve. For temperature tests under vacuum (less than 10 " torr), temperatures
referred to are mounting surface temperatures and radiation exchange surface
temperatures.
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3.5 Test Reports

Functional and environmental test data shall be reported to the engineer
in charge no later than one week following completion of tests. All data
shall be recorded in a hard cover log book.

3.6 Axis Definition

The .•jor axes of the solenoid valve are defined on the ,pecification
control irawing.

3.7 Leakage

All leakage measurements shall be made with a helium mass spectrometer
using helium gas as the pressurizing medium. When proper test conditions
are established, leakave shall be monitored but not recorded until the
leakage rate has been established and remained constant for at least ten
minutes. Sensitivity of the detector is to be 5 x 10-10 std cc/sec of air.

3.8 Shaker Fixture Solenoid Valve Resonance Test

Prior to performing the vibration test, if an identic.al solenoid valve
and fixture have not been previously vibrated in the machine to be employed
for the vibration test, one solenoid valve shall be subjected to vibration
in each of its three orthogonal axes through the frequency range from 5 to
2000 cps. If any alterations are made in the machine, fixture or solenoid
valve, or if a different machine or fixture is employed, this test shall be
repeated. The solenoid valve shall be attached to the test fixture through
the attachment points in such a manner as to provide n, additional stiffness
or restraint other than at the attachment points. Th,' vibration resonance
shall be monitored through the entire frequency range in three ortnogonal
directions at the attachment point of the valve to the fixture.
Instrumentation shall be connected but the valve shall not be pressurized
during the resonance test. The amplitude reading normal to the direction ol
excitation shall be no greater than 507 of the maximum level in the directLion
of excitation. The maximum and minimum amplitude readings taken in the
direction of shake at the attachment points shall not differ from each other
ov more than 50•. The solenoid-valve-fixture-table combination shall be
altered until these conditions are satisfied. The frequency sweep shall I)e
manuallv controlled to insure that all resonances observed a'. the attachment
points are fully excited. Resonance frequencies, bandwidLh, and amplification
of all resonances shall be varied with frequency such that the maximum
amplitude at the attachment points does not exceed the following:

Frequenc'y Amplitude/Force Level

5 to 20 cps 0.2 inches peak to peak
20 to 2000 cps 0.125 g's

4.0 TEST DESCRIPTION
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4.1 High Potenti~l Test - A high potential test will be conducted by
applying a potential of 1000 volts a.c. rms, 60 cycles per second mutually
insulated parts for a period of one minute. The solenoid valve shall

sho% no evidence of mechanical or electrical failure. A rubber •tlviJp
uoearing the markings "HIPOT TESTED OK" shall be applied to the soLenoid

Se Completion ol this test shall be noted on the data sheets sub-
,' .'ith the solenoid valves. Completion of this test shall be noted

n e oa-ta =heets submitted with the solenoid valves. This test shall
not re repeated. This test shall be conducted in accordance with
YI L-STD-202.

4.2 Physical Examination - Each solenoid valve shall be inspected for
conlormance to the Specification Control Drawing plus inspection for
uorkmanship, dimensions, finish, and any defects. Record the results
of this inspection.

.1.3 Proof Pressure Test - A pressure of 350 psig shall be applied to
the inlet and outlet ports (connected together) for a period of one
m=inute: see Figure VIII-I. There shall be no evidence of distortion or
damage after removal of the proof pressure. There shall be no evidence
of leakage %lhen tested per Paragraph 4.4. Record satisfactory completion
o: tne test, the post-test inspection, and leakage test.

4.4 Static Leakage Test

4.4.1 The solenoid valve shall be pressurized with helium to 200 psig
(one ma coil current) and the leakage at the solenoid valve outlet
measured by a helium mass spectzometer; see Figure VIII-2. The leakage
rate shall not exceed 1 x 10-6 std cc/sec of air. Record the leakage
measured.

-4.4.2 The solenoid valve inlet and outlet, connected together, shall be
pressurized uith helium to 200 psig (no coil current) and the leakage
measured by a helium mass spectrometer; see Figure VIII-2. The leakage

rate shall not exceed I x 10-6 std cc/sec of air.

-1.5 Pressure Drop Test - The test set-up for measuring pressure drop is

:-howni in Figure VIII-3. The pressure drop across the solenoid valve
t.hall not exceed 5-C with an inlet pressure of 3.35 psia, a flole rate of
I x 10-6 lbsec, and a gas inlet temperature ol 75 + 10F. The dit-

ferential pressure shall be measured by water manometer or differential
pres-ure gage and recorded. Nitrogen gab shall be used for this test.

4.6 Pull-In Volt ige Test - With 200 psia applied to the inlet port of
the -olenoid valve and the outlet port open to ambient pressure, solenoid
voltage shall be increased from 0 volts until lull actuation of the

poppet occurs. The test set-up per Figure VIII-4 (Response l'ime Test)
may be used ior this test. Full actuation must occur at a voltage no
greater than 18 volts. Record the voltage at which lull actuation
occurs. Repeat this test at 50, 100, 150, and 250 psia.

1.7 Drop-Out Voltage Test - With 200 psia apilied to the inlet port of
the s-olenoid valve and the outlet port open to• ambient pressure, solenoid
uoltage shall be dtcreased from l6 volts (,ini-im) until the poppet is

lull% closed. The test set-up per Figure VIlI-4 (Response Time Test)
ma% be ubea for this test.
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4.7 Drop-Out Voltage Test - Continued - Full closing of the poppet shall
occur at a voltage no lower than 6.0 volts. Record the voltage at which
full closing occurs.

4.8 Coil Resistance Test - The electrical resistance of the solenoid coil
shall be measured by Wheatstone Bridge or equivalent method. The coil
re6istance shall be 250 ohms minimum* at 75°F (or corrected to 75 0 F).
Record the measured resistance and ambient temperature.

4.9 Response Time Test - The opening response time of the solenoid valve is
defined as the time difference between application of voltage to the solenoid
coil and full travel of the poppbt as indicated by the current trace
(electrical response) or -y increase of outlet pressure to 63% of the pressure
at steady state flow (pn umatic response). These relations are shown in
Figure VIII-3.

The closing response time of the solenoid valve is defined as the time
difference between removal of voltage from the solenoid coil and full travel
of the poppet as indicated by the voltage trace (electrical response) or the
first indication of pressure decay (pneumatic response). These relations
are shown in Figure VIII-6.

The test :et up for measuring response time is shown schematically in
Figure '1. Valve inlet pressure for this test shall be 200 psig and the
applied voltage shall be 21 volts. Coil voltage, coil current, and outlet
pressure shall be recorded on an oscillograph (or equivalent recorder)
having a known chart speed, or having a 60 cycle voltage trace recorded as
a standard time reference.

Under the stated test definitions and conditions, the opening response
time shall not exceed 100 milliseconds and the closing response time shall
not exceed 100 milliseconds. Neither the electrical response Lime nor the
pneumatic response time shall exceed the specified time limit. Either method
nay be used, but the same method shall be used for both opening and closing
response times and the method used shall be indicated in the test data.
Three readings each shall be taken and the data recorded. Each group of three
readings (opening or closing) shall repeat within 10%.

1.1)0 Insulation Resistance Test - The resistance between the leads of the
solenoid and the grounded case shall be 50 megohms minimum at 500 ,olts d.c.
The leads may be connected together for this test. Record the insulation
resistance measured.

.1.11 Power Consumption Test - Using a suitable voltmeter and ammeter, apply
28 volts d.c. to the solenoid coil. Record voltage, current, and watts

4.12 Temperature Rist Test - With 28 volts d.c. applied to the solenoid coil,
record temperature rise of body of valve adjacent to the coil after iposuro
of 8 hours. Vacuum tank pressure not greater than 10-6 Lorr.

- 230 oims applies only to Carleton's Model 1809001-30 Valve.
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.1.13 High Temperature Test - The solenoid valve shall be placed in a thermal
chamber and heated to the temperature specified below. At least one valve
from each test lot shall be monitored for temperature by means of a thermo-
couple located at the mounting surface (see Specification Control Drawing).
The temperature shall be maintained for eight (8) hours after the component
naz reached th• required temperature. The test shall be performed at ambient
pressure and with no (other) pressure applied to the solenoid valve.

Qualification test temperature: + 100OF

4.14 Low Temperature Test - The solenoid valve shall be placed in a thermal
chamber and cooled to the temperature specified below. At least one valve
from each test lot shall be monitored for temperature by means of a thermo-
couple located at the mounting surface. The temperature shall be maintained
lor eight (8) hours after the component has reached the required temperature.
The test shall be performed at ambient pressurc and with no (other) pressure
applied to the solenoid valve.

Qualification test temperature: 00 F

4.15 Life Cycle Test - The solenoid valve shall be connected to an ammonia
gas supply and the inlet pressurized to 20 psia. By means of an automatic
actuator control, operate the valve for one second "on" and one second "off"
dut% cycle for a total of 100,000 cycles. Periodically, as specified in the
taoulation below, the valve cycling shall be interrupted for a static leakage
test per Paragraph 4.4.

4.15.1 After 1,000 total cycles - perform leakage test.

4.15.2 After 3,000 total cycles - perform le-akage test.

4.15.3 After 6,000 total cycles - perform leakage test

4.15.4 After 18,000 total cycles - perform leakage test

4.15.5 After 30,000 total cycles - perform leakage test

'4.15.6 After 50,000 total cycles - perform leakage test

4.15.7 After 70,000 total cycles - perform leakage test

After the completion of 100,000 cycles, the valve shall be subjected to
the "functional" tests listed below in the order shown:

a. Static leakage test, per Paragraph 4.4.

b. Pressure drop and gas flow test, per Paragraph 4.5.

c. Response time test, per Paragraph 4.9.

d. Pull-in Voltage test, per Paragraph 4.6.
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e. Drop-out voltage test, per Paragraph 4.7.

f. Coil resistance test, per Paragraph 4.8.

g. Insulation resistance test, per Paragraph 4.10

h. Power consumption test, per Paragraph 4.11.

4.16 Sinusoidal Vibration Test - The fixture and test equipment used to
periorm this test shall have been tested in accordance with the requirements
of Paragraph 3.8 and proven satisfactory. The solenoid valve shall be
vibrated as described below:

3.0 g zero to peak from 5 to 2000 cps applied in each of the 3
mutually perpendicular axes.

Vibration to be limited to 1/4 in. single amplitude.

Sweep rate =2 octaves/minute.

4.17 Random Vibration Test

Roll-off 20 cps at 3 db/octave
Flat - 20 cps to 480 cps at 0.2 g /cps
Increase from 480 cps to 600 cps at 3 db/octave
Flat - 600 to 1000 cps at 0.25 g2/cps
Roll-off above 1000 cps at 12 db/octave
Overall amplitude = 17.2 g rms
Duration = 3 minutes in each of 3 mutually perpendicular axes

.1.18 Acceleration Test - The solenoid valve shall be mounted on a centrifuge
or a spin table and exposed to a steady acceleration force of 9 g's for a
period of 3 minutes in both directions along each of its three perpendicular
axes.

'1.19 Cracking Pressure Test* - Apply pressure to the inlet port 01 the
solenoid valve and gradually increase it until the measured leakage is 10 cc
per hr. The pressure applied to the inlet port shall not exceed 300 psia.
The differential pressure across the valve for the leakage value of 10 c'ihr
shall not be less than 300 psid. There shall be no voltage applied to the
solenoid during this test. Record the pressure at which cracking, ii any,
occurs.

4.20 Burst Pressure Test* - The inlet and outlet of the valve, connected
together, shall be pressurized to 600 psig and the pressure maintained loir 0
minutes. The valve shall not rupture at this pressure. The valve is not
required to operate after this test.

*NOTE: Check witr the engineer in charge before proceeding with this test.
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APPENDIX IX

QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE
FOR

PRESSURE REGULATORS

(DESIGNED TO G.E. SPECIFICATION 04-0018-00-A)

.2
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1.0 PRESSURE REQUIRE4ENTS

1.1 Sysrem Definition - The regulator must meet the requirements of this
specification when used in a system consisting of the following: tank; tubing
of izgnificant pressure drop; explosive valve with 10 millisecond poppet
..penang w•th a ,01 in 2 effective area orifice; subject regulator; downstream
volume of 1/2 to 1 in 3 ; solenoid valve; and orifice.

1.2 Inlet Pressure Shocks - The function of the unit shall not be impaired
as a result of repeatedly actuating the upstream shut-off valve which has an
orifice diameter of .01 inches, and an opening time of 10 ms with 220 psia
i ,let pressure to the solenoid valve. In addition, the outlet pressure shall
not exceed 3.3 psia for station keeping and 14.7 psia for station changing
during the transient following actuation of the solenoid valve.

1.3 Regulated Pressure

-8
1.3.1 Station Keeping - For the flow range of 0 to 7 x 10 lbs/sec and
inlet pressures between 30 and 220 psia, the outlet pressure shall be maintained
with the limits of 3.3 psia i 17c for all environmental conditions down to 30
psia inlet pressure.

1.3.2 Station Changing - For the flow range of 0 to 1 x 10-6 lbs/sec and
inlet pressures between 30 and 220 psia. the outlet pressure shall be
maintained within the limits of 14.7 psia + 1% for all environmental conditions
down to 30 psia inlet pressure.

1.4 Lockup Pressures - Slow lockup is defined as the outlet pressure
obtained when slowly reducing flow from a regulating condition with a hand valve
until a no flow condition exists. Surge lockup is defined as the outlet
pressure obtained when rapidly reducing flow as by a solenoid valve (10
millisecond poppet movement) from a regulating condition until a no-.f)ow
condition exists. After any flow up to 7 x 10-8 lbs/sec for station keeping
and 1 x 10-6 lbs/sec for station changing is slowly or suddenly interrupted with
a volume between the unit and the shutoff valve as specified in Paragraph 1.1,
the outlet pressure shall not be more than 0.03 psia for station keeping and
0.147 psia for station changing above the regulated pressure at the minimum
flow specified for regulation.

1.5 Transient Response - The outlet pressure shall be within the requirementb
of paragraph 1.3 within 1.0 second after the effect of a flow demand within the
flow range specified herein is realized at the outlet. Pressure shall not
exhibit peak deviations in excess of 2 psi nor shall the average pressure exceed
0.33 psia for station keeping and 1.47 psia for station changing from the
performance specified in Paragraph 1.3. After the 1.0 second, there shall be no
periodic or aperiodic oscillation or wander.

2 0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVTSION

2.1 Classification of Tests - The component shall be subjected to the
following classes of tests.
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2.1.1 Acceptance Tests - Tests performed to assure conformance to the
drawing and this specification. (See Paragraph 2.4)

A

2.1.2 Qualification Tests - Tests performed to establish the suitability
of design, productiun processes and procedures. (See Paragraph 2.5)

2.2 Test Procedures (All gas flow is to be ammonia.)

2.2.1 Test Quantities - The quantities of regulators required for test are
as follows:

2.2.1.1 For Qualification Tests - One (1) sample representative of prime
hardware.

2.2.1.2 For Acceptance Tests - These tests shall be performed on all units
submitted for acceptance.

2.2.2 Test Conditions - Unless otherwise specified, tests shall be conducted
under the following ambient conditions:

a. Temperature 77 + 180F

b. Relative Humidity 90% maximum

c. Barometric Pressure 30 + 2 inches of mercury

2.2.3 Test Facilities

2.2.3.1 Chamber Volume - The unit under test shall not exceed 50% of the
environmental test chamber:z volume.

2.2.3.2 Heat Source - Environmental test heat sources shall be so located
that heat will not be directly radiated on the unit under test unless so
specified in the individual test.

2.2.3.3 M1ounting Provisions - The component shall be attached to test fixtures
through the attachment points employed to mount it in service, in such a
manner as to provide no additional stiffness or restraint to the unit at other
than the attachment points.

2.2.3.4 Temperature Changes - Unless otherwise specified, temperature changes

shall not exceed 1.8 0 F (7-C) per second.

2.2.4 Mteasurements and Tolerances

2.2.4.1 Measurements - All pertinent signal and environmental inputs to the
unit under test and all pertinent performance parameters shall be measured and
recorded during all applicable tests. To the maximum extent possible,
measurements shall be made in terms of standard units rather than arbitrary
dial, indicator, or control settings.
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2.2.4.2 Test Conditions - Unless otherwise specified, the maximum
tolerances or, test conditions shall not exceed the following:

a. Temperature + 2.0"C (+ 3.6 0 F)
b. Humidity v 5,-0% (relative)
c. Pressure when measured by manometers + 51

When measured by ion gages + 10%

d. Accelera'lon + 10% C
e. V\ibratic amplitude

;,i.,u.,,(.dal + 0

Random Per Paragraph 2.5.2.4
f. Vibration frequency + 2%
g. Shock amplitude ; 10%

h. Shock duration + 10%
i. Time (except shock duration) + 5%

2.2.4.3 Tolerance Ratio - Whenever possible, a ratio of not less than
10 to 1 shall be maintained between the tolerance of the measured parameter
and the tolerance of the measurement. The tolerance of the measurement shall
include basic instrument accuracy and instrument-uSe errors such as resolution,
repeatability and parallax.

2.2.4.4 Calibration - All test instruments shall be under the control o1
a calibration plan. The plan shall specify the frequency of calibration,
accuracy of the calibration standards, and maintenance of calibration records.
The calibration records shall be available for General Electric Quality
Control inspection at any time.

2.3 Test Documentation

2.3.1 Performance Records - Records shall be made of all data necessary to
determine compliance with this specification. These data shalJ provide
criteria tor Lhecking satisfactory performance of the unit during testing.
Test data shall be recorded before, during and after each test as specified
herein. The data shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

a. Date of test.
b. Test program.
c. Type of test.
d. Name, drawing number, serial number, and applicable equipment

•pecification of the unit under test.
e. Test specification and applicable paragraphs.
f. Identification of each parameter measured, specification limits

on the parameter, and actual parameter measurement o1 reading.
g. Name and location of manufacturer ol unit under test.
h. Name and location of testing agency.
i. Naze of individual conducting test and namus ol any Engineering,

Quality Control, or customer witnesses.
3. Operating time during test including number of operating cycles.
k. Interruptions and causes.
i. Failure report numbers on each failure report written.
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u. List of te-,t instruments and equipment including manufacturer's
names, model numbers, and identification serial numbers.

n. Calibration data including next calibration date and accuracy
of equipment.

o. Record of visual examination performed before, during, and
after tests.

p. Copies of all applicable vendor certified data.

2.3.2 Test Data Reports - Test reports, providing the data required by
Paragraph 2.3.1 shall be submitted.

2.3.2.1 Qualification Test Data Reports - Test data, in accordance with
Paragraph 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 shall be submitted at the completion of each
component test program. The rest reports shall be distributed to the
General Electric SPPS, Design Engineer, and Quality Control Engineer.

2.3.3 Failure Reporting - All failures as defined in Paragraph 2.3.5
shall be reported.

2.3.-1 Failure Analyt-is Reporting - When required, failure analysis shall
be perlormed.

2.3.3 Failures - Any reading, indication, or measurement which is not
uithin the limits specified by this specification when the inputs and
env.ronmental factors are within tolerances; and deterioration or corrosion
Anich could •n any way prevent the unit under test from meetings its
operation requirements; any loose, bent, cracked, or otherwise damaged or
improperly adjusted parts, or any evidence of poor workmanship shall
constitute a failure.

2.3.5.1 Qualifcation Test Failures - Testing shall be ,uspended, and the
failure shall be reported immediately to the responsible SPPS design
engineer and Quality Control Engineer. The determination whether to repair
and retest or reject shall be at the discretion of the Design Engineer.

2.3.5.2 Acceptance Test Failures - Units under test, in which failures are
detected during individual tests, shall be rejected. The responsible SPPS
Design Engineer and Quality Control Engineer shall be notified. A failure
report shall be submitted within 24 hours. Testing of other units in the
lot may continue. Rejected units shall be stored in a bonded storage area
for inspection.

2 4 Acceptance Test

2.1.1 Vi-ual Examination - Each component shall be inspected to detemitQe
cone,pliance %it.h the applicable GE drawing.

2 4 2 Ncrloriance Test - Each component shall I)( testcd per Ihe lollowing,.

2.1.2.1 Inl,? Pre•,ure Shock Test - Periorm in accordance with Paragraph 1.2.

2. 1.2.2 Proof Pre'-sure Test - With the outlet shut oft so there is no flow
demand on the unit, apply *a inlet pressure of 350 psig for one minute.
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Pressurize the inlet and outlet to 350 psig. for one minute. At the end ol
teits there shall be no evidence oI leakage or failure in the regulator.
This test shall be performed only once on each unit prior to environmental
test.

2.4.2.3 Flow and Slow Lockup Test - At an inletSpressure of 220 psia,
read the outlet pressure for flows of O 1 x 10 8 7 x i0 -6 1 x 10-8, 0
lbs sec for tation keeping and 0, 0.5 x 10-6 1 x 10-) 0.5 x 10-6, 0
lbs sec for station cnanging. Pressure shall be in accordance with
Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.3.

2.4.2.4 Response and Fast Lockup Test - With the system as defined in
Paragranh 1.11 make transient recordings of the response of the unit to
downstream solenoid valve actuations (in the opening and closing directions)
for inlet pressures of 220, 100, and 30 psia and the flow of 7 x 10-8

lbs sec for station keeping and 1 x 106 lbs/sec for station changing with
a downstream volume of 1/2 to 1 in. 3 . The test shall meet the requirements
of Paragraphs 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5. Ambient pressure shall be reduced to less
than 1 x 10-6 mn Hg just prior to the actuation of 220 psia an- Vhall be
rnaintainel below th~s pressure for the remaining actuations.

The recording shall show performance for at least, 5 seconds. The
response of the transient recording equipment shall be such as to have an
attenuation oi no more than 3 db at 600 cps.

2.4.2.5 Leakage Test - With the outlet shut off, apply an inlet pressure
oi 220 psia, Establish a flow of at least 7 x 10-8 lbs/sec for station
keeping and 1 x 10-6 lbs/sec for static'n changing through the unit by
partially opening the downstream valve for approximately one minute. Shut
oft the downstream valve slowly. Read the outle, pressure. Maintain
tl.eýe conditions for 24 hours. Read the pressure after 24 hours. Repeat
at 30 psia. This test shall be performed with a known ,olume on the outlet
for the purpose of calculating leakage, which shall not exceed 5 x 10-10

std cc sec through the seat. Reset pressure to 220 psia and check
combine loeakage past body and relief valve. Leakage shall not exceed
3 x 10- std cc/sec when zhecked with helium. Repeat with 30 psia.

2.4.2.6 Temperature Test - The component shall be placed in a Lest chamber
and the internal tomperature lowered to 00F aud maintained 1'.r '4 hours.
ehhle the component is at OF, conduct a performance test per Paragraphs
2.4.2.1 and 2.4.2.3 through 2.4.2.5. The internal chamber temperature
*hall then be returned to room ambient and the component shall be removed
and subjected to a visua] examination.

Repeat for 125 0 F.

2.3 (ýualification Tests - Qualification tests shall be conducted per
the following:

2.5.1 Acceleration - The component shall be placed in an acceleratLion
apparatus and subjected to acý,,..eration of 9 g for three minutes in each
direction along each of three mutually perpendicular axes.
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2.5.2 Vibration Test - The component shall be subjected to sinusoidal
vibration in each of three mutually perpendicular axes. The test levels shall

e iin accordance with the following schedule. Vibration input control shall
,)e ii, accordance with Paragraph 2.5.2.1. At the completion of the procedure
outlined in Paragrapnt 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 the component shall be subjected to a
periormance test 2.4.2.1 and 2.4.2.3 through 2.4.2.5 and a visual examination.

a. Random Vibration

Roll-of 20 cps at 3 db/octave 2
Flat - 20 cps to 480 cps at 0.2 g /cps
,,crease from 280 cps to 600 cpsat 3 db/octave
Ilat - 600 to 1000 cps at 0.25 g /cps
Roll-off above 1000 cps at 12 db/octave
Overall amplitude = 17.2 g rms
'_,razion =: 3 minutes in each of three mutually perpendicular axes

1. ;iiusoidal Vibration

3.0 g zero to peak from 5 to 2000 cps applied in each of 3
mutually perpendicular axes
Sweep rate = 2 octaves/minute, maximum amplitude - 1/4 in.

3....1 Vibratio:n Input Control - The specified vibration inputs shall be
mo-'itored and maintained at the component mounting points. For large
componlet'', where a variation of vibration input exists between mounting
p'-i-,t, the mounting point with the lowest vibration level shall be taken as
t,,e control point. Transverse motion (crosstalk) shall be monitored at the
compoir.ent mounting points and shall be limited to not more than 100% of the
applied vibration.

2.o.2.2 Equalization - The above specified power spectral density input to
the component Thall be within + 3 db in the frequency range of 20 - 300 cps
aid within - 6 db and -3 db in the frequency range of 300-2000 cps using
aaalyzing uiiters with a maximum permissible filter band width of 50 cps.
fine overall g rmg level in the range of 20-2000 cps shall be maintained
within + i01ý of the nominal g rms level specified.

The attenuation below 20 cps and above 2000 cps shall be greater
than 12 d'./octave. The following analyzer characteristics shall be reported
for each test:

a, Filter Bandwidth

b. Integra•znr Time Constant
c Amplitude Accuracy

2.5.2.3 Temperature Stabilization - The temperature of a component shall be
considered to be stabilized when three consecutive temperature readings take.I
at 15 mirtute intervals at the most centrally located accessible mass are
within 5,F (2 8'C) of the specif.-d temperature. Alternatively, the
temperature may be considered to be stabilized when the duration of exposure
to the c&amber temperature is not less than four (4) hours.
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2 5.3 Humidity - The component shall be installed with the ports capped in
a test chamber in accordance with Paragraph 2.5.3.1. Prior to starting tIh
test, the chamber temperature shall be between +68°F and +100"F (+20"C and
-38,C) with uncontrolled humidity. The temperature and relative humidity
shall then be gradually raised to +160OF (+71 0 C) and 100 percent respectively
over a period of 2 hours. These conditions shall be maintained for a period
of not less than 6 hours. With the relative humidity maintained at 95 percent
the chamber shall then be gradually reduced to between i-68 0F and +100OF
(+20'C and +38'C) over a period of not less than 16 hours. The component
shall be nonpressurized and nonoperating during this test period. At the
conclusion of the test, the component shall be removed from the test chamber
and returned to room ambient conditions. Excess moisture may be removed
only by turning the component upside down and wiping external surfaces.
Connectors may be dried with an air blast. The component shall be subjected
to a performance test per paragraphs 2.4.2.1 and 2.4.2.3 through 2.4.2.5 and
a visual inspection within one hour after completion of the last humidity
cy3le.

2.5.3.1 Chamber - The test chamber and accessories shall be so constructed
and arranged that cornensate does not drip on the component under test. The
chamber shall be -dnted to the atmosphere to prevent builaup of vapor pressure.
Relative humidity shall be determined by dry bulb/wet bult thermometer
comparison. The wet bulb thermometer shall be installed at the internal
mouth of the air inlet duct. The air velocity flowing across the wet bulb
shall not be less than 900 feet per minute. Provisions shall be made for
controlling the flow of air throughout the internal test chamber volume
where the velocity of air shall not exceed 150 feet per minute. Distilled
or deionized water having a pH between 6.5 and 7.5 at +77*F (+250C) shall be
used to obtain the specified humidity.

2.5.4 Endurance - 3000 cycles

The regulator shall be connected to an ammonia gas supply with a
solenoid valve provided in the line downstream of the regulator. By means
of a disc actuator, cycle the regulator by activating the solenoid valve to
a duty cycle of one second "on" and one second "off". The cycling will be
interrupted for a leakage test per paragraph 2.4.2.5 at the intervals
indicated below:

2.5.4.1 After 1,000 total cycles - perform leakage test.

2.5.4.2 After 2,000 total cycles - perform leakage test.

2.5.4.3 After 3,000 total cycles - perform leakage est.

2.5 3 Burst Pressure Test - The regulator shall be subjected to 600 psig
pressure at the inlet port. The test shall not result in rupture of the
exterior surface. Rupture of '0" rings or internal parts shall not constitute
a failure.

2.6 Disposition of Samples - Components that have been subjected to the
qualification tests shall be considered expended.
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APPENDIX X

RESULTS OF QUALIFICATION TESTS
ON "C" SOLENOID VALVES

SIN 27 - Regular Size Solenoid Valve
S/N 3 - Miniature Solenoid Valve
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INTRODUCTION

All the qualification tests except the vibration and acceleration
tests were conducted at the SPPS laboratory. The latter tests were

conducted at GE Philadelphia Mechanical System Laboratory on February 10
through 14, 1967. The test results are obtainable from Mechanical

Systems Laboratory Report 8277-SPPS-119 dated 2/16/67. (Reference 2)

Two solenoid valves were used: a regular size solenoid valve 28

VDC, P'N 1809001-30, SIN 27, and a miniature solenoid valve 21 VDC,
P/N 1958001-3, S/N 3. The applicable GE source control drawings are
1,12B1562 for the regular size valve and 142B1580 for the miniature valve.
GE SPPS Specifications 02-0063-00-D and 04-0001-00-A apply to both valves

in general, while GE SPPS Specification 04-0017-00-A applies specifically
under the Y-39 program requirements. It should be ncted that the minia-

ture valve S/N 3 magnetic coil was damaged after the completion of the

Qualification tests and it is presently not suitable for usage.

The qualification tests were conducted in accordance with the Y-39
Qualification Test Program for Soienoid Valves, issued on December 2, 1966.
The tests are being reported in the order of their performance.

PRE-VIBRATION AND ACCELERATION TESTS

-1.1 High Potential Test

1000 volts AC 60 cps test ran in accordance with MIL-STD-202 for
one minute. O.K.

4.2 Physical Examination

Dimensions - O.K.
Finish - O.K.
Defects: S/N 3: no visual defects

S/IN 27: lock-wire had to be re-done; electrical leads
were not pig-tailed.

4.3 Proof Pressure Test

S N 27 and SN 3: 350 psig, 60 sec N2 gas used. No visual damage.

-1.4 Static Lea1age Test
Internal Leakage External Leakage

S/N 27: 4.4 x 10-7 cc/sec not detectable
S/N 3: 1.8 x 10-8 cc/see not detectable

4.5 Pressure Drop

S/N 27: 0.0368 psi
S/N 3: 0.0326 psi
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4.9 Response Test Time
Time

To Open To Close

S/N 27 29 msec 48 msec

SIN 3 50 msec 40 msec

4.6 Pull-in Voltage Test

Voltage
S/N 27 S/N 3

200 psia 17,50 12.0

50 psia 12.80 9.50

100 psia 14.50 10.50

150 psia 16.00 11.50

250 psia 18.00 12.00

4.7 Drop-out Voltage Test

at 200 psia:

S/N 27: 7 volts - valve fully closed

S/N 3: 6.5 volts - valve fully closed

4.8 Coil Resiatance Test

S/N 27: 250.4 ohms

S/N 3: 800.3 ohms

4.10 Insulstion Resistance Test

S/N 27: 90 megohms @ 500 VDC

S/N 3: 90 megohms @ 500 VDC

4.11 Power Consumption Test

Applied Voltage Current Power

S/N 27 28 VDC 109 ma 3.05 W

SIN 3 24 VDC 30 ma 0.72 W

4.1g Temperature Rise Test .4

S/N 27 Initial temperature - 76°F
Applied Voltage - 28 VDC

Elapsed Time, Hr. Temperature, *F

0 76
1 155
2 158
3 158
4 158
8 158
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S/.7 3 Initial temperature - 770F
Applied voltage - 28 VDC

Elapsed Time, Hr Temperature, F
0 77

1.5 123
4.5 123

8 123

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS •

4.13 ihgh remperature Test STN 27 SIN3

Applied voltage 28 VDC 24 VDC

Qualification test temp. 101OF 1010F
S/N 27 S/N 3

Elapsed Time, Hr Temperature, OF Elapsed Time, [fr. Temperature, OF

0.5 152 0.75 106
2.5 193 4.50 139
4.5 194 6.50 139
S 194 8 139

4.14 Low Temperature Test
S/N 27 S/N 3

Applied voltage 28 VDC 24 VDC

Qualificatior test temp OF OF

Cooled with LN2 2

S/N 27 S/N 3
Elapsed Time, Hr. Temperature, °F Elapsed Time, Hr. Temperature, "F

0 0 0 0
1 31 3 56
2 31 6 56
3 31 7 56
4 31 22 56

4.16, 4.17, 4.18 , Vibration and Acceleration Test

The vibration and acceleration test conditions, set-up, data, and conulu-
sions are contained in GE-Philadelphia Mechanical Lab System Report 8277-SPPS-119,
dated 2/16/67. (Reference 2)
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2.19 Post-Vibration and Acceleration Function Tests
4.3 Proof Pressure Test 6

S/N 27 x 1o0 std cc/sec leakage
S/N 3 no leakage detected

4.4 Static Leakage Test

No external leakage recorded with either valve.

4.5 Pressure Drop Test

S/N 27 0.037 psi

S/N 3 0.033 psi

4.9 Response Time Test
Time to Open Time to CloseS/N 27 30 Msec 48 msec

S/N 3 40 msec 50 msec

4.6 Pull-in Voltage Test

S/N 27 17.5 volts to open @ 200 psia

SIrN 3 12 Volts to open @ 200 psia

4.7 Drop-out Voltage lost

Se/N 27 6.9 volts to close @ 200 psia,

S/N 3 6.5 volts to close § 200 psia

4.8 Coil Resistance Test

S/N 27 250.2 ohms

S, N 3 800.0 ohms

4.10 Intulation Resistance Test

S/N 27 90 megohms @ 500 VDC

S/N 3 90 megohms @ 500 VDC

4.11 Power Consumption Test

S/N 27 2.65 watts

S/N 3 0.75 watts

4.15 Lifo-Cycle Test

Test gas - ammonia

Leak Rate cc/secCycles S/N 27 S/N 3
4.15.1 1,000 1 x lo- 6 No leakage
4.15.2 3,000 1 x 10-6 No leakage4.15.3 6,000 1 x 10-6 1.15 x lo-9
4,15,4 18;000 1 x 10-6 1,8 x 10-84.15.5 30,000 1 x 10-6 1.8 x 10-84.15.6 50,000 1 x 10-6 1.8 x 10"8
4.15.7 70,000 1 x 10-6 1.8 x 10"8

100,000 1 x 10-6 1.8 x 10-8
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POST LIFE CYCLE i'UNCTIONAL TESTS

4.15(a) Static Leakage Test
External Internal

S/N 27 None 1 X 10-6 cc/sec
S/N 3 None 1.8 x 10-8 cc/sec

4.15(b) Pressure Drop Test

S/N 27 0.040 psi

S/N 3 0.035 psi

4.15(c) Response Time Test

To Open To Close

S/N 27 30 msec 48 msec

S/N 3 40 msec 50 msec

4.15(d) Pull-in Voltage Test

S/N 27 .12 volts @ 200 psia

S/N 3 17.5 volts @ 200 psia

4.15(e) Drop-out Voltage Test

S/N 27 6.9 volts @ 200 psia

S/N 3 6.5 volts @ 200 psia

4.15(f) Coil Resistance Test

S/N 27 250.3 ohms

S/N 3 800.1 ohms

4.15(g) Insulation Resistance Test

S/N 27 90 megohms @ 500 VDC

S/N 3 90 megohms C 500 VDC
4.15(h) Power Consumption Test

SIN 27 3.05 watts

S/N 3 0.75 watts

4.19 Cracking Pressure Test

4.20 Burst Pressure Test

The solenoid valve qualification test program ends with the performance

of these two tests. As noted in paragraph 4.20, the valves are not required to

operate after the burst pressure test. In order to realize further usage from the

valves, it was decided to defer the two tests to some appropriate time in the

future.
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APPENDIX XI

RESULTS OF QUALIFICATION TESTS
ON "C" PRESSURE REGULATOR
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The following test results were obtained from a partially completed
test program which was designed for the purpose of qualifying a pressure
regulator (1992001-3 S/N 1) for ammonia gas or liquid set for a nominal
15 psi outlet pressure. The applicable GE-SPPS drawing is the source
control drawing no. 47C141387. The test program was designed per GE-SPPS
Spec. 04-0018-00-A with specific reference to the DODGE-M project. The
numbers in parenthesis refer to the paragraph numbers appearing in the
test procedure.

2.0 ACCEPTANCE TESTS (2.4)

2.1 Visual Examination (2.4.1)

The regulator complied with the applicable GE drawing.

2.2 Inlet Pressure Shock Test (2.4.2.1)

Solenoid valve upstream of the regulator completely o" ned after
29 ms subjecting the regulator to 220 psia. Outlet pressure was found
to be within + 1% of pressure setting.

2.3 Proof Pressure Test (2.4.2.2)

(a) Outlet was shut off and the inlet side was subjected to 350
psig for one minute.

(b) The inlet and 9utlet ports were subjected simultaneously to
350 psig for one minute.

At the completion of these tests, the regulator pressure setting
was 15.22 psi at a flow of 1 x 10" 61b/sec.

NOTE: The regulator was cycled 60,000 times prior to these tests
and still indicated a lock-up pressure of 15.22 psi.

2.4 Regulated Pressure (1.3.2)

Flow rate = 1 x 10-6 lb/sec
Lock-up pressure = 15.22 psi
0.049 psi fluxtuation during test
Test was of one hour duration

3.0 HUIIDITY TESTS (2.5.3)

(a) Uncontrolled humidity; 2 hours

(b) 100% humidity; 160*F, 6 hours

(c) 95% humidity; 70-1000 F, 16 hours

The above constituted one cycle (24 hours). The cycl.i -was repeated
five times for a total test time of 120 hours.
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4.0 QUALIFICATION TESTS (2.5)

4.1 Sinusoidal Vibration (2.5.2.6)

The regulator was mounted on a model C-126 vibration exciter and
subjected, along each of the three axes, to the following specifications:

5-15.5 cps - 1/4 inch constant displacement

15-2000 cps - 3.0 g constant acceleration in three mutually per-
pendicular axes at a sweep speed of 2 octaves per minute.

Results of these three tests showed no visual damage to the
pressure regulator.

4.2 Random Vibration (2.5.2.a)

After the sinuso.'-1 excitation was performed, a random environ-
ment was appliez to th,. regulator according to the following specifica-
tions:

Roll-off: 20 cps at. 3 db/octave
Flat: 20 cps to 480 cps at 0.2 g2/cps
Roll-up: from 480 cps to 600 cps at 3 db/octave
Flat: 600 to 1000 cps at 0.25 g2 /cps
Roll-off: above 1000 cps at 12 db/octave
Overall amplitute: 17.2 g rms
Test duration: 3 minutes

The results of these three tests showed no visual damage to the
pressure regulator.

4.3 Acceleration (2.5.1)

The regulator was mounted on a Genisco Model E-185 centrifuge and
subjected to an acceleration of 9 g's for 41 minutes in each direction
along each of the three mutually perpendicular axes. No visual damage
was noticeC.

4.4 Post-Vibration Tests

Lock-up pressure tests were conducted after the completion of the
vibration and acceleration test. Nitrogen was used as the test gas. The
regulator exhibited a gradual increase in the outlet set-pressure as
follows:

Elapsed Timel hrs Lock-up Pressure, psi

0 16.0
1/4 16.2

2 17.2
4 17.8

19 19.5
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The pressure regulator was consequently shipped back to the
manufacturer for inspection and cleaning. The regvlator was placed
on test again and the following results were obtained:

Elapsed Time, hr. Lock-up Pressure, psi

0 15,4
1 15.4
2 15.4
4 15.4

24 15.4

4.5 Temperature Stabilization (2.5.2.3)

The regulator was mounted, using the four mounting holes, on the
inside surface of a hot/cold test chamber designed to maintain set
temperatures between 1250 F and -30 0 F. This chamber was installed in
SPPS Vacuum Facility VTF-3 (3 ft. diameter x 4 ft. long). Figure XI-l
is a schematic of the test set-up. With the exception of the Inlet
Pressure Shock Tests (2.4.2.1) all testing was done with regulator
under high vacuum (^e 5 x 10-5 torr). For the Shock Tests, only the
mechanical pump wa; used so that the interior of the regulator could be
evacuated readily by dumping to the vacuum chamber. (These large
quantities of gas would choke the diffusion pump.) Testing was all
performed with nitrogen gas from a room temperature supply. Regulator
outlet pressure was constantly being monitered on a Sanborn strip chart
recorder to de,_at transients and was being read on a vacuum referenced
mercury manometer for accuracy. Table XI-I is a summary of the data
obtained. The first column contains the paragraph number and descrip-
tion of the test outlined in the test program. In all tests the
transients were less than 0.5% of the stable pressure reading once
that reading was reached.

During test 2.4.2.5 "0 0 F Leakage" at 220 psia inlet pressure,
the regulator locked shut and could not be opened, even after warming up
and releasing the pressure on the outlet and inlet. The test was
halted at this point.

Tests not completed were:

2.4.2.5 00F Leakage at 30 psia inlet pressure.
1250 Leakage at 220 and 30 psi irlet pressure.

2.5.4 3000 cycles.

At this point the regulator was removed from the test setup.
Visual examination showed that one of the Teflon slides in the damping
mechanibm was slightly cocked and was probably causing or contributing
to the malfunction. Upon removal of the mechanism, the regulator
immediately opened and the damping mechanism shaft cocked to one side
by about 1/32 of an inch. However, it remains free of interference
from any other component.
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The regulator without the damping mechanism was set up outside the
vacuum chamber for a quick check on its operation. With an inlet
pressure of 160 psig nitrogen the flow rate was varied between 0 and
1 x lO-6 lb/sec. The outlet pressure remained at 14-.57 + .04 psi
throughout, -en during lock up. At a flow of 1 x 10-6 Tb/sec the
inlet was closed and opened twic3. Each time the outlet pressure rose
to 14.48) 0.6c from the 14.57.

It appears that the damping mechanism, as well as being unnecessary,
is also the cause of the problems encountered in the testing thus far.
A leakage test lasting 13 days was performed with the regilator in
vacuum without the damping mechanism. Dry nitrogen pressuru of 200
psig was applied to the inlet. The outlet pressure with a volume of
about 2 in. 3 rose to 15.3 psia and overnight crept to 15.9 where it
remained for the duration of the test.

Leak Rate Determination After Removal of Damping Mechanism

A rise in pressure of 0.1 psi or 0.6% of 15.9 would have been
visible on the gauge. This rise would have meant a leakage of 0.6%
of 2 in 3 or .012 in. 3 . Therefore, for the 12 days at 15.9 psia the
leak rate was less than .012 in 3/12 days or 1.9 x 10-7 std cc/sec
nitrogen.
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EXHIBIT "A"
DATE: 12 Sep 1966
PAGE 1 OF 7 PAGES

STATEMENT OF WORK

RESISTOJET MICROTHRUSTOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT.'

IL. iNITRODUCTION

The contractor shall comply with the requirements set forth in
this work statement to fulfill the'following three-fold program cbjectives:

A. Provide the required ammonia propellant, resistance heated,
ri icrothrustor station keeping and station changing systems for the
DODGE-M satellize.

1B. Perform the necessary analytical and experimental research
to provide a complete investigation of the capabilities of low power,
low thrust thermal storage, resistance heated thrustors and their
categorized mission applications.

C. Supply a "twenty minute documentary color film coverage of
,l' electric propulsion thrustor systems being used in conjunction with
the DOI)GE-M satellite program.

"; T INTI'thFACE RIEQUIRIENTS

The contractor shall have responsi~ility for the resistojet
:.. : 'turuntov systems interface with the Johns Hopkins Applied Phyýic:z
',:or'aory (APL). Throughout the program the contractor shalL provide
.ntkri':tc: information to the APL in the areas of weight, voluine, power,
tLewnil environment, command and control, and telemetry channels.

•-,If. ,P SYSTI:M RESEARCH

A. Fl; ht Package Development: The contractor shall provide Lne
ro•it'ircki opae flight qualified, resistojet microthrustor packge walch
w•i., L , utilized on the DODGE-M sa~ellite for the specified E-," rtaloion
:ecp:I., and station changIing capability. For clarification of the Phase
A objectivws, the following definitions are provided:

Thrustor: A thermal storage, resistance heated device which
icurloriLb":; Lhree nozzlet; or orifices which can be operated individuaLLY

or .imuiLlkaneounly. A total of two thrusters are used for the entire
I'liint package.

F33615-67-C-I163
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E-PUIBIT "A"
DATE: 12 Sep 1966
PAGE 2 OF 7 PAGES

-* STATEMENT OF WORK (Cont'd)

Station Keeping Systems: Consists of a propellant '.ank, an
ov.•,-cloze explosive valve set, a relief valve, a filter, a pressuire
rc,,3ulat.or, two pairs of solenoid valves in parallel (one pair for each

3tation Changing System: Includes a propellant tank, an
cpon-close explosive valve set, a relief valve, a filter, a pressure
rulato-,, two pairs of solenoid valves in parallel (one pair for
eaci nozzle).

'ligt Pac.•age: Consists of two station keeping systems and
t. .,ration changing system and the necessary thermocoup'es and pressure

Transduccrt. (this package consists of two thrustors).

n. Syvnr.cms Requirements: The contractor shall submit a detailed
, and descrip'rion for the microthustor te-.tiring program to AFAPL

OA.'IL--A) for approval which is separate from a general over-all three
i1- 1 ro1unuM schedule which must also be supplied. This testing

.$-[tion shall identify and provide rational for tests to be conducted
.- I .'pecify the procedures for conductinp these tests. Within this

S.¢,:.c:,t, the contractor shall prolide de'tailed specifications of the
~ru~tcv systems. These specificat:•ons shall include over-all

:..y.;. al cl:k•acteristics such as weight, volu-e dimensions, etc.,
.:.tŽrf'ace requirements such as power, voltap: waveforms, telemetry

z ...r....%t ýL.d c'ontrol, etc.; and independent ,perational characteristics such as
-at•'t, ope'l 'i c impulse, propellant flolw eate, etc. The system zhall

•.Zl•,. t l'east the specifications given in the following parafgrajhs (Cl
.%;a C2). Ai'etr approval of this document by the AFAPL (APIE-l), any
,,cM 111:.; ml;also be approved by AFAPL (APIE-I).

C. 'AI-1..to" Svsbems Des).,n and Development:

L. "Vit.Zion Keeping System: The contractor shall provide Lwo
c, c..,i,.y redundant station keajeing systems and two (2) identical

* . ,4 capable of proviaing a total impulse of 300 lb-sec per
.- L:'. tV•.- wc totai. mission duration. Each system shall be designed

with thtj following nominal restraints:

(a) Thrust Level- 3, 6, or 9 micropounds

F33615-67-C- 1163
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STATUMT OF WORK (Cont'd)

(b) Specific Impulse - > 140 sac

(c) input power - 20 watts

(d) Total weight - < 5 pounds (excluding only
power, power and signal conditioning)

(e) Total Voluine - < 300 in 3

2. Station Chartinp System: A completely independent systeh• iiid
bnl:;. i ':l bu furnished by the contractor each eneoling one, 180 degree
orbui. .,,1 nuver and correction for an orbit injection velocity error of
aPa-oxim LtVtY 7 f't/see requiring a total impulse of nearly 1800 lh sec.
This ;ystem desigi. shall be based upon the following nominal parameters:

(a) Thrust Level - 200 micropounds

(b) Specific Impulse - 200 sec

(c) Input power - 'K 20 watts

(d) Total 4eight < 12 pounds (excluding power,
power ana signal conditioning)

(c) Total volume - < 1800 in 3

3. Prot.otve System : A complete system (or syst.eims) shall
be , :, abriea't-d, life tested, and flight qual i'ied before the f1inal.
f 1i :',,, h ahre . buil L and accLptruice checked. A li fe tes;t of over 2000

o , oai wLLh the :;yWItC'n to [pWrox ,tlhe actuaL spac't,
,.h pi, ;r.,. In azdd!Lion, a resi; ,toJet systew test sha]L be conducted in

coU,;d, :n iLi :ua ion engine systent in an appropriate fac ility at the
Efleet .:e-O)nLeal •;.tim:;, Inc. in Pasadena, California. The purpone of
,..-.. t,. .t i.; to reveal any operational compatibi?.ity problems between the

..... • ..>... '?L., reniatojet cor'tractor shall pi)vide the necessary Labor support
tur, .- up, nci testing as rec ired. The ion engine contractor will be
res'po;4sible for the test program supervision.

"F33615-67-C-1163
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EXHIBIT "A'
DATE: 12 Sez- .96f,
PAGE 4 OF 7 Pjr- -,

STATDMENT OF WORK (Cont'd)

. :co G" Propellant Tank g'est: Testing of a prototype
", ,'u ,:" I'cop,:iiant supply tank :;hall be performed aboard a KC-135 aircraft
CG o ,i,.L. effects of liquid propellant vanoriz jQ1 This work
..,...-z je courdinated thr'ough the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory

S;.2APL-APi::-i).

5. TjIu_.ctor ' fft-: The Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
'.'"±tor(y (APT) has established the requirement of all microthrustor

s._,conz:-acetors to know their respective engine thrust vector deviations
C. t.i' actual mounting axis. A test shall be performed by the

rto•% •system contractor which ascertains the fulfillment of this
requireonent. within a maximum of one (1) degree.

6. I[;-rdwarc- Requirements: The contractor must sunply to the
Air Voi.c or other designated agency at least the following items
duvvlopod tuider Phase A of this contract:

(a) Two complete flight packages of the resistojet micro-
b :'.~t•.r sySLcul3 with acceptance checked componezats which will fulfill

t:,Q requirements of the DODGE-M program.

(b) One complete set of spare active components as follows:

(1) Five NO, NC, explosive valve sets

(2) One station-keeping regulator

(3) One station-Ahanging regulator

(h) Four solenoid valves

(•) Four heaters

(6) Two pressure relief valves for station-changing

(7) Two pressure relief valves for station-keeping

(8) Four line filters

(e) At least one complete flight packnge mock-up o-or use by
:at,- I I•, Lt iI.- aoxd development contractor for integration purposes.

*....,,:y :neIs:arily be the actual flight package or a non-operable

F33615-67-C- 1 16 3
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STATFIENT OF WORK (Cont'd)'

(d) One microthrust measuring system used in conjunction w'th
the thrust vector testing phase.

(e) Two propellant tank fill systems

7. GIeneral Comments: Each flight system shall consist of all
t:,, ncccs.:ary 1')light qualified t.,rustors, solenoid valves, pressure
rr•-laorj, 1,r "pellant supply taiks, safety valves and hardware to provide
h:,-,. reliabilixy in mission achievement. Thrustor power conditioning
w l' be included by JIIAP1L if it is found to be necessary, depending mainly
u':, o n£.e available power form aboard the DODGE-M satellite. The flight
r.o-,• ~s) shall also contain ,il of the necessary instrumentation to
ct:ir.nL~uoLJ;y monitor and evaluate the operation of all three resistojet
3,;ztevn.z w~ile ii, orbit. Cold gas operation of each thrustor system will
be roquirc if the cngine heater should fail. Signal conditioning, command
an.i control modules, and a ground control console will be provided for
tihe resistojet package by Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory.

8. Yaw Control: The contractor shall be prepared to provide
Y:,W e0io1.rol to tne DO1)0E-M satellite in addition to the station changing
Shd :WU1,uv1rin1- capability, if the need ,_rises. This program Lxpansion
Ss,,i, bo onsidered art increase in effort uader the present contract and
w'.fll be neo;otiaLced accordingly at that time. This is an interface
p'roblem which will be assessed very early in the program in order to
minlmi.-e the work schedule reorientation.

"-"V,. .;,-'i, INTr9GRATIO? AND LAUNCH

Tite contractor -hall provide integration and launch support services
to the 'ritric, contractor (APL) as necessary throughout the program. These
serviccj shall include:

A. Control console design and checkout

B. %ipplying the data readout system req*.;irements

C. Tv.chnical suppor& during installation of the package aboard the

L. Griund checkout Just prior to launch

Y-.. *Aehnical support as necessary during thrustor system operation

F33615-67-C-11163
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STATJ.=T OF WORK (Cont'd)

V. D.,%T' '..:;,C T IC•O AID REPOR7T WRITING

'-,I- contractor shall collect and reduce the data received from the
satellitc ,i-d report the results according to the standard Air Force
technical, report procedures.

Vy. :'XP: 0'RMI:%T0AiY DEVELOPMENT

A. :.*- 'uAnalysis: A study of the possible mission applications
for ow jeower (less than 20 watts), low thrust (1 to 500 micropound)"�c 1,cated thrustors shall be performed. This will include but not
be l'mited to the following:

1. Best propellant for each mission type

:2. Total system weight and power comparisons for each mission
wia ce.'ptinive microthrustor systems (i.e., subliming solids, ionS, ne in h ,e , oCz . )

,. . L,-'u.or Development: The thrustors shall be of the thermal
i.%-" :y "wnich can be operated in '.ither the continuous or pulsed
-:-.% . a.iods. Experimental and analytical investig•ations shall be

%' I, to icteniiine the compatibility of all engine component:; with
u, .,• 1 . 'i a vacuum environment. At least three prototype minro-

Z.V "' L;, L be designed, fabricated, tested and evaluated in the
" " I L,-, 500 mizropounds; ful.filling, most efiiciently, the
,:u. za:.,ir of' foreseeab]e missions within the specified power rvige.

A., .. : [ 1,•i*-t.i shall be demonstrated with each thrustor operating
",I tI- .cýC al optimum heater temperature mid propellant flow rate

""... :d~~d zpncz environment. Upon completion of the life tests,
..,:,,ic.1 ex:unizuation of all critical enl,jne components shall h)Q

.... r.tpolut d lifetime determined for each unit. Durtng, thu
--x., .:•l., ikt ,L t,,'.ir" g of' these thrustors, at least the following parameters
UhO,4,0 LUC recOrle'd:

j.. Y,,rust

2. -�%ngine chamber pressure

. :I:,ter temperature

,,. Propellant temperature at the exit nozzle or orifice

,. .'rvpellant flow rate

F33615-67-C- 1163
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6. Fgine surface temperatuxe

7. Heater power

The theoretical thrust variation'as a function of nozzle throat
or orific, diameter tolerance should be investigated to determine the
ii:,,;,atioaz- of thrust value accuracy. in addition, the variation of

-c. t~rust with ambient chamber pressure and expansion ratio or
orlfi',e d.•,'r shall be studied. After the experimental data has been
vzilu,,te,., three additional thrustors shall be fabricated, incorporating

all ot" the necessary design changes indicateb by the prototyrpe test
pro,;r.,c. These thrustors shall be deliverable items to this laboratory.

VT] . I) ,,•,,,:TARY FILM

iL', contr:LcLor shall supervise the productioi of a twenty-minute,
c'oJot, rt:'rraLea, documentary film covering the microthruso"tr uspects of
the DJIX;Ei.4: saLtel.Lite pcogram. There shall be approximately equal film
ti~iv ,Ievot.d to each of the three types of electric propulsion systems
being, developed for this satellite. The film should cover the develop-
ment of tite individual systems and include the launch. Approval of the
film content and assemblage must be obtained from the AFAPL (APIE) before
the final master copy is made. A total of ten (10) copies of this film
will be required.

F33615-67-C-1163
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RESISTANCE JET SYSTEM

INTERFACE DOCUMENT

This document represents the technical requirements and
agreements between the General Electric Company Space Power and
Propulsion Section and the Applied Physics Laboratory of the
Johns Hopkins University regarding the resistance jet system
interface with the DODGE-M Satellite.

GTNERAL ELECTRIC C9MPANY
S'1ace Pqw nd Pxfopulsion Section

AFAPL (APIE)

JOHNS HOPKINS APL

November 25, 1966
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1.0 Introduction

The resistance jet propulsion system supplies thrust for the ,-,tation
keeping and station changing missions of DODGE-M using heated ammoniai as
propellant. The system includes the thrusters, propellant flo.w control
elements, propellant tankage, power and signal conditioning, and certain
pressure and temperature sensors. Thrust is supplied by solenoid valve
actuation which permits propellant to flow through the selected thruster
nozzle.

2.0 System Description

2.1 Pneumatic Subsystem

The pneumatic subsystem is shown schematically in Fig. 1. It consists
of a propellant tank which supplies ammonia vapor to the inlets of three
pressure regulators. The regulators are selected by actuating an explosive
valve on ground command. Two regulators supply propellant to the east or
west station keeping thrusters at a pressure of approximately 3 psia. The
third regulator supplies propellant to both the east and west station chang-
ing thruster at a pressure of approximately 10 psia. Each thruster nozzle
is supplied with two solenoid valves in series to reduce leakage probability.
There are three nozzles in each of the two thrusters. The thruster body
is heated by an electrical resistance element so that the propellant tempera-
ture is raised to approximately 2000OF before exhausting it into space.
An ammonia decomposition catalyst is incorporated into the heated propellant
flow passages to promote decomposition, thereby increasing specific impulse.

Pressure transducer and temperature sensor locations are shown in Fig. 1.
The temperature sensor in the thruster body is a chromel-alumel thermocouple
whose cold junction is located near the propellant tank. Cold junction
temperature will be monitored with a thermistor supplied by JHAPL. The
remaining temperature sensors will also be JHAPL supplied thermistors. The
pneumatic system characteristics are as follows:

2 station keeping nozzles - 3 x 10-6 lb thrust +10
2 station keeping nozzles - 6 x 10-6 lb thrust - 107

2 station changing nozzles - 200 x 10-6 lb thrust ± 10%

Station keeping specific impulse - 140 seconds minimum

Station changing specific impulse - 200 seconds minimum

Station keeping total impulse - approximately 600 lb-bec

Station changing total impulse - approximately 1800 lb-sec

(including 200 lb-sec for possible orbit correction use)

Total subsystem weight - approximately 25 lb

Total subsystem volume - approximately 1 cubic ft
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2.2 Power and Signal Conditioning Subsystem (PCS)

The PCS is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2. Its function is to

convert the nominal 40 volt 1000 cps power input of the satellite to
current and voltage forms usable for valve actuation, heater operation, and
amplification of thermocouple outputs. It performs these functiors upon

ground command. It does not contain the circuits for energizing the

explosive valves or the pressure transducers. These will be supplied by
JHAPL as discussed in paragraph 6. The PCS also includes test point

connections for pre-launch checkout as well as appropriate tolemetry
connections for monitoring specific operations of the resistance jet
propulsion system.

Total subsystem weight approximately (not presently known)

Total subsystem volume approximately (not presently known)

3.0 Space Allocation

3.1 Location

The propellant tank will be located near the center of mass of the
satellite. Flow control components (i.e., valves, regulators, etc.) will

be located behind access ports on the skin of the satellite. Thrusters
will be located on the east and west faces of the satellite. The extent
of protrusion beyond the skin is not presently known.

The PCS will be located within the vehicle in a location to be speci-
fied. The mounting requirements are discussed in paragraph 4.1.

3.2 Configuration - not applicable
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3.3 Volume -of Ma:ior System Components

Volume, each
Quantity Required Rectangular Envelope

Component for System Cubic Inches

Syiter. fuel tank 1 1331.00

Explosiv* valve, 3 5.56
(N/C, N/1 combination)

Filter 9 0.19

Pressure regulator 3 6.43

Pressure relief valve 3 0.19

Pressure treasducer 11 2.25

Solesnoid valve N/C 12 1.79

Thrupter 2 25.00

Power & signal conditioner 1 *

NXTO Consideration is being given to the mounting ')f six solenoid
valves in each of two viewband boxes, each box equipped with
elicsrical connector r/iceptacl!s.

Toi,al minimum system volumv = 1500 cubic inches.

NOTE: This figuredoes not include:

(a) space required for component interconnecting ammonia gas
tubing and fittings

(b) the power and signal conditioner package

(c) the increase in volume required when components are

placed in each of two viewband boxes

4.0 Zounting Requirements

4,1 General

Componer.ts and subsystems will be held in place with r-emovable fasteners.
No additional requirements relating to this paraeraph cani be established until
drawings are available for design review.

*Yet to be determined.
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5.0 Weight Requirement

5.1 Weight Breakdown of Significant Components

Quantity Required Approx. Wgt.,

Component per System Ea., Lb.

System fuel tank 1 2.3

Fuel 1 12.7

Explosive valve
N/C, N/O combination 3 0.56

Filter 9 Neg.

Pressure regulator 3 0.25

Pressure relief valve 4 0.06

Pressure sensor 11 0.14

Solenoid valve N/C 12 0.125

Thruster 2 0.75

Power & signal conditioner 1 *

NOTE: Consideration is being given to the mounting of six solenoid
valves in each of two viewband boxes, each box being equipped
with electrical connector receptacle.

Total minimum system weight= 21 lb.

NOTE: This figure does not include weight contributed by:

(a) component interconnecting ammonia gas tubing and fittings

(b) Power and signal conditioner package

(c) Viewband package enclosures

SYet to be determined.
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S 6.0 Power Requiren:ents

6.1 AC and LC

6.2 Vehicle Power Characteristics

6.2.1 AC power, as described in JHAPL Spec S2P,-S-003
+ 20%

AC voltage: 40 1%. peak to peak

frequency: 976.41 cps

6.2.2 DC power

20 volts DC 20% from battery
-•- 10%

- volts DC from telemetry system

6.3 Electric Propulsion ,ystem Power Requirements

Power
Level,

Component Form Watts Type Load

Power & signa " AC * Continuous

Four solenoiet calves
(worst cast) DC 14.24 Momentarily (100 ms)

4.00 Continuously

Explosive valve
N/0, N/C combination DC ** 10 milliseconds

Thruster heater DC 20 Continuously

Pressure transducer DC *** Intermittently

* Yet to be determined.

•* That which is required to fire two primers simultaneously, 0.04
to 0.12 ohms per primer, 3 amperes per primer.

S** That corresponding to + 1/4 volt DC applied across 5000 ohms.
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7.0 Thermal Requirements

7.1 Required Thermal Environment

The temperature limits for any portion of the pneumatic subsystem
oetween and including the solenoid valves and the propellant tank are
120OF maximum and 0•F minimum. The thermal environment for the PCS cannot
be specified At this time. The restrictioxs noted are applicable to the

operating condition. For the non-operative condition, the minimum tempera-
ture may be reduced to -40 0 F. The maximum temperature limit remains

constant.

7.2 Heat ReJection to Spacecraft

Durino eperation, the heat rejection to the spacecraft is as follows:

1 heater 20 watts

4 solenoid valves 4 watts

PCS not known at this time

iIII
RI
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6.0 Commands

8.1 General. The command "ystem controls the operation of the resistance
jet thruster system. It is intended to make use of the command system's DPPT
magnetic latching relay contacts to make and break the power circuits to the
solenoid valves. Commands required are simple "on" or "off" operations.

8.2 Command Functions

Command Description Function

Make AC power avail- Command system relay AC power is applied
able to resistance contacs close, to power & signal
jet propulsion conditioning package.
system.

Remove AC power Command system relay AC power is removed
from resistance contacts open. from power & signal
jet propulsion conditioning package.
system.

Heat up thruster in Command system relay Heater in thruster is
East Ftation keeping contacts close, energized from DC
system/East portion power supply in
of station changing conditioner.
system.

Cool down thruster Command system relay DC power to heater
in East station contacts open. in thruster is shut
keeping system/East off.
portion of station
changing system.

Introduce ammonia Command system relay Squib in N/C portion
gas into East station contacts close, then of explosive valve
keeping system. open again. is fired, opening

I1lve.

Cut off ammonia gas Command system relay Squ.:- in N/O portion
supply from East contacts close, then of expLosive valve
station keeping open again, is fired, closing
system, valve.

Produce 3 micro- Command system reloy N/C solenoid valvvs
pound thrust from contacts close, are energized and
thruster in East open. Heated gas
station keeping passes through
system, thruster 3 micro-

pound orifice.

279
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6.2 Command Functions (continued)

Command Description Function

Stop 3 micropounds Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are

thrust from thruster contacts open. de-energized and close.

in East station keep- Gas stops flowing thru
ing system. 3 micropound orifice.

Produce 6 micropounds Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are
thrust from thruster contacts close. energized and open.

in East station keep- Heated gas passes thru
ing system thruster 6 micropound

orifice.

Stop 6 micropounds Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are

thrust from thruster contacts open. de-energized and close.
in East station keep- Gas stops flowing thru
ing system thruster 6 micropound

orifice.

Heat up thruster in Command system Heater in thruster is
West station keeping relay contacts energized from DC power

system/West portion close, supply in conditioner.
of station changing
system.

Cool down thruster Command system relay DC power to he-ter in
in West station keep- contacts open. thruster is shut off.

ing system/West por-
tion of station
changing system.

Introduce ammonia Command system relay Squib in N/C portion of

gas into West station contacts close, then explosive valve is fired,
keepir_ system. open again, opening valve.

Cut off ammonia gas Command system relay Squib in N/O portion of

supply from West contacts close, then explosive valve is fired,
station keeping open again, closing valve.
system.

Produce 3 micropounds Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are

thrust from thruster contacts close. energized and open.
in Uest station keep- Heated gas passes thru
ing system thruster 3 micropound

orifice.

Stop 3 micropounds Command system relay N/C solenoid 1Ives are
thrust from thruster contacts open. de-energized and close.
in West station keep- Gas stops flowing thru
ing system. 3 micropound orifice.
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6.2 Command Functions (continued)

Command Description Function

Produce 6 micropounds Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are
. thrust from thruster contacts close, energized and open.

in West station keep- Heated gas passes thru
ing system. thruster 6 micropound

orifice.

Stop 6 micropounds Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are
thrust from thruster contacts open. de-energized and close.
in West station keep- Gas stops flowing thru
ing system. thruster 6 micropound

orifice.

Introduce ammonia gas Command system relay Squib in N/C portion of
into station changing contacts close, then explosive valve is fired,
system. open again, opening valve.

Cut off ammonia gas Command system relay Squib in N/O portion of
supply from station contacts close, then explosive valve is fired,
changing system. open again, closing valve.

Produce 200 micro-! Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are
pounds thrust from contacts close, energized and open.
East thruster in Heated gas passes thru
station changing thruster 200 micropound
system. orifice/nozzle.

Stop 200 micropounds Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are
thrust from East contacts close. de-energizeu and close.

thruster in station Gas stops flowing thru
changing systeu. thruster 200 micropound

orifice/nozzle.

Produce 200 micro- Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are
pounds thrust from contacts close, energized and open.
West thruster in Heated gas passes thru
station changing thruster 200 micropound
system. orifice/nozzle.

Stop 200 micropounds Command system relay N/C solenoid valves are
thrust from West contacts open. oe-cnergized and close.
thruster in station Gas stops flowing thru
changing system. thruster 200 micropound

orifice/nozzle.
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10.0 Electric Wiring

Data incomplete.

11.0 Ground Support Equipment

The ground support equipment will include necessary instrumentation
for pre-launch checkout of the resistance jet propulsion system via a
connector located at the oase of the vehicle and accessible until just
prior to launch.

In addition, the necessary apparatus for filling the propellant tank
%ith ammonia will be constructed and considered part of the ground support
equipment.
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EXHIBIT "A- i"
DATE: 21 April 1967
PAGE 1 OF 6 PAGES

REVISED STATEMET OF WOKX

(u) RESISTOJET MICROTHRUSTOR SYSTEM DEVEIOPMBET

I. INTRODUCTION

The contractor shall provide flight qualified ammonia propellant,
resistance-heated, microthrustor packages capable of providing the
required total impulse for station-keeping and station-changing of
the DODGE-M satellite.

II. INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

The contractor shall h,.ve responsibility for the resistojet
microthrustor systems int-rface with the John Hopkins Applied
Physics Laboratory (APL). Throughout the program, the contractor
shall provide interface information to APL in the areas of weight,
volume, power, thermal conditions and the like.

III. MICROTHRUSTOR SYSTEM RESEARCH

A.. Flight Package Development: The contractor shall provide the
necessary space flight qualified, resistojet microthrustor packages
which will be utilized on the DODGE-M satellite for the specified E-W
station-keeping and station changing capability. For clarification of
the program objectives, the following definitions are provided:

1. Thrustor - A thermal storage, resistance-heated device
which incorporates three nozzles or orifices which can be operated
individually or simultaneously. A tr:tal of two thrustors are used
per flight package.

2. Station-Keeping Sydtems - Consists of the centralized
propellant supply tank, an open-close explosive valve aet, filters,
a pressure regulator, two pair of solenoid valves in parallel (one
pair for each thrust level, 31A-lb and 6[A1 b).

3. Station-Changing System - Includes the centralized
propellant supply tank, an open-close explosive valve set, filters,
a pressure regulator, two pair of solenoid valves in parallel (one
pair for each 200 F-lb thrust level).

4. Power and Signal Conver~ion Equipment - Includes all
of the necessary electronics and hardware to enable complete control
of the resistojet otation-chang~ig and station-keeping functions from

P003(67-184) to
P33615-67-C- 1163
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EXIBIT 11A-li"
DATE: 21 April 1967
PAGE 2 OF 6 PAGES

REVISED STATEDNT OF WORK (Cont'd)

the ground and continuous monitoring of system partmeters through
the satellite's command and telemetry equipment.

5. Flight Package - Consists of two station-keeping and
one station-changing systems and all of the necessary instrumentation,
power and signal conversion equipment ,this package includes two
thrustors and one propellant storage Nessel).

B. Systems Requirements: The contractor shall submit a detailed
schedule and description for the microthrustor testing program to AFAPL
(APIE-l) for approval. This testing description shall identify and
provide rational for tests to be conducted and specify the procedures
for conducting these tests. Within this document, the contractor shall
provide detailed specifications of the microthrustori.. systems. These
specifications shall include over-all physical characteristics such as
weight, volume dimensions, etc., interface requirements such as power
voltage waveforms, telemetry command and control, etc., and independent

.operational characteristics such as t.ust, specific impulse, propellant
Sflow rate, etc. 'The system shall include at least the specifications

given in the following paragraphs (Cl and C2). After approval of this
document by the AFAPL (APIE-l), any changes must also be approved by
AFAPL (API-u),.

C. Thrustor Systems Design and Development:

1. Station-Koeping System - The contractor shall provide
two completely redundant station keeping systems and two identical
back-up seytems capable of providing a total impulse of 300, b-jec
system tver the total mission duration. Two additional systems will
be required as part of the prototype flight package. Each system shall
ba designed with the following nominal restraints:

(a) Thrust Level - 3, 6, or 9 mioropounds

(b) Specific Imulae ->140 sea

4(c) Input Power - < 22 watts

*(d) Total Fueled Weight - <5 pounds

(e) Total Volume - 100 iýn (maluding only propellant tank)

PLd3 67-184) to
P33615-67-C-1163

67SEK- 1113
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REVISED STATEMEhNT OF WORK (Cont ' d)

2. Sation Charginn System: An independent system (aside from
`he ce.,•-erazed propellant tank) and back-up shall be furnished by the ccntractoýr
each enabIirng one, ISC degree orbit maneuirer and correction for an orbit injec-
ticn velo:.ity error of approximately 7 ft/sec requiriAg a total impulse of
nearly 1800 lb sec. This system design shall be based upon the following
nominal parameters:

(a) Thrust Level - 200 micropounds
(b) Specific Impulse - > 200 sec

* (c) Input Power - 4. 22 watts
* (d) Total Fueled Weight - 4-l4 pounds

(e) Total Volume - 41500 in 3 (including propellant tank
and thrus~crs)

* excluding power, signal and power conditioning

3. Power and Signal Conditioning: The contractor must convert
the electrical power available on the satellite into the forms required by the
resisto4et maicrothrustor package. In addition, electronic circuitry will be
necessary to condition the various instrilmentation signals into a form
acceptable by the vehicle telemetry system for ground transmission. All
circuits will be constructed from components suitable for space operation.
Verification of the capability of the power and signal conditioning package
to sustain the launch into orbit will be made by subjecting the prototype
.-nit to flight qualification tests equivalent to those conducted on the
thrustor systems. Both of the final units will be acceptance tested before
delivery is made. The design and develo~ment c: this electronics package
shall be based upon the following nominal constraints:

W() Total Input Power -. -'32 watts at nominal input voltage
(b) Total Weight - < 5 lb
(c) Total Volume - :L150 in 3

(d) Power Conversion Efficiency ->75% at nominal input
voltage while siupplying power to ons thrustor heater, 2 pairs of solenoid
valves and associated instrument, tion.

These reouirements are based tpon an input power of the form and
frequency specified in JHAPL Specification S2P-S-003 dated 12 Oct 1966.
Input voltage shall be either 28 volts or 40 volts peak to peak with a
variation of +20% to - 10%. L breadboard power supply having these character-
istics shall be supplied by JHAPL at least one month before the Contractor's
breadborad is tested. The telemetry requirements shall also follow the
requirements of JHAPL Specification S2P-S-003.

2003(67-184) to
F33615-67-C.-I!63
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PAGE 4 OF 6 PAGES

REVISED STATEMENT OF WORK (Cont'd)

4. Prototype Testing - A complete prototype flight package
which includes all instrumentation powef and signal conditioning shall
b1 designed, fabricated, flight qualified and life tested before the
final flight hardware is built and acceptance checked. A life test of
S,-.r 2000 hours shall be a goal for the prototype package to approximate

the actual space flight simulated operations.

5. Electro-Optical Systems Test - In addition, a resistojet
system test shall be conducted in conjunction with both an ion engine
ani colloid engine system in an appropriate facility at the Electro-
Optical Systems Company in Pasadena, California. The purpose of this
test is to reveal any possible operational compatibility problems which
may occur amoung the three systems. The test system to be used is a
partiail resistojet package consisting of flight-type components through-
out except for the propellant storage vessel which may or may not be of
flight quality. In its entirety this engine system shall include: (1)
a propellant storage device (2) an explosive valve set (3) a station-
keeping or station-changing regulator (4) two solenoid valves (5) a
thrustor (6) a complcte power and signd.l conditioning electronics
package (7) the necessary filters (8) two pressure transducers (9)
a pressure switch (10) a thrustor temperature sensing system (ll)
the complete wiring harness (12) a propellant fill system and propellant
and (13) all of the necessary hardware to electrically and mechanically
interconnect all components. The resistoj-t contractor shall provide
the necessary labor support during set-up and testing as required. The
ion engine contractor will be responsible for the test program supervision.

6. "Zero G" Propellant Tank.Test - Testing of prototype
"Zero G" propellant supply tanks shall be performed aboard a KC-135
aircraft to determine the resulting effects on liquid propellant
vaporization and flow control. This work must be coordinated through
the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory (AFAPL/APIE-1).

7. Thrust Vector Effects - The Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
Laboratory (AP) -has established the requirement of all microthrustor
subcontractors to know their respective engine thrust vector deviatio:is
from the actual mounting axis. A test shall be performed by the re!isto-
jet system contractor. which ascertains the fulfillment of this requirement
within a maximum of one (1) degree.

8. Hardware Requirements - The contractor must supply to the
Air Force or other designated agency at least the following items
developed under Phase A of this contract: P003(67-184) to

F33615-67-C- 1.63

67SEK-I113
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(a) Two complete and acceptance qualified flight packages
either of which will fulfill the requirements of the DODGE-M program.

(b) One complete set of spare active components as found
necessary to assure the absen-e of delay in the replacement of a component
which for any reason becomes unusable.

(c) At least one complete flight package mock-up for use
by t *e satellite design and development contractor for integration
purpo3ea. This may necessarily be the actual flight package or a non-
operable facsimile.

(d) One microthrust measuring system used in conjunction
with the thrust vector testing phase.

(e) One portable or "suitcase" type testor unit of the
control and checkout of all system functions.

9. General Comments - Each flight system shall consist of all
the necessary flight qualified thrustors, solenoid valves, pressure
regulators, propellant supply tanks, qafety valves, power and signal
conditioning electronics, and hardwarc to provide high reliability in
mission achievement. The flight package (s) shall also contain all of
the necessary instrumentation to continuously monitor and evaluate the
operation of all three resistojet systems while in orbit. Cold gas
operation of each thrustor system will be required if an engine heater
should fail. All input power, a command and control system and the
necessary telemetry channels will be provided for the resistojet package
by the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory,

10. Yaw Control - The contractor shall be prepared to provide yaw
control to the DODGE-M satellite in addition to the station-changing and
maneuvering capability, if the need arises. This program expansion shall
be considered an increase in effort under the present cbntract and will be
negotiated accordingly at that time. This is an interface problem which
will be assessed early in the program in order to minimize the work
schedule reorientation.

IV. SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND LAUNCH

The contractor shall provide integration and launch support services
to the prime contractor (APL) as necessary throughout the program. These
services shall includel

P003(67-184) to
F33615-67-C- 1163

67SEK-1113
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DATE; 21 April 1967
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REVISED STATEMENT OF WORK (Cont'd)

A, Supplying the data readout system requirements.

B. Technical support during installation of the package aboard
the satellite.

C. Ground checkout just prior to launch.

D. Technical support as necessary during thrustor system operation.

V. DATA REDUCTION AND REPORT WRITING

The contractor shall collect and reduce the data received from the
datellite and report the results according to the standard Air Force
technical report procedures.

P003(67-184) to
F33615-67-C-I 163

67SEK-1113
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEACGLART1.R11 AERONAUIICAL SYSIEMS DIVISION IAFSC ,

WRIGHT PATTERSON AIR Pnlf-l. BASE OHIO 45433

ASN2N-2C 26 February 1968

S-Contract F33615-67-C-1163

-o General Electric Company
Missile and Space Division
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215

1. During the past sixteen (16) months of technical effort on subject
contract there have been various changes made in the design and
performance requirements of the harcware to be delivered. These
changes have been brought about by mission redefinition and have
created problems in various phases of the technical program. The
attached Exhibit "A-2" dated 7 February 1968, contains firm requirements
for all the areas in question and is to be considered the final changes
in this program.

2. You are requested to submit a proposal of your best estimate to
complete the program in accordance with the revised statement of work.
This estimate shall be broken down by phase and will show the amount
required to complete each phase.

3. In order to properly evaluate your proposal you are requested to
submit a breakdown of funds already expended by phase and then indicate
the funds required to complete the individual phases. These will then
be consolidated on a DD Form 633-4 which will be completed and returned
with your proposal.

4. A new contract milestone schedule will be required with a hardware
delivery date reprogrammed to I March 1969. Any significant deviation
from the costs negotiated on the basic contract and those already
expended should be explained by the contractor.

5. Your reply is requested no later than 6 March 1968. Return to
Aeronautical Systems Division, Attn: ASNKN-20/Mr. Ernest P. Cooper,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433. If telephoning becomes necessary
call Area Code 513, 255-2464.

•F / //

ERNEST 1< COOPAR 2 Atchs:
Contracting O'fficer 1. Exhibit "A-2" dtd 7 Feb 68 on

seven pages 68SEK-491

DD Form 633-4
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'A1 uE: 7 F;-,, 6
PACE 1 OF 7 PAGES

REVISED STATEMEIT OF WORK

RESISTOJET MiCROTHRUSTOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The contractor shall provide flignt qualifiec -ri: -
resistance-heated, microthrustor packages capable of providinc tr.e
re-uired zotal impulse for station-keeping and station-cnanging o-" t.w,

:-: : satellite.

XTERFACE REQUIREI".EN.S

The contractor shall have responsibility for tý,e resistojet
r..c,-ccnrstor systems interface with the Johns Hopkins Applied ?e, ysics

:•... y A.PL;. Throughout the program, the contractor shall -rovice
..r.&c informazion zo APL in the areas of weight, volume, power,

tne;'ma" conditions and the like.

A'.! XICROTHRUSTOR SYSTEM RESEARCH

A. Flionz Packoe Develocient: The conzractor shaVl -rcvlae
tne necessary space Tignt qua iflied, resistojet microthrustor p&c.<zcas
,hic, will be utilized on the DODGE-II satellite for the specified E-..;

station-keeping and station-changing capability. For clarification of
,se orcgram objectives, the following definitions are provided:

1. Thrustor - A thermal storage, resistance-heatea
cevice which incorporates three nozzles or orifices which can be
operated individually or simultaneously. A total of two thrustors are
usec per flight package.

2. Stvlon-,eu.,inq .Y..,m - Consists of the cCe.ýL-.- C
prrocilant supply tank, an open-clo.- -exp-losive valwv set, filter;, a
pressurc regulator, two pair of solenoid valves in parallel (one pair
for aacn tnrust level, 3 micropounds and 6 micropounds) and one tirustor.

.S;tion-Cha,'qin1o S,_/st(:._,i - Includes the centrK"c•
proae'..n: ,.pply tank, an open-close explosive valve set, fi'ters,
presstre regulator, two pair of soleroid valves in parallel (one pair
for each 100 micropounds thrust level) and two thrustors.

4. Power and Sicnal Conversion Ecjip"er= - , e,
of t•e racassary electrcnics and harc,:aroi to an~re ccxtzl c-:p'c. z:
tne r.si.stooet station-changing and stdtion-keeping functions fro: z:
gro.nc z. continuous monitoring of system parameters tn,'o•,r. t:

"sa;&ite's co,,Smand and telemetry equip.-.,nt.
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PA•E 2 GF 7 PACE.

REVISED STATEMENT OF WORK (Continued)

Flicht Packaqe - Consists of two station-keepir..
:-,a xzý sz.alon-changing systc:ms and all of the necessary instr a-
t;c.c, ;'ar and signal conversion equipment (this package include&, two
tnrstzors anc one propellant storage vessel but no electrical inter-
connectinq harness).

6. Prototvoe Fliqht Packaqo - Consists of two st.-tion-
""_ an.-* one station-changing eystems and all .f the necessary

n.szr "a..zation, power and signal conversion equipment (this paciý,kq
inc1,..ces -:%o thrustors Ernd one propellant storage vessel but used for
flight qualification and life testing).

7. richt Oualification Testinq - Subjection of at
5-r; c37i .iete prototype flight package by subasser,.biy (each of 2

:'0s::.s, newer conaitioning, and th. propellant su2ply system), to
qua;ifiaation testing; including operation in a vacuum environment,
vibration and "G" load testing to at least 100% of the specificatrions
:roviced by JHAPL and final design a.proval following final ccmponent
pror-.ace verification.*

8. Acceptance Testing - Subjection of each flight sub-
assez.ly (each of 2 thrustors, power conditioning, and the propellant
s-.:y system) to a test procedure similar to that for qualificazion
-es-::zi :,t much less stringent with the levels of vibration and "
loaoing of 50% of the design ",ecifications.*

5 Systems Reouirements: The contractor shall submit a
"^etail•d schedule and description fot the microthrustor testinq '•rorrz.:
"to A APiE-i) for approval. This testing description shall iciiy

ran,- Provice rational for tests to be conducted and specify the proccedures
Fcr ccze~ctinq these tests. Within this document, the contractor shall
proviGe cezailed specifications of the microthrustor systems. These
specifications shall include over-all physical characteristics such as
;,cient, vohime dimensions, etc., inaerface requiremenzs such as p,:•r
vo.:zg~ wavaforms, teeenetry conmand and control, etc. r,r O i nd'ri.•...:
coerationai characteristics such as thrust,-specific impuise, pro•ŽVlant
flow rate, etc. The system shall include at least the specificC.tions
given in the following paragraphs (Cl and C2). After approval of this
d oc-ent by the AFAPL (APIE-l), any changes must also be approved by
AFAPL (APIE-I).

* Refv .o Par. 6.1 of the John: Ho-AiiW ApIied Phy'ics L' 'rz.toey

Specification S2P-S-003 (dated 0clobr 12, '166).
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REVISED STATEMENT OF W(RK (Continued)

L. Tnrus:or Systems Desiqn and Develoomenz:

SStation-KeeDinci Syvstem - The contractor shal'..rivie
t.;.o cc-:!ý!zeiy redundant station-keep'nq systems arc two idenzcc..
'-c,-P systems capable of providing a tot&' impuise o.- .5C k-s , ýr
syszel cver tne total mission duration. Two add"it'i o,,alI sysIeC:s G :'. .S '
recq.-reo as part of the prototype flight package. Each system, shail ce
oesignec with the following nominal restraints:

a. Thrust Level - 3, 6, or 9 micropounds

b. Spocific Impulse - 60 sec minimum

c. Input Power* - 15 watts maximum

2. Station Chanqina System - An independent sysze. (asice
frc.r. t.ha centralized propellant tank) and back-up sha.ll be furnisnec ,v
tne contractor each enabjiingrnbitm aneuverabiljty and possible correction
fQr oriU nj_eti _c _elocityjerrpr reuiring_ a .total impulse of at l east
'5, 1h-sac. This system design shall be based upon the following nominal
par-aezers:

a. Thrust Level .. 100 micropounds

b. Specific Impulse - 100 sec minimum

c. Input Power* - 15 watts maximum

3. Flight Package Physical Limitations - The rectarng~iar
volume of the tank and flow control components shall not exceed 3600O
ir,-'. A single thrustor shall be limited to a cylindrical volur:e cf 530
il-S. Tre power andi siqnal conditioning package rectangular vol.-ae s•U
not exceed a maximum of 150 in 3 . A weight limit of 39 lb for thc cc.vrtete
."oeled flight package, including all interconnecting tubing (excluain,
only the wiring harness), must not be exceeded.

I. Powqr ,,nd Siqn,.! Conditicýiinc - Thcl Cof r~c;tor
.Zo.,..r,. t r. . l ectric-I pc'or aw'.l''i l on co U:tel1 ie in to tn"

, red by tihe resistojet microthrustor package. in addioir.,
circuitry will be necessary to condition the various instrume.*ntation
signals into a form acceptable by the vehicle telemetry system for g,-ound

* excluding signal and power conditioning
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REVISED STATE•MENT OF WORK (Continued)

• azs.;;sso'a-. All circuits will be constructed from comnpornents :int;.:,le
for space operation. Verification of the capability of the p6-,.;r .r,oa
sicnai concitioning package to sustain the launch into orbit ,i
m5ce by subjecting the prototype unit to flight qualification tests
aCa.valznt to those conducted on the thrustor systems. Both of t?
".ligh units will be acceptance tested before delivery is made. Tr.e
':•.n and development of this electronics package ghall be based upon
cne following nominal constraints:

a. Total Input Power - 20 watts maximum at nominal

input voltage

b. Total Weight - 5 lb maximum

c. Power Conversion Efficiency - 75% minim-m at
nominal input voltage while supply power to one thrustor heater, 2
pairs of solenoid valves and associated instrumentation.

These requirements are based upon a satellite
pcwer with the following characteristics:

iype - AC

Frequency - 2400 Hz +5%

Voltage - 32V +5% (peak to peak)

Waveform - square wa':e

Power Allotment - 20 watts

The Johns Hopkins APL satellite contractor shali
be aesoonsibie for supplying the necessary electrical sionals ar, aowr
to operate the explosive valves and provide for the pressure transcucer
requirements. The desiC- of the telemetry porzion of thc conditioner
si'.al follow the latest .,c•cifications from the satellite con'•raztor.
ITne design of the temetry portion of the conditioner shall foilcl.w the
reac.irz•ments of the Johns Hopkins APL Specification S2P-S-003 (datea
October 12, 1966).
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REVISED STATEMENT OF WORK (Continued)

5. Tank and Components Supnort Structure - The contractor
s , s~cn, tabricate, assemble 4 tank and componentssupport structures.

At . east 1 prototype structure, complete with the tank, fc,..., conzroi
c| c-..•cnaanzs and interconnecting tubing shall be put through flight qualifica-
Sn :esting. The 2 complete flight subassemblies shall be acceptance
teszea a2ong with the remainder of the flight subassekbiies (power
ccr.di:ianing and propellant supply system).

6 Prototype Testing - A complete prototype fj int
pac'ae";.lich includes all instrumentation, power and siqnal conditioning
s.'- a designed, fabricated, flight qualified and life teszec. A ;ife

s of over 2000 nours shall be a goal for the prototype ackage with a
tesz proceaure that closely simulates the actual space flirhti operazions.
.An-, corooanents which fail during the life test should te carefuily
insoected. This test procedure will be developed in cooperation with APL.

7 Electro-Optical Systems Test - In addition, a resiszo-
4et sysze.:; test shall be conducted in conjunction with both an ion engine
ant, colloid engine system in an appropriate facility at the Elec-Lro-
Opticdl Systems, Inc.in Pasadena, California. The purpose of this test
is to reveal any possible operational compatibility problems wnich may
cccr among the three systems. The test system to be used is a oartzai
resistoeat package consisting of flight-type components throughout
except for the propellant storage vessel which may or may not be of
flight quality. in its entirety this engine system shall include: (1)
a propellant storage device; (2) an explosive valve set; (3) a station-

.n or station-changing regulator; (4) two solenoid vwlves; (5., a
tnr.szor; (6) a complete power and signal conditioner; (7) the ic.s-,y
fi;ter; (0) two pressure transducers; (9) a pressure svitch; (IC) ;ne
cor'piete wiring harness; (11) a propellant fill syster and proieV,:nt;
a:'d (12) all of the necessary hardware to electrically and raechc.i::f..;y
irzcrccn:iect all components. The resistojet contractor sh"! pr"ovicr
the necessary labor support during set-up and testinC as requ'r:c. Q
ion engina contractor will be responsible for the test progra" su.;,:rv\sion.

3. "7e0-e-G" Prowllant T-"n T c -'L"StiI~ Of )a',-.2'/L

" G--G" orooeilant supply tanks sh"l be performed aboard a ,;- • r-

c;'..': z3 "Qezermine t,-, rusulting effucts on liquid propellanL V..
a ;V ow control. This work must oe coordinated through th. nir

.:o-ca Aero Propulsion Laboratory (AFAPL/APIE-1).

9. Thrust Vector Effects - The Johns Hopkins Aipied
?ry cs y TL) has est L-lish '-a the " 'q"'-n" of 21 :iro-
tr, r ,sz•" ccntractors to know t,..ir respec'v ; .v ne t-..t \.nar
dev y- z -s frcm the actual mounTinci axis. A b,;
Dy Z•12 resistojet system cont',,actor shich asce.',;S - I ui aniht %J
this requirement within a maximum of cne (1) deoree.
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REVISED STATEMENT OF WORK (Continu'ed)

Hard,.:are Reccireen'zs - The conzractor must sLSoly
to tn .4ir f-orce or other designated agency at least the following
items developed under this contract:

a Two complete flight packages with acce e :z:a
ZesZec :c:=.•cr, s either of which will fulfill the reo•uire.,;ents of
tne a E-H program.

b. At least on2 completr flinht package nock-• for
.s y/ :.'e s•tel"ite desisn and development contractor for itcgrztý,Lg.,

:_.r-3ses. nis may necessarily be an actual flight package or tnh ,ro:o-
t,/;e fijghnt system.

c Any active components remaining from the buildup
of r. &c (b) above which may be usea for the replacement of a cc;mponent
w...cn Ior a•y reason becomes unusable.

d. One microthrust measuring system.

e. One portable or "suitcase" type testor unit for
the checkout of ali system functions.

f T,,o propellant tank fill systems.

11. General Comments - Each flight system shall consist
of a.l the necessary flight qualified thrustors, solenoid valves,
pressure regulators, propellant supply tanks, power and siqoal co:;=iziorr.inq
eleczrc:'ics, and hardware to provide high r.liability in mission ac-"iev-
nment. Tno flight package(s) shall also contain all of the necessary
instrum~entation to continuously monitcr and evaluate the operation of all
th-Le resiýtojet systems while in orbit. Cold gas operation of oach
-..r~c," system will be required if an engine heater shoula fctil. All
i."..: . a command and control systerm and the necessary tele.:v-I.'y
cnannels will be provided for the resistojet package by the Johns ropKi:s
Applied Physics Laboratory.

1V SYS ... ..TECRAT:01% A.D LAUNCH

, The contractor st.all provide integration and launch support
seovices to the prime contractor (APL) as necessary throug' )ut the program.
The.e services shall include:

"Supplyino tihe data r",,dovt s~ystem rezruremenzs.
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REVISED STATEMENT OF WORK (Continued)

Technical support during installation of the pac.kvg,-

3-aard th~ sazellite.

C. Ground checkout just prior to launch.

D. Technical support as necessary during thrustor sysze:
operazion.

V DATA REDUCTION AND REPORT WRITING

-ha contraczor shall collect and reduce the data receivec
. satelli and reoort thi:. results according to the sta,'rra,

•.r Fo.-ce technical report procedure.

VI. ' The contractor shall supply a monthly program expenditure
:,-a to -n 5y specific task areas, as outlined on the milestone chart.

s..'.. w i in.clude at least, the program.med material and man~power costs
'cr task, the monthly acclamation and the cost remaining to
ccmple:e each task.
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APPENDIX XVI

MICROTHRUSTER SYSTEM TEST SCHEDULE
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Thrust Rig

After the thrust rig has been built up in vacuum facility, it will be examined

to make certain that the effect of vacuum pump vibration, the effect of

opening or closing the vacuum chamber door, and the effect of torsional twist

of the cylinder making up the vacuum chamber itself are all minimal.

Tests will then be conducted:

a. Proving its suitability for the desired thrust range.

This will be accomplished by applying an accurately known force to

the system, waiting for it to stabilize out, and then applying a

force in the opposite direction, representative of a thruster.

The decrease in indicated force is a measure of the applied force.

Values of force shall be selected to encompass the desired thrust

range.

b. Determination of the accuracy of the thrust measurements.

Because the thrust is produced through electrical force transducer

and is indicated on a recording chart after the signal has been

amplified, the accuracy of the force measurement is a measure of

the accuracy of the associated electronic equipment,. A check is

readily made by applying dead weights to the force transducer and

reading out the indicated weight on the recording chart.

c. Determination of the repeatibility of the thrust measurements.

Using the straightforward technique described in Paragraph b above,

the check on a value of force can be repeated as often as desired.

Preliminary Evaluation Thrusters:

After having determined the values of ammonia gas pressure for the station

keeping and station changing thrusters, the initial testing of the

preliminary evaluation thrusters will provide for a determination of the

orifice size for the 3 and 6 micropound thrusters. Calculations will

provide for selection of a range of orifice sizes to span the desired thrust

levels. Testing will provide families of characteristic curves from which a
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Preliminary Evaluation Thrusters - Continued

final orifice size can be selected. Such curves will include thrust vs.

temperature, mass flow rate of ammonia gas vs. temperature and specific impulse

vs. temperature. Orifices of the correct size will be procured and the testing

repeated on them to prove their suitability.

Final testing of the preliminary evaluation thrusters will provide the final

nozzle configuration for the 200 micropound thrust station changing

application as well as providing for an evaluation of a catalyst.

It is planned that the preliminary evaluation thruster will be designed and

built so that the interior portion upon which the orifice or nozzle is affixed

will be readily removable from the outer or heat shield. Thus while one

orifice is being tested, a second orifice can be mounted in position on the

spare interior portion. The third interior assembly would be one containing

the catalyst and would be held in reserve for the catalyst evaluation testing.

Ammonia Tank:

Testing of an actual ammonia tank is intended to qualify the tank structurally.

Flight tests of transparent models in KC-135 aircraft are intended to prove

that the internal design will provide for adequate vapor-liquid separation of

the ammonia under zero-g conditions.

It is planned that as the first aluminum tank is being constructed, specimens

of the parent metal joined with a weld that duplicates that of the peripheral

weld will be subjected to tensile tests. The peripheral weld on the finished

tank will then be subjected to x-ray inspection. After having been helium

leak tested it will be pressure tested to 320 psig. The cleaning processes

to which the interior will be subjected and the contamination tests will

indicate whether or not the required cleanliness level can be attained. It

will then be subjected to vibration and g-loading tests while 85% full of

water (18.7 pounds) and pressurized internally with 150 psig of dry nitrogen.

Upon completion of these tests, it will be drained of water and x-rayed to

investigate the possibility of structural damage. Finally, it will be

subjected to a "super-proof" internal pressure of 420 psig.
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Ammonia Tank - Continued:

Transparent models of the ammonia tank, with the interior portions closely

duplicated, will be mounted in a capsule for transport through zero-g flights

in KC-135 aircraft. The interior of the capsule will be illuminated and

motion picture cameras within it will photograph the change in liquid levels

and the separation of liquid and gas within the tank. It is anticipated that

if the tanks are mounted in their normal position and if they are no greater

than 85" full of liquid, a gas bubble will always remain at the outlet part

of the tank under zero-g conditions. Other interesting experiments could

also be conducted, such as the liquid-gas separation behavior at levels less

than 85" full of liquid and also when the tanks are at positions other than

normally upright.

Solenoid Valve:

After an exhaustive survey of solenoid valves considered to be suitable for

the Dodge-M microthruster propulsion system, it was decided that the Carleton

Controls valve was the most suitable. Also it had been successfully qualified

for flight as a part of an earlier program and experience with it had been

satisfactory. Accordingly, it was selected as the prime candidate for the

Dodge-M microthruster systems. However, qualification tests are to be rerun

on the valve tests written around the particular environmental specification

for Dodge-M components. A description of this testing program appears as

Appendix "A".

Pressure Regulator:

Advance investigations of suitable ammonia gas pressure regulators suitable

for use in the Dodge-M microthruster system had narrowed the choice down to

the Carleton Controls regulator. Its small size and weight as well as

in-house experience were influencing factors. One was selected to be

subjected to qualification testing to examine its worthiness. A description

of this testing program appears as Appendix "B".
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Ammonia Tank Fill Valve:

A primary characteristic of an ammonia tank fill valve is zero leakage after

closing. A survey will be made to examine the performance experience of both

the so-called "quick-disconnect" type as well as the manually-operated,

positive shut-off type.

The first type selected will be one that has had previous flight history.

Qualification tests will consist primarily of long-term exposure to liquid

ammonia interrupted by periodic opening, closing and leak checking.

Ammonia Tank Support:

If a decision is made that GE-SPPS is to supply a mounting means for the

ammonia tank as well as structural members upon which this mount is to be

attached, then a prototype supporting structure must be initially subjected

to vibration and g-loading tests. The structure would be loaded with an

ammonia tank containing a predetermined amount of water. A probable tank

for this application could be the one that had already been qualified. If

the design philosophy has proceeded to the point where gas flow components

are also to be located on the supporting structure, masses representing

these components may be mounted upon the structure so that actual loading

conditions may be more nearly duplicated. The vibration and g-loading

schedule would be the same as for all other components of the microthruster

system.

Thruster Heater:

Although the design of a suitable heater for the thruster is at hand, one

that has been proven by intensive testing to be suitable ýor the requirements

of the flight thruster, efforts are constantly being directed towards a

superior heater - superior in terms of larger operating life as well as the

number of heat up and cool down cycles it can withstand. Such improved

heaters are currently being tested in the GE-SPPS Electrical Propulsion

Laboratory. Operating temperatures, input current and applied voltage are

being measured. Their performance is being monitored and the decision as to

which heaters to provare for the flight thrusters will be based largely upon

this experience.
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Flight .Thruster:

After the flight thrusters have been fabricated, tests will be conducted to

determine their system operating characteristics. These include power,

thrust, and I at temperature, warmup, cooldown, aud vectoring. Allsp

measurements will, of course, be made in the vacuum tank with each thruster

mounted in turn upon the thrust rig. Certainly on the first thruster a

temperature profile will be made to investigate its thermal characteristics.

Thermocouples located at pertinent points on its various surfaces will

provide this information. Measurements, in total, will consist of ammonia

gas pressure, thruster temperatures, thrust and heater current and voltage.

The gas flow characteristics of the 3 and 6 micropound and the 200 micro-

pound nozzles will have already been established.

Power and Signal Conditioner:

The breadboard power conditioner will be checked out using either simulated or

actual loads for the solenoid valves and thruster heaters. Actual or simulated

thermocouple signal inputs r:111 be used to check out the temperature

indicating portion of the circuit. The operation of the pressure switch can

readily be simulated to activate the signal for transmission to the telemetry

system. Such a breadboard will permit accurate detection and measurement of

power losses within the circuitry.

The first or prototype power and signal conditioner will be the qualification

unit. Its performance characteristics will be completely determined. After

being subjected to the same vibration and g-loading schedule as the rest of

the flight components, its performance characteristics will be re-examined.

Measurements will be made to determine input power changes during warm-up

and cool-down periods for the thruster. Added loading effect will be

studied by operating the solenoid valves in sequence. The output of the

thruster thermocouple circuitry into the telemetry system terminals will be

monitored. Operation of the telemetry flag circuitry will also be monitored.

Each flight Power and Signal Conditioner will be subjected to nerformance

tests to provide assurance that it meets its dLsign specifications in every

detail.
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Suitcase Tester:

The suitcase tester is the instrument designed and built to check out the

system without energizing the heaters. Because it is primarily a monitoring

device, performance tests upon it will consist primarily of continuity and

correctness of its circuitry. However, where command module signals are

originated within the tester they will be checked for proper voltage and

power levels.

Microthruster System Testing:

The prototype microthruster system will consist of a fuel tank, flow control

components, and the thrusters as shown in Figure XVI-l. The power and signal

conditioner will also be included. If it has been decided that the tank

mounting and a mounting means for the flow control components is to be

integrated, they will be assembled in that form. This system will be mounted

in the vacuum tank with all electrical and instrumentation connections

completed. After all the electrical wiring is checked for continuity and all

pneumatic connections are determined to be leak tight, the suitcase tester

(if available) can be connected into place and the system operation simulated

with it using dry nitrogen gas in the system. With this operational test

satisfactorily completed, an exercise involving the filling of the ammonia

tank through vhe fill valves may be conducted. The heater in one or the

other thruster would be energized. Power input into the power and signal

conditioner would be monitored as well as the temperature of the thruster.

After the thruster has s~abilized at its operating temperature, ammonia gas

can be released to the system by operating the explosive valves. The solenoid

valves in each gas line leading to each orifice or nozzle of the thruster

could then be opened in sequence. Operation of the various pressure switches

would indicate that the respective solenoid valves had operated as desired.

Changes in pressure level in the vacuum tank will indicate the passage of gas

out the respective orifice or nozzle. Ammonia tank gas pressure and s3stem

gas pressures can be monitored by means of the pressure transducers. After

each thruster is operated in turn and the performance of the systems

monitored as described above, and the systems determined t-,, be operable, the

system is ready for its 2000 hour test. During this time, temperatures,
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Microthruster System Testing:

pressures, and input power to the power and signal conditioner will be

monitored and recorded as the thrusters are operated in accordance with a

predetermined duty cycle.

Ultimately, the two flight microthruster systems will be built up in final -

form. The assembled portions will be cnecked for leaks. All components will

have already been either acceptance tested or operationally tested, so no

system test will be conducted.
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NOTES

Figure XVI-1 of this Schedule is the same as Figure 1 of this Summary A..port

Appendix "A" of this Schedule is the same as Appendix VIII of this
Summary Report

Appendix "B" of this Schedule is the same as Appendix IX of this
Summarý Report
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LISTS OF ISSUED DRAWINGS
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1. MICROTHRUST MEASURING SYSTEM

Number Title

246R734 Assembly
941D164 Upper Bracket
47C140241 Lower Bracket
142B1465 Dampener Plate
47C140243 Dampener Pot
47C140242 Instrumentation Frame
263E915 Test Chassis
47BI15367 Instrumentation Arm
47C141405 Thruster Clamp
47B115368 Solenoid Clamp
142B1562 Solenoid Valve
47B115369 Electrode
142B1509 Clip
47BI15300 Propellant Fitting
165A52Pj Propellant Tube
47B115409 Cable Bracket Assy.
47B115411 Suspension Cable
142B1466 Support Rod
941D233 Thruster
47C141406 Chassis Table
142B1467 Plate Support
246R734 Assembly
47B115373 Pivot, Chassis
165A5283 Button, Pivot
165A5284 Screw, Adjusting
165A5285 Plate, Pivot
47C141407 Restoring Solenoid
4tB115406 Stop Bracket
165A5291 Core Extension
47B115405 Solenoid Armature
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2. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION THRUSTER

Number Title

47B115341 Nozzle (.00724)
47B115348 Heat Shield Liner
47B115350 Cover Ring
47B115349 Outer Cover
165A5273 Cover End
165A5274 Heater Clip
941D233 Assembly, Nozzle Test Thruster
47B115344 Heater
47B115345 Flow Path Liner
165A5271 Liner End
165A5272 Supply Tube
47C141399 Thruster Body
47BI15347 Containment Ring
47B115340 Orifice (.00100)
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3. FLIGHT THRUSTERS

Number Title

246R757 Assy, Flight Thruster
471B115464 Heater Unit
941D416 Body, Thruster
47C143221 Container, Screen
47C143950 Plate, Orifice
47B115469 Tube, Thruster
263E964 Flange, Thruster
47C143224 Tube Supply
47C143231 Connector, Electrical
941D417 Flange, HT Shield
47C143225 Cover, HT Shield
47C143226 Cover, Front
263E981 Heat Shield
47B115470 Beads, Fish Spine
47C04I3219 Thermocouple
47C143228 Extension
47C143229 Clamp, Thermocouple
47C143230 Cover, Extension
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4. T.AK-AGE

Number Title

941D169 Assy, 11 inch Diameter Ammonia Storage
47C140244 Tank, Upper Half
941D173 Cone Support
165A5754 Vapor Tube
142B1469 Nut
142B1469 Disk
142B1470 Centering Cross
47C140249 Screen Cone
165A5293 Fill Tube
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5. A.KIMONIA GAS FLOW CONTROL

N umber Title

47B115388 Switch, Guage Pressure, Probe Type

47B 115407 Valve, Axial Solenoid
47C11387 Regulator, Pressure

47C141413 Transducer, Pressure

47C141415 Valve, Explosive Operated

47C141416 In-Line Filter
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6. PROPELLAT TANK SUPPORT AND FL)W CONTROL COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

Number Title

263E973 Assembly, Y39 Propellant Tank and
Flow Components Frame Structure

263E974 Assembly, Frame
941D426 Assembly, Tank Strut
941D427 Assembly, Tank Support
263E976 Assembly, Tank Strap
47B115473 Bracket
941D428 Manifold, Outlet
47C143259 Tube, Inlet Manifold
47C143258 Tube, Inlet Manifold
47C143257 Tube, Inlet Manifold
47C143243 Tube, Inlet
47C143247 Seal 1/4
47C143246 Strap, Component
47BI15474 Spacer
263E974 Assembly, Frame Mounting Assembly
47C143248 Nut, Clinch
263E279Gl Assembly, Component Panel Assembly
47D172980 Panel .10 thk (Mg)
47B115478 Bracket, Press. Reg.
47B115479 Bracket, Elec. Conn.
47BlI:480 Body, Press. Sw
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7. SPECIFICATIONS

Number Title

01-0076-00-A Heater Wire, Recrystallization -

Resistant Platinum
01-0077-00-A Boron Nitride Powder
01-0078-00-A Swageable Magnesia Electrical Heater

Cores
01-0079-00-A Heater Wire, Mo-5ORe
02-0202-00-A Special Processing Requirements,

Swaged Electrical Heaters
04-0013-00 Transducer, Pressure
04-0014-00 Valve, Combination, Explosive

Actuated, Normally Closed/Normally
Open

04-0015-0C Filter, Pneumatic (Anm.onia)
C4-0016-00-A Relief Valve, (Pneumatic) Ammonia
04-0017-00 Valve, Solenoid Operated, Pneumatic

(Ammonia), Coaxial, Low Pressure for
Station Keeping and Station Changing
Applications

04-0018-00 Valve, Pressure Regulator, Pneumatic
(Ammonia), Station Keeping and
Station Changing

04-0019-00 Power and Signal Conditioner
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